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When David Duke, former Ku Klux Klan Grand Wizard, was
elected to the Louisiana State House of Representatives, he de
clared, "This isn't a victory for me, it is a victory for those who
. . . choose to work hard rather than abuse welfare ." 1 Unspoken
but understood was that the hard workers were white, the welfare
abusers African American. As president, one of Ronald Reagan's
favorite anecdotes was the story of a Chicago welfare queen with
"80 names, 3 0 addresses, .12 Social Security cards and a tax-free
income of over $ I 50,000." 2 While less direct in his message, Pres
ident Clinton's promise to reform the welfare system was his most
popular issue, a sure-fire applause getter in his speeches.3
Although welfare reform is. the policy issue that most readily
translates into a racial code, other social programs-urban re-.
newal, job training, school choice-elicit similar connotations.
Politicians say they are talking about social programs, but people
understand that they're really talking about race. There is good
reason for Americans to understand coded messages about social
policy as substitutes for discussions of race, for real linkages be
tween race and social policy exist. But the linkages are more com
plex than the messages delineated in recent political campaigns.
This book explains these intricate connections.
Race first became intertwined with social policy during Franklin
Delano Roosevelt's "New Deal." The New Deal achieved dual ob
jectives: It initiated a floor of protection for the industrial working
class, and it reinforced racial segregation through social welfare
programs, labor policy, and housing policy. These impediments to
racial equality remained intact until the 1960S when the civil
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rights movement made the struggle for equal opportunity the pre
dominant social issue of the decade. When Lyndon Baines Johnson
decided to wage a "War on Poverty," the federal resources of the
antipoverty programs fueled this struggle. Community action pro
grams brought African Americans into local politics; job-training
programs forced the skilled trade unions to integrate and more
importantly, established affirmative action. And demands for
more and better housing were coupled with the first fair-housing
legislation. As social programs came to promote equal opportu
nity, they created a political backlash that gave rise to an ascen
dant "New Right" of fiscal and social conservatives intent on roll
ing back the welfare state and restoring traditional values.
Proposals for a guaranteed annual income for the working poor
and national child-care support fell victim to this backlash. Now
fifty years after the New Deal and thirty years after the War on
Poverty, persistent racial segregation undermines support for na
tional social programs and impedes the nation's ability to guaran
tee basic social protection to all its citizens.
It has taken me more than six years to piece together this com
plex story. I began this project in 19 8 8 when a National Science
Foundation grant allowed me to spend a semester as a visiting
professor at Harvard University. There I was privileged to co
teach a course on "Gender and the Welfare State" with Theda
Skocpol. Our frequent discussions helped shape the direction of
this book. I presented two of the chapters during my stay that
semester and returned three years later to present another chapter.
When I was about halfway through the book, Robert Alford
came to Florida State to present a talk. I volunteered to take him
to breakfast· before his departure. I was wondering how I wou14
pass nearly three hours with a relative stranger. I needn't have
worried. His penetrating questions forced me to articulate my own
arguments and, more importantly, to think about whether m y evi
dence really sustained those arguments. And that stranger became
a friend. Since our first breakfast, we have maintained a dialogue
by phone, letter, Bitnet, and conversations during his subsequent
visits· to Florida State. A generous man, he read the entire book
and gave me more than twenty pages of comments.
My colleague, John Myles, has read nearly everything I have
written for the past ten years. I have discussed every aspect of this

book with him, from such major issues as developing the main
arguments to the more mundane but important matter of thinking
up a title. He read the entire book more than once and Chapter I
at least five times. Many of the insights are his. The errors are
mine.

For most of my career, I have admired Frances Fox Piven from
afar. One of the great pleasures of this project has been the oppor
tunity to get to know her personally. Fran read most of the chap
ters and provided detailed comments. I am grateful for her friend
ship and for her intellectual guidance.
Finally, I benefitted enormously from the comments of my close
friend, Joane Nagel. She read the manuscript when I thought I
was finished and told me I still had a lot of work to do. It wasn't
what I wanted to hear, but she was right. Readers who find my
central thesis clear can thank Joane. Those who don't can blame
me.

Many other friends and colleagues have also contributed to this
effort. I appreciate the comments of Bruce Bellingham, Leslie In
nis, Marjorie Abend-Wein, Pamela Barnhouse Walters, Edward
Berkowitz, G. William Domho££, David James, Sonya Michel,
James Max Fendrich, and Larry Isaac. James Orcutt took his
skilled editorial pen to the introduction. I also benefited greatly
from conversations with Patricia Yancey Martin, William Tuttle,
and Ann Schofield and from the gracious hopitality of Courtney
Cazden during my stay in Cambridge. lowe a particular debt to.
Oxford's reviewers, Jod Blau and Michael Katz. My graduate stu
dents, Debra Street and Catherine Fobes, read major portions of
the book and told me bluntly where I was unclear. I also gained
from presenting portions of the book in progress to the Indiana
University Workshop in Political Economy and to the Florida
State University Workshop in Political Economy. I thank the Mil
dred and Claude Pepper Foundation for funding a conference held
at Florida State in March 1989, which allowed me to work
through the ideas presented in Chapter 7.
As always I am in the debt of archivists. Much of the historical
research was done at the National Archives. Aloha South has been
my main contact at the National Archives since 1983. She has
taken an active interest in my work, has advised me on where to
find documents I'm interested in, and has prepared materials in
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advance so that I could begin working as soon as I arrived in
.
Washington. Federal policy precludes me from giving her any to"
ken. of appreciation, even a copy of the book. All I can do once
again is say, "Thank you, Aloha."
I especially appreciate the support of my editor at Oxford Uni
. versity Press, David Roll. His interest and encouragement have
been inspiring, and his helpful suggestions and comments have im"
proved the manuscript immensely.
.
Last, but never least, J thank my husband, David. He followed
me to Florida State so I could accept my present position, even
though the move clearly enhanced my career more than his. He
cared for our son while I was at Harvard, he has kept the house"
hold running for the past six years, and he tolerates our large and
poorly behaved dog .eveh though he hates pets. I dedicate this
book to him.

Tallahassee
October I993
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INTRODUCTION

The Equal Opportunity

Welfare State

n April 29, 199 2, three hours after an all-white jury acquit

O ted four white police officers in the brutal beating of black

motorist Rodney King, the streets of Los Angeles erupted in flames
as enraged ghetto residents· took to the streets. In the eyes of a
stunned nation, and especially its black citizens, the verdict was
incomprehensible. How could anyone discount the videotaped
horror of King being dubbed and kicked 5 6 times in . 8 1 seconds?
Six days later, when the flames had been reduced to smoldering'
r�bble, President George Bush declared that what had triggered
the riot was not frustration at an unjust system, not the despair of
grinding poverty and blocked opportunity, but rather the failure
of the liberal social programs of the 1 9 60s.
An astonished Bill Clinton, his Democratic rival in the 1992
pre�idential race, scornfully asked why Bush had to return to the
1 9 60s to find a scapegoat when Republicans had held the presi
dency for 20 of the past 24 years. Weren't the causes nearer at
hand? As inexplicable as Bush's comment seemed; it accurately
captured the idea that during the 1960s social policy became
linked to race in consequential ways. I agree. In this book, I show
why I think this aspect of American welfare state development
warrants reflection. That's what this book is about.
3

4
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I have long been interested in how racial issues have shaped the
American welfare state. In my previous book, The Transformation
of Old Age Security, I explained why cotton production in the
South hinged on racial oppression and showed how racial issues
were an integral part of New Deal policymaking. I explained why
southern congressmen refused to support any welfare programs
that would place federal funds in the hands of black sharecrop
pers. And I argued that because Franklin Delano Roosevelt needed
southern support to get his programs through Congress, he agreed
to exclude African Americans from the core programs of the So
cial Security Act.
I was interested in these issues because they helped me under
stand why, compared to most European nations, the United States
was slow to legislate national welfare programs and why it lacked
programs other countries enacted as a matter of course-national
health insurance, family allowances, or paid parental leave. At
that time I was convinced that the limits had been imposed by
the South. I also believed that by the 1960s the decline of cotton
production had made race irrelevant to policymaking. I was
wrong on both counts.
.
'
Mysubsequent research on Lyndon johnson's War on Poverty
has convinced me that race was still the defining feature of the
American welfare state in the 1960s. To be sure, the solid South
had not vanished entirely, but it was no longer the bastion of resis
tance it had been in the 1930S. Race had not, however, become
less pivotal to policymaking. Indeed, it had moved from .the pe
riphery to the center. No longer a regional embarrassment, racial
inequality had become a national malady. What the War on Pov
erty represented was a well-intended but poorly executed effort to
treat that malady.
Racial inequality was brought north in the upheaval caused by
a massive migration of blacks out of the South, then forced upon
the American conscience by a civil rights movement that de
manded equality of opportunity. This book is about how poli
cymakers tried to respond to those demands by reconstructing the
racial welfare state of the New Deal. It is also about how these
attempts foundered on a deep racial divide. Finally it is about the
price the nation still pays for failing to fully incorporate African
Americans ihto the national community. That price is a welfare
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and the persistent and ardent efforts by voluntary associations to
win both public and private benefits.3 If Americans are ideologi
cally opposed to state intervention, then why have so many
worked so steadfastly toward this end? In his book The Demo

crat c
ish James
orone attempts to resolve this seeming con
tradIctIon between dIstrust of government and the willingness of
the people to endorse programs that expand it. He claims that
Americans �ot only have a powerful dread of public power but
also a yearmng for a democratic ideal founded on consensus citi
'
zenship participation, and a hearkening to the principle of com
munity. Yet the. search for direct democracy invariably builds bu
reaucracy until the suspicion of government materializes.4 When
it does, Americans revolt against the intrusion of the state, but
new forms of government intervention remain as a permanent leg
acy to those communal ideals.
Morone's. theory of a democratic wish explains exceptions to
antistatism by recognizing that. the American creed includes both
a distrust of state authority and an ethos that esteems community.
But his claim that the contradiction is between community and
bureaucracy overlooks' the fundamental tensions that have shaped.
the welfare state. These are tensions that reside in competing
definitions of "liberty": liberty as the positive freedom to act on
one's conscious purposes and to develop one's capacities versus
the negative freedom from external constraints on speech, behav
ior, and association.s In the chapters that follow, I will demon
s�rate how efforts to use government intervention to extend posi
,
,
,
tIve lIbertIes to Afncan. Americans clashed with the negative
liberties. of whites to dominate local politics, to control member
ship in their unions, and to choose their neighbors. l will then
sho:w how these conflicts established a racial fault line in public
polIcy that subsequently provided the rationale for welfare state
retrenchment.
A second prominent explanation of American exceptionalism is
that a weak working class, or, more specifically, the absence of a
labor-based political party, has impeded the formation of a more
generous welfare state.6 This argument is derived from compara
tive research, which suggests that the most advanced welfare states
originated in countries where a labor-backed party fought for new
social legislation. The American labor movement, by contrast, not

� � J

�
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�

only failed to initiate social welfare legisla�ion, at times it , act vely
opposed it? Given the weakness of w�rking c:a�s orgamz,ations,
American capitalists have been able to Impose hmits on socIal pol
icies that would interfere with private efforts in the market.s
I agree that the character of working-class politics has ,shap
the American welfare state. But I contend that the core Issue IS
how working-class politicS have been weakened by racial divi
.
sions both in the workplace and in the community. In the work
plac , trade .. union discrimination has been a barrier to la or or
ganizing, while in the community, neighborhood segregatl�n as
impeded class solidarity.9 These racial barriers to class sohdanty
.
originated in private practices but became embedded m the state
when welfare programs were enacted. New Deal labor legislation
that granted workers the right to organize also allo,:"ed t:r�de
unions to discriminate against blacks. New Deal housmg polIcy
reinforced neighborhood racial segregation. When issues of r�s -.
dential and workplace discrimination became pivotal to the clVlI
rights movement, antipoverty programs dealing with labor policy
and housing policy became involved in the struggle for �qu�l �p
. portunity. The use of the welfare state to putsue SOCIal Justice
,
aroused working-class resentment and undermmed support for the

�

:

?

�

�

welfare state.
Finally, polity-centered theorists argue that a unique sequence
of democratization and industrialization impeded .the development
of the welfare state. Specifically, . they claim that because the
United States democratized before it industrialized, the American
working class never coalesced around a struggle for basic demo
cratic rights. Instead, working-class politics developed around po
litical parties that dispensed favors, jobs, anJ other benefits
r
through patronage systems. Patronage served as a substitute f?
IS
such
on
based
e
electorat
the
broad, programmatic appeals to
sues as national welfare programs. Abuses of patronage further
alienated voters from supporting any public provisions that might

fuel graft and corruption.1o
"
This account accurately describes early twentieth-century.pohtlcal history. What it negkcts is a key piece of the puzzle: instead
of being one of the first nations to democratize, the United States
was among the lastY While the North was at least formally dem
ocratic in the twentieth century, African Americans in the South
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were denied basic democratic rights-the right to vote, the right to
work without coercion, and the right to a modicum of economic
security}2 Not until the Civil Rights Act of I964 prohibited dis
crimination in employment and the Voting Rights Act of I965
banned practices that disfranchised African Americans was de
mocracy formally bestowed on a nationwide basis. Still lacking
was the right to economic security. The War on Poverty repre- .
sented an effort to bypass the racially biased New Deal network
of welfare agencies and to provide economic security to blacks.
Thus, the United States did engage in a struggle for democracy.
But it took place in the twentieth century, not the eighteenth, and
the revolutionaries were African Americans, not the working class.

The Welfare State as a System of Stratification
Implicit in �eories of welfare state origins are assumptions about
outcomes. The most common assumption is that the welfare state
can overcome divisions and create social solidarity. But as I noted
above, the welfare state may also create or reinforce social cleav
ages. Gosta Esping-Anderson argues that both outcomes are possi
ble: "The welfare state is not just a mechanism that intervenes in,
and possibly corrects, the structure of inequality; it is, in its own
right, a system of stratification. It is an active force in the ordering
of social relations." Social programs, according to Esping
Anderson, "help determine the articulation of social solidarity, di
visions .of class and status differentiation." 13
These outcomes can be classified according to three ideal types
that Esping-Anderson calls "welfare state regimes": liberal, con
servative and universal.14 The first, the "liberal" regime, entails
minimal intervention in the market. Rather, 'liberal regimes foster
"the competitive individualism that the market supposedly culti
vates." 15 To discourage welfare dependency that could undermine
work incentives, liberal regimes rely on social programs with com
plex eligibility rules such as means-testing, residency requirements,
and family responsibility clauses. In making welfare recipients a
stigmatized class, liberal regimes promote social cleavages. "Con
servative" regimes maintain traditional status relations by provid
ing different programs for different class and status groupS.16 In
nineteenth-century Germany, for example, Bismarck's pension
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plan constructed a myriad of social insurance schemes, each with
its peculiar rules, finances, and benefit structures. Workers' pen
sion plans were distinct from those of miners, civil servants' from
those of other white collar employees.17 Finally, . "universal" re
gimes promote status equality by endowing all citizens with simi
lar rights, regardless of social class· or occupation. The prototype
of the universal regime is Sweden's ",,�lfare state, which provides
benefits to all as a right of citizenship. High-quality benefits cut
across class and status cleavages and solidify support for the wel
fare state.
The United States is usually described as the classic "liberal"
regime because of its heavy reliance on means-tested social-assis
tance programs. Means-testing supposedly draws rigid class dis
tinctions between the deserving and undeserving poor. I argue,
however, that the means-tested programs of the American welfare
state had less to do with maintaining class divisions than with
maintaining racial segregation. And I will demonstrate that the
War on Poverty represented a different sort of regime entirely. The
social programs enacted during the I 960s ushered in what I call
an "equal-opportunity welfare state." By this I mean that the pri
mary objective of social policy became the pursuit of equality of
opportunity and that the resulting cleavages stemmed from racial
conflict, not class conflict.
The equal-opportunity welfare state emerged from the collision
between the War on Poverty and the civil rights movement. But

its origins lay in the policy legacy of the. New Deal. In tracing the
historical linkages between these two great "bangs" of policymak
ing, I combine theories of American exceptionalism with theories
of welfare state regimes. Instead of emphasizing the distinct char
acteristics of each period, I emphasize the dialectical interaction
between them. I use the term "dialectical" because it eliminates
any suggestion of a linear progression in the development of the
welfare state. Rather it implies that policies enacted in one era
contain inherent contradictions that must be faced in another.- The
dialectic in the New Deal was the contradiction between an Amer
ican ethos that embodied ideals of liberty, justice, and equality of
opportunity and a series of policy decisions that repudiated that
ethos.IS The War on Poverty represented an effort to resolve that
contradiction.

IO
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. Theda Skocpol and Ann Orloff say much the same thing, al
though neither uses the word "dialectical.» They call these inter
active processes "policy feedbacks." Skocpol argues that "tracing
these feedback processes is crucial for explaining the further devel. opment of social provision after initial measures are instituted." 19
Policies have feedback effects both because they transform or ex
pand the capacity of the state and because they "affect the social
identities, goals, and capabilities of groups that subsequently
struggle or ally in politics." 20 I agree--but with one crucial quali
fication. Whereas Skocpol and Orloff emphasize aspects of the
policies themselves, I argue that the central element in national
welfare policymaking is the social dynamic driving those policies . .
In the American case, that dynamic has been race. Race was a
key component in battles over New Deal policymaking,and racial
conflict over the New Deal legacy propelled the War on Poverty.
The racial backlash unleashed in that turbulent decade left an en
during legacy that hampers efforts today to reconstruct America's
cities and to complete its unfinished domestic agenda.

Race in the U.S. Welfare State
The process of democratization consists of the extension of civil,
political, and sochil rights. Compared to European nations, the
United States instituted social rights late in its history. The first
national welfare programs were enacted during the New Deal. In
Chapter I I explain how the New Deal not only extended social
rights but also reinforced the racial divide in American democracy.
I begin by showing how southern congressmen took advantage of
their commitree power to shape the structure of the Social Security
Act of I93 5. Instead of universal old age and unemployment
insurance for workers, the act created two tiers of racially
segregated benefits. I also show how the New Deal legitimated
racial discrimination in employment and housing. Finally, I argue
that by I960 that unwieldy legacy had become an impediment to
effective government. The problem facing Lyndon Johnson was
how to reorient the nation's social policy agenda so that it could
eradicate, rather than reinforce, racial inequality. His solution-'
the War on Poverty-poured funds for education, housing, and
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community action into urban ghettos. These policies and resources
helped fuel the struggle for equal opportunity.
Community action originated as a program to consolidate social
services and improve service provision. In transferring resources
directly from the federal government to the poor, it rapidly be
came an agent in the struggle for political rights. Chapter 2 shows
how the civil rights movement absorbed community action pro
grams, using them to redistribute political power from local ma
chines to black organizations and black leaders. In Mississippi,
community action created new patronage networks that bypassed
the entrenched power structure and instead funneled federal
money, and thus power, to African Americans. In Newark, civil
rights leaders captured the local community action agency and
used it to protest police brutality, the lack of access to city jobs,
and an urban-renewal plan that would have destroyed the homes
of many black families. Such outcomes weren't universal, how
ever. In cities like Chicago, where entrenched political machines
resisted any intrusion on local government rule,community action
merely fueled the machine. Although community action increased
the political participation of African Americans overall, often at
the expense of white ethnic politicians,the ghettoization of urban
politics reduced political support for funds to cities and limited
what these new leaders could accomp'lish.
The War on Poverty also included programs for job training. At
first these programs sought only to make poor,black men,employ
able. However, as I demonstrate in Chapter 3, civil rights activists
then demanded that trained apprentices be hired for the good con
struction jobs controlled by the skilled trade unions. When the
unions refused to admit black men,federal officials devised a pro
gram of affirmative action that threatened the unions; mo�t cher
ished prerogative: the right to select candidates for apprentice
ships. In the ensuing struggle,the indifference of the· skilled trades
toward African Americans turned to open hostility,and their sup
port for the Democratic party was converted into antagonism to
ward its policies. Affirmative action opened previously closed sec
tors of the labor market to minorities and women,yet job-training
programs were mainly oriented to the poor and to minorities. This
narrow focus diverted the government from adding a new tier to

12.
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the welfare state-social programs for managing the labor market
and supporting the needs of service sector workers.
As the civil rights movement turned north, it confronted angry
residents of crowded, decaying urban ghettos whose housing
needs became inextricably linked to the effort to end housing seg
regation. Federal officials tried to, but could not,adequately sat
isfy complex and sometimes competing demands for better hous
ing for the poor, more housing for African Americans, and fair
housing for all Americans. Chapter 4 demonstrates how angry
suburban homeowners resisted opening their. communities to mi
norities, forcing federal officials to retreat from a commitment to
low-income housing and to back away from fair-housing laws.
By I968 the civil rights movement was torn apart by internal
conflicts; public opinion turned against demonstration s that trig
gered violence,and federal officials moved to quell riots and dem
onstrations with troops and guns rather than with social pro
grams. In the I968 election an alienated new majority bitterly
rejected the party of the people,which had failed to deliver on its
implicit social contract to incorporate the excluded and. to support
the working class. As the newly elected Republican president
Richard Nixon ascended to office,he pondered how to reach the
"forgotten Americans" and reconstruct an electoral .majority
around working-class disaffection. His solution was to drive out
the "special interests" that had throttled urban policy and, in
stead, orient social programs toward the ascendant sunbelt and
suburbia. As political analyst Kevin Phillips explains,the Republi
can party decided to offer "policies able to resurrect the vitality
and commitment of Middle America-from sharecroppers and
truckers to the alienated lower middle class." These policies would
"do fat more for the entire nation than the environmental manipu
lation,'social boondoggling, community agitation and incendiary
promise� of the Nineteen-Sixties." 21
Nixon's policies were not initially designed to roll back the wel
fare state. Indeed, he spent more for sochd programs than Johnson
did. Rather, he recognized a unique political opportunity to woo
an alienated working class by moving racial issues to the periphery
of the welfare state. Reforming the welfare system by replacing
Aid to' Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) with a guaran
teed annual income promised to solve a number of political prob-

lems in one package. As I show in Chapter 5 , Nixon' s proposed
Family Assistance Plan (FAP) could have reduced the skyrocketing
welfare rolls and appeased, the working poor who resented the
government's support of the nonworking poor. But a guaranteed
annual income also seemed capable of resolving a problem that
federal officials believed was responsible for urban unrest-the
dissolution of the two-parent black family. By shoring up th�ir
incomes, the FAP might also have restored the ability of black
men to become household heads. Despite such intriguing possibili
ties,the FAP threatened to undermine' wages in the South and thus
alienate the Republican party's most promising new constitu
ency-white,southern Democrats,the target of Nixon's "southern
strategy" in the I968 election. But southern employers feared the
benefits would eliminate incentives for low-wage workers. Even
urban welfare mothers opposed the FAP for fear the new program
would reduce their benefits. Realizing that the political costs of a
guaranteed income were greater than any benefits it might bestow,
Nixon rescinded his support for the revolutionary welfare reform
proposal, and poor working mothers lost the chance for a social
wage to subsidize their low-wage labor.
For women in the expanding service sector of the economy,the,
lack of secure and high quality child care hindered their ability to
work But a day-care program held unanticipated political hazards
that might have splintered,rather than united,working-class sup
port for the Republican party. In Chapter 6 I trace day Cl:i:re's in
auspicious origins and untimely demise. When the federal govern
ment began paying for day care in 1962, it tied child care to,
AFDC. The Comprehensive Child Development Act of 1971
would have partially severed child care from welfare and made
more children eligible for support. However, it only minimally
served the middle class. As the day-care bill moved through Con. gress,it activated other political issues that had nothing to do with '
providing adequate child care. For civil rights activists the day
care bill presented an opportunity to revive the dying comq-lunity
action program; for social conservatives the bill threatened the tra
ditional family by encouraging mothers to work. The program' s
broad-based, bipartisan supporters could not override the influ
ence of the two extremes. When Nixon chose to cater to the na
scent voice of the "Moral Majority," women lost a program that
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would have enhanced their right to work unhampered by the bur
den of child-care responsibilities.
Nixon finally found a spending program that nearly everyone
agreed was worth improving-Social Securi . Under Johnson, of

urban ghetto. In Chapter 8 I argue that the nation must devise
programs to protect the family, whatever its form, but that racial
segregation provides an unstable foundation for a successful wel
fare state.
Finally, iIi Chapter 9 I reexamine theories of American excep
tionalism. I argue that the motor of American history has been the
continual reconfiguration of racial inequality in the nation's social,
political, and economic institutions. It is this characteristic that
has impeded the development of a comprehensive welfare state. I
conclude that overcoming racial inequality remains America's un
finished task.

tY

ficials in the Social Security Administration proposed an increase
in Social Security benefits and guaranteed automatic cost-of-living
adjustments. In Chapter 7 I show how Nixon welcomed this
chance to consolidate middle-class support around a welfare pro
gram, for few would deny that the elderly had the right to eco
nomic security after a lifetime of labor. I also take this opportunity
to analyze debates about the merits of targeted programs in the
context of otir one universal program-Social Security.
During the 1960s, other nations added social benefits that al
lowed them to engage in long-range economic planning, move un
employed workers rapidly into new jobs, and provide the supports
necessary for a postindustrial economy centered around a service
sector comprised of female workers. The United States instead was
waging a struggle to extend democratic rights. A tired and divided
nation then turned away from its unfinished task. By 1970 Ameri
cans had social insurance for the' elderly, the disabled, and the
unemployed and health insurance for the elderly and the very poor
but little else. Between 1935 and 1970 fundamental changes had
occurred in the structure of the industrial working class. Whereas
in the postwar era an unskilled male worker could expect to earn
adequate wages to support a family and obtain the accoutrements
of a middle-class lifestyle, by 1970 low-wage services were replac
ing the high-paying manufacturing base. During the same period
the labor-force participation of women increased rapidly. Where
a wife's income supplemented her husband's, working families
were able to maintain their standards of living. But households
headed by single women were almost guaranteed a life below the
poverty line.
.
The War on Poverty did little for the working poor and for
women in the expanding service sector. The long-term legacy of
coupling social policy' to racial issues has diminished America's
ability to stem the decline .of the inner cities and to protect the
family, whether it consists of two working parents or of single
mothers. The failure to expand the welfare state to meet the needs
of the new working class is linked to the failure to dissolve the
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Unfinished Democracy

J\. ccording to the British sociologist T. H. Marshall, democrati
has proceeded in three stages with the granting of
civil, political, and finally social rights. In Europe the struggle for
civil rights emerged out of a feudal heritage where serfdom locked
workers to the land. The transition from servile to free labor intro
duced the notion of citizenship as the right to pursue the occupa
tion of one's choice freely, without compulsion, subject only to
requirements for training. By the beginning of the nineteenth cen
tury, the principle of individual economic "freedom" was accepted
as axiomatic.l
Throughout the nineteenth century in most European nations,
only monarchs, bureaucrats, and aristocrats could vote. Limited
political rights were granted to some men on the basis of property
ownership and education. These constitutional monarchies were
gradually replaced by representative governments ana popular
sovereignty. Political democratization in the form of universal suf
frage advanced through the dismantling of restrictions on voting
based on property ownership or literacy. By 1920 adult males had
full voting rights in seventeen nations, while nine had given women
the vote.2 Political rights not only meant the right to vote but also
the right to a voice in a collective process of decision-making.3

.n zation
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The third phase of democratization began in the late nineteenth
century with the construction of natiorial welfare states. Programs
. of social protection granted social rights: "the right to a modicum
of economic welfare and security, the right to share to the full in
the social heritage and to live the life of a civilized being according
to the standards prevailing in the society." 4 Much of the industri
alized world has instituted three kinds of social rights. Some pro
tect the poor against the exigencies of the capitalist marketplace.
They include programs to compensate workers against losses for
injuries on the job, against unemployment, and against old age.
Others� geared to an economy based on mass production, not only
provide income security for.the working class but also stable prod
uct markets for mass-produced goods.s Examples include old-age
insurance, family allowances, and nation�l health insurance. Fi
nally, social rights stabilize the labor supply, especially among fe
male workers in the expanding service sector.6 These include job
training and employment-referral systems, day-care provisions,
paid parental leave, and full-employment policies.
The combination of civil, political, and social rights is the foun
dation of democracy. While other nations added these rights grad
ually over centuries, the United States pursued an idiosyncratic
path. That path began when the first principles of civil rights-the
belief in equality and the right to liberty--were enshrined in the
Bill of Rights and the Declaration of Independence. Americans,
Thomas Jefferson wrote, had inherent and inalienable rights to
"life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. " 7 From the first mo
ments of the birth of the fledgling state, however, practice compro
mised principles. In theory, the concept of .inalienable rights meant
free labor markets and the absence of servile, or unfree, labor. In
practice, lovers of freedom tolerated its total suppression among
slaves, who had no claim on rights and whose masters owned both
their labor and their progeny.
Political dernocracy was an extension of civil liberty, and most
Americans enjoyed it early. Even as colonists under British rule,
when the franchise was based on property ownership, between 50
and 80 percent of white males qualified to vote.8 At the end of the
revolutionary period, many states extended male suffrage by mov
ing from property qualifications to tax qualifications for voting.
By 1840 most adult white males could vote, and voter turnout

ranged from 68 to 98 percent. Government also became more di
rectly representative of the people who participated through mass
political parties, rotation of political leaders, local community
rule, and the choosing of presidential candidates by party conven
tions instead of wealthy elites.9 But democracy remained incom
plete. Women couldn't vote until 1 920, and, of course, slaves were
denied even the most rudimentary privileges of citizenship.
Though precocious in extending civil and political rights to
white males, America lagged behind Europe in developing social
rights through a national welfare state. Until 1935 the United
States had no national social programs. Instead, it had only scat
tered, meagerly funded, state-level programs of workers' compen
sation, old-age pensions, and mothers' pensions that left decisions
about eligibility to the discretion of local welfare authorities. to
Not until the Depression challenged the foundations o{ this "rug
ged individualism" did the concept of social rights emerge as a
shared ideal. When that finally happened, the presence of a "na
tion" within a nation, that is, of the South as a politically and
economically distinct entity, imposed limits· on what could be
done. Instead of a "universal" welfare state that could create soli
daritY among workers, the New Deal welfare state instituted a
regime that reinforced racialinequality.

18

Creating the Racial Welfare State Regime
Franklin Delano Roosevelt took office in 1932 with a mandate to
inaugurate a new era in government intervention. The cornerstone
of his New Deal was the Social Security Act of 1935, which pro
vided old-age insurance and unemployment compensation for the
industrial labor force. · Under the old-age insurance program,
workers paid payroll taxes of I percent on the first $3,000 earned,
matched by their employers, in exchange for a $IS pension upon
retirement. Under the unemployment insurance program, states
levied a payroll tax on employers to protect workers against
downturns in the business cycle. Although the unemployment pro
gram was technically voluntary, generous tax credits that offset·
most of the payroll tax provided incentives to employers to partic
ipate.11
The Social Security Act also included two means-tested social
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assistance programs, Aid to Dependent Children and Old Age As
sistance, in which .·state expenditures were matched by federal
funds. These programs provided minimal support to those outside
the wage labor pool. Old-age assistance paid eligible elderly men
and women a maximum grant of $30 a month, though most
states, especially those in the South, paid less. Aid to Dependent
Children was restricted to single-parent families and paid benefits
. only to children.
The Social Security Act laid the groundwork for a national
welfare state and established some benefits as an earned right.
Through such measures, the New Deal liberalism of the Demo
cratic party came to mean active, positive intervention for the pub
lic good. Public support was high for programs that protected the
many against the abuses of the few and taxed the few for the
benefit of the many.
Government intervention did not extend to support for civil
rights, however, as Roosevelt sought to stabilize his unwieldy co
alition of northern workers and white southerners by refusing to
back legislation abolishing lynching or poll taxes and by weaving
racial inequality into his new welfare state.12 This was accom
plished by excluding agricultural workers and domestic servants
from both old-age insurance and unemployment compensation
and by failing to provide national standards for unemployment
compensation.13 These omissions were not random. Rather, they
reflected· a compromise reached with southern Democrats over the
structure of the welfare state.

year's end a cropper family owed more than it had earned in the
entire year. Debt kept sharecroppers nearly enslaved.
Politically, the South was an oligarchy. Such measures as poll
taxes and literacy tests· introduced at the end of the nineteenth
century had not only disfranchised African Americans but most
poor whites as well. Disfranchisement reduced opposition to the
Democratic party majority and allowed one-party politics to reign.
With no competition for elective office, southern Democrats
earned seniority in Congress and thus were able to control key
committees in the House and Senate.15 This power allowed them
to exert a negative, controlling influence on national politics.
Although Roosevelt's electoral victory did not hinge on south
ern support, he needed southern Congressmen to move his pro
grams past the key House and Senate committees; They opposed
any program that would grant cash directly to black workers, be
cause direct cash could undermine the entire fou'ndation of the
plantation economy. In 1935 more than thr�e-quarters of African
Americans still lived in the South. Most sharecropped. Those not
sharecropping worked as day laborers when planters needed extra
hands at picking time. The going rate for day laborers was two
dollars per one hundred pounds of cotton, a day's labor for a
strong worker. Outside the cotton fields black women worked as
maids, earning perhaps $2.50 a week.16 Federal old-age insurance
paid directly to retired black men and women, even at the meager
sum of $ I5 a month, would provide mOre cash th.an a cropper
family might see in a year.
Because of southern opposition, agricultural workers and do
mestic servants-most black men and women-were left out of
the core programs of the Social Security Act. Instead they were
relegated to the social-assistance programs, where local welfare
authorities could determine benefit levels and set eligibility rules.
Even in these programs, southern Congressmen vigilantly de
fended "states' rights." They demanded that two claus�s be re
moved from the old-age assistance legislation, one compelling the
states to furnish assistance at "a reasonable subsistence compati
ble with decency and health" and another requiring states to des
ignate a single state authority to administer the plan. Southerners
simply would not allow the federal government to dictate stan
dards. or set benefit levels. They sought control over any social

2. 0

The Repression of R ights

By 1935 the North was industrialized and democratic. It had two
active political parties, and its citizenry had full civil and political
rights. The South was neither industrialized nor democratic. Its
economy was driven by cotton production, which flourished
through a sharecropping system that locked tenants-'-both black
. and white-to the land. Sharecropping was a system of servitude
that denied to African Americans the first civil right, "the right to
follow the occupation of one's choice in the place of one's
choice." 14 Sharecropping operated without cash. Planters loaned
money to croppers for seeds, equipment, food, and rent; Often at
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program that might threaten white domination, so precariously
balanced on cotton production.
The unemployment insurance program also perpetuated racial
inequality by charging Employment Service offices with imple
menting the legislation. Established in 1 933, the U.S. Employment
Service was a federal-state organization that provided job place, ment for the unemployed. In administering unemployment insur
ance, however, Employment Service offices devoted little attention
to job placement. Instead; they spent most of their time figuring
benefits. When they did connect workers to jobs, they did so in a
highly prejudiced manner, either excluding minority clients en
tirely or offering them the most menial, low-paying jobS.1 7
Racial inequality was not confined, to the South, however. By
legitimating discrimination in work and housing, New Deal legis
lation reinforced racial barriers in other parts of the nation.
Skilled craft workers had been organized into unions since the
nineteenth century. Most became members of the American Feder
ation of Labor (AFL) and its affiliates. But unskilled workers in
the expanding mass-production industries--iron and steel, autos,
rubber, and meat packing-had fought a losing battle against em
ployers over the right to organize. When the National Labor Rela
tions Act, or Wagner Act, of 1 935 granted workers the right to
organize unions and bargain collectively with employers, unskilled
workers clamored to join unions. 1 8 The issue of race contributed
to the already fractious relationship between them and , their
skilled comrades.
Throughout its history, the AFL had discriminated against black '
workers. Some affiliates, like the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen,
banned black workers by ritual or constitutional provision. Others
granted black unions separate charters or established segregated
locals as second-class members under the supervision of white
workers. Only the United Mine Workers, an AFL affiliate com
prised mainly of unskilled workers, had integrated unions.19
On November 9, 1 9 35, unskilled workers walked out of the
AFL convention and founded the Committee for Industrial Orga
nization (CIO). Among their, grievances was the refusal of the AFL
to address union discrimination. They knew that industrial union
ism required inter-racial cooperation. After all, African Americans
comprised more than 18 percent of iron and steel workers, 68

percent of tobacco workers, 40 ' percent of meat packers, and 9
percent of coal miners. Without their participation, any union of
the unskilled would fail. From its inception the CIO opened its
doors to black workers on an equal basis.2o Following a massive
orgaI').izing campaign, by 1 940 the CIO had more than 500,000
.
black members.
Black leaders had little enthusiasm for the Wagner Act, because
it legalized closed shops. Since black workers were excluded from
most skilled trade unions, they feared that the closed shop provi
sion would perinanently lock them out of these jobs. The National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
tried to have a clause barring discrimination by labor unions writ
ten into the Wagner Act, but the AFL refused to support the legis
lation if the clause was included. The final legislation permitted
labor organizations to exclude African Americans, denied the sta
tus of "employee" to black workers engaged in strike breaking,
and permitted the establishment of separate, racially segregated
unions.21 From 1 93 6 to 1 955, when the AFL merged with the
CIO, the skilled trade unions maintained policies of racial exclu
sion and segregation with the tacit approval of the federal gov
ernment.
The New Deal also preserved and reinforced patterns of racial
segregation through housing policy. The government first inter
vened in the housing market to restore the confidence of lenders
in average homebuyers, thousands of whom had defaulted on
loans. The National Housing Act of 1 934 sought both to stimulate
a depressed economy and to calm the fears of bankers. It author
ized low down payments, set up extended loan maturities (as long
as 40 years) , and regulated interest rates so that working-class
families could afford 'mortgage payments. The'Act also established
the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) to insure lending insti
tutions against loan defaults. The FHA was to behave like a , con
servative bank, only insuring mortgages that were "economically
sound." In practice, economic soundQess was translated into "red�
lining" : a red line was literally drawn around areas of cities con
sidered risky for economic or racial reasons. Redlining meant that
most black families were ineligible for federally insured loans. Un
til 1 94 9 the FHA also encouraged the use 'of restrictive covenants
banning African Americans from given neighborhoods and refused
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to insure mortgages in integrated neighborhoods.22 Thanks to
FHA, no bank would insure loans in the ghetto, and few African
Americans could live outside it.
What housing the federal government did provide to African
Americans was racially segregated. The Housing Act of 1 9 3 7 al
lowed local housing authorities to use proceeds from tax-free
bonds to build public housing projects. Federal subsidies would
pay the difference between the housing costs and what tenants
could afford to pay in rentP From the start, public housing au
thorities located new projects in racially segregated 'neighborhoods
and selected tenants by race.24 Thus, federal housing provided se
cure loans for the middle class and subsidized rentals in public
housing for the poor. The working poor, much of black America
but also white families outside the industrial labor force, were left
out in the cold.
The New Deal thus · united the industrial working class around
a party that provided income security against job loss, injury, and
old age to working men and their families. At the same time it left
intact-indeed reinforced-the rigid color line. The extension of
social rights thus had paradoxical consequences for racial equal
ity. In the words of T. H. Marshall, it granted a modicum of eco
nomic welfare and security to whites while denying to others the
full perquisites of democracy.25

The nation as a whole now confronted the puzzle of incorporating
African Americans into the national political economy. At first po
litical analysts believed that this incorporation would occur natu
rally. In the past large-scale population shifts had not only created
political upheavals but also new opportunities. Perhaps African
Americans, like other newly arrived immigrant groups, would use
these opportunities to move up the equal-opportunity ladder and
out of the inner cities.28 The problem was that racial segregation
had limited opportunities, and after more than a century of depri
vation, black people were unwilling to wait further for their share
of the American dream. While elsewhere the extension of · demo
cratic rights had proceeded fitfully over centuries, in the United
States it took less than a decade to complete the process of democ
ratization for those on the wrong side of the color line. First across
the South and then sweeping the North, a social movement arose
demanding that the nation immediately grant to all its citizens the
basic perquisites of a democratic society�ivil, political, and so
cial rights.

Destabilizing the New Deal
The New Deal . also encouraged farmers to replace workers with
machines through farm subsidies and other benefits to agriculture.
Many farmers used their subsidies to purchase machinery, and in
creased reliance on machines reduced labor needs. Farm subsidies
were thus passed on to black sharecroppers in the form of evic
tions.26 Throughout the 1940S evicted sharecroppers migrated in
large numbers to northern cities. . In 1940 77 percent of African
Americans lived in the South; by 1970 only 5 3 percent still did.27
Their departure toppled the political and economic structure un
derlying the cotton South and dismantled the system of tenancy
that had given southern planters a stranglehold on bl<1.ck labor.
The presence of black migrants in northern cities moved racial
inequality from the periphery to the center of national politics.

25

The Search for Rights
The civil rights movement began in the 1950S with an assault on
the South's racial order. The first victory came in 1954 when the
Supreme Court, in the Brown vs. Topeka decision, struck down
the doctrine of "separate but equal " and ordered the schools to
integrate. Inste�d of abiding by the law,. however, southern attor
ney generals advocated that desegregation proceed "with all delib. erate speed," and the Supreme Court agreed that local school au
thorities could determine the pace.29 Whites not only mobilized
against school desegregation officially through legal action but
also through a reign of terror that included economic coercion,
violence, and murder. But white resistance failed to dampen the
ardor of those inspired by the promise of equal opportunity. In
December 195 5 , Rosa Parks, a black woman from Montgomery,
Alabama, refused to move to the back of a bus. Her subsequent
arrest was the catalyst in a year�long battle in which the black
population took on the entire white power structure and desegre
gated the public transportation system.30
Martin Luther King emerged from that struggle as the most im-
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portant black leader in America, and the organization he led, the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), became a
powerful locus of mobilization for the civil rights movement. The
SCLC adopted Ghandi's strategy of nonviolent protest, which be
came an effective political weapon in the struggle for rights. By
pitting peaceful demonstrators against often violent opponents,
nonviolence turned northern whites against this egregious viola
tion of American values.
College students then formed their own organization, the Stu
dent Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), which rapidly
displaced the SCLC as the most militant.31 Beginning with a lunch
counter protest in the Woolworth's in Greensboro, North C aro
lina, students mounted a series of sit-in campaigns in 1960 and
1961. The effort to integrate lunch counters expanded to include
all public accommodations-restaurants, theaters, department
stores, hotels, and hospitals.32 SNCC's only rival for most militant
was the Congress on Racial Equality, or CORE, a northern�based
civil rights organization. Both SNCC and CORE members will
ingly exposed themselves to dangers other organizations avoided
and were burned, beaten, and murdered for their efforts. From
buses to bathrooms, the civil rights movement defied every aspect
of the Jim Crow laws that sustained rachd inequality and made a
mockery of democracy.
The civil rights movement brought to the forefront of national
politics not only the brutality of racial oppression but also the
instability of the New Deal compromise. The sacrifice of African
Americans for the support of southern Democrats had ensnared
the party in an unresolvable conflict. In 1935 black voters were,
irrelevant to Democratic party fortunes. By 1960 the pattern of
black settlement had altered the political landscape. The black mi
gration was not so much a general exodus from the South as a
selective move out of areas where the political participation of
African Americans was most limited. Thus, it was also a move
from no voting to voting. From 1940 to 1960, 87 percent of the
migrants settled in seven northern industrial states: New York,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, California, Illinois, and Michi
gan. Because of the population-based, proportional system of vo
ting and the winner-take-all provision, these states held the key to
electoral success in presidential contests.33 In ' that year's presiden�

tial election, black voters gave John Kennedy the winning margin
in New Jersey, Michigan, Illinois', Texas, and South Carolina. Had
Kennedy lost these states, Richard Nixon would have won the ,
election.34 In becoming a powerful electoral force in national elec
· tions, the southern migrants posed a political problem for the
Democrats. How could the Jim Crow party of the solid South
. , woo black voters without alienating white southerners? In fact, it
could not.
.
President Kennedy could not confront this problem directly, for
• 'the Democrats needed.. the South. So he procrastinated on civil
rights even as the movement gained momentum. In 1961 CORE
joined with SNCC and the SCLC to organize " freedom rides" into
• the deep South. The riders would travel together, eat together, and
[ use the whites-only restrooms. As the nightly news brought the
sight of freedom riders being beaten and arrested into living rooms
across the nation, the federal government sat back and did noth
ing. Indeed, federal officials attempted to halt one freedom ride.
Only when the public, shocked by the attacks on the nonviolent
freedom riders, demanded that the government protect them did
Kennedy mobilize the National Guard.
What seemed by now the only viable solution was legislation to
force the South to do what it refused to do voluntarily. Still, Ken
nedy vacillated. Instead, he initiated two limited programs for the
PQor. In 1961 he established the Area Redevelopment Agency to
increase employment in depressed areas like Appalachia , by providing loans and subsidies to small businesses. The following year
he supported the Manpower Development and Training Act to
retrain workers displaced by automation.35 Such measures did not
(;lVen begin to address the dilemma of incorporating African
Americans. In fact, they mostly benefitted whites. Then in 1962Kennedy asked his Council of Economic Advisors to suggest more
comprehensive ways to address the poverty problem.
Scholars have since debated what the attention to poverty signi
fied. Why poverty, Robert Haveman asks, when " there was no
organized interest group demanding new programs for the poor
. . . there was no history of party platforms that had assigned
this problem particularly high priority, and there Was no apparent
surge of public opinion designating poverty to be the central do
mestic problem. " 36 The answer of many social scientists is that
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Kennedy's concern with poverty was an oblique response to the
civil rights movement. Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward,
for example, argue that the focus on poverty was Kennedy's way
out, a means of evading forceful action on civil rights while main
taining the political support of African Americans who had given
him his majority in the 1960 election.37 Further, the civil rights
movement had shifted from integration to economic problems just
as Kennedy launched his wave of rhetoric about economic in
justice.38
Margaret Weir disagrees. She argues that the antipoverty pro
grams had no link to the civil rights movement or to the electoral
concerns of Democrats over the black vote. She finds no evidence
"that an attack on poverty was conceived as a p�litical strategy
for strerigthening black loyalty to the Democratic party or .that it
was even initially intended to focus on African Americans. In
stead, the president's vague request . . . appears to have been mo
tivated by a more general desire to devise some policies that would
give his administration a stamp of originality and energy.» 39
This debate about origins, which has dominated much of the
. literature, matters little. In fact, it obscures the crucial linkages
that unquestionably did develop between the War on Poverty and
the civil rights movement once the programs began operating. Pro
grams targeted to the poor, and especially the black poor, were
rapidly subsumed by the civil rights movement. As a result, the
more traditional objectives of social policy to provide income sta
bility and guarantee product markets became secondary to the
grander struggle for racial j ustice. Instead of instituting a new
group of social programs to stabilize the labor supply of a service
driven economy and support a labor force increasingly comprised
of women, the welfare state became a vehicle of equal oppor
tunity.

that when Johnson ascended suddenly to the presidency he began
steering the ship of state toward the familiar liberalism of Roose
velt's New Deal, the liberalism of government intervention to
eliminate social ills, but also toward an unknown destination as
the federal government sought to end racial discrimination.
Under johnson's leadership, in 1 964 Congress passed the Civil
Rights Act and then in 1965 the Voting Rights Act. The Civil
Rights Act, which barred discrimination on the basis of race, .
color, religion, sex, or national origin, destroyed Jim Crow in pub
lic accommodations and helped end a decade of paralysis in school
desegregation. The Voting Rights Act, which made illegal discrimi
natory voting regulations, rapidly enfranchised both the mass of
southern African Americans and, ironically, a greater number of
southern whites-ironically because southern whites would later
become an important constituency in the rise of the New Right
and the backlash against Johnson's " Great Society. " 40
These victories eliminated barriers to integration and to voting
in the South but did little for the African Americans, legally free
but unequal, living in squalor in urban ghettos. For those relegated
to decrepit housing in the worst sections of cities, forced to send
their children to inferior schools, and locked out of opportunities
for jobs with upward mobility, the civil rights movement now de
manded protection from want and some guarantee of economic
security-the social rights of full citizenship. The time had come
for the government to provide adequate housing for those dis
placed by urban renewal; adequate income for mothers raising
young children alone; access to jobs in retail establishments,
banks, and other businesses; and entry into the white building
trades unions, which controlled the good construction jobs. What
could dissolve these more intransigent barriers to equality? No one
knew. And as this uncertainty became apparent, the cities erupted
in explosive upheavals that drove home the message that legal
emancipation was an insufficient response to the quest for
equality.
Meeting demands for full democratic rights meant confronting
the New Deal compromise, which had forsaken racial equality for
a stable political coalition between the industrial working class
and the South. That coalition was rapidly disintegrating. When
the civil rights effort focused on discrimination in the South, the

The Equal- Opportunity Welfare State
�ennedy's antipoverty program had barely begun when he was
assassinated. No one will ever know whether he would have pur
sued the course he set, a minor program aimed at poor whites, or
whether history would have propelled him instead along the path
his successor, Lyndon Baines Johnson, took. What we do know is
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majority of northern whites supported it. In 1964 68 percent of
northern whites supported the administration's effort to integrate
the South. When the civil rights movement moved North, support
waned. By 1966 5 2 percent of northern whites believed the gov- '
ernment was pushing integration too fast.41
How could the federal government Uliify the nation when its
major social programs were designed to maintain racial cleavages?
Presid�nt J?hnson seemed to have an answer when, on January 8 ;
! 964, lO . Is State o f the Union message, he promised to wage an
uncondltlonal war on poverty. » 42 Less than eight months later,
on Aug��t 20, Congress passed the Economic Opportunity Act,
an ambltlous group of programs for job training, community ac
,
,
�lOn, healt care, houslOg, an,d education. Johnson began prepar,
109 hI� antIpoverty programs Just months after the 1963 march on
WashlOgton where African Americans dramatically proclaimed
the need for freedom, (the vote) and jobs. The bill passed during
the summer of 1964, as urban riots swept across Harlem, Bedford
Stuyves�nt, Ro�h ter, Jersey Ci�, aterson, Elizabeth, Chicago,
Perhaps the timlOg was merely coincidental.
and PhIladelphIa.
However, the structure of the War on Poverty suggests otherwise.
he social institutions created by the New Deal were incapable
of lOcorporating African Americans into the national political
economy.44 Rather the New Deal legacy could only frustrate the
antipoverty effort with its network of local welfare offices, Em
ployment Services, and housing authorities that stretched from
governors' offices down into even the most remote rural town
ships, creating physical and social , barriers to efforts to help
bla�ks. An alternative model did exist, however, in two private
�de by the Ford Foundation: the Grey Areas project
projects
and MobIlIzatIon for Youth. Both projects emphasized control by
local community organizations, and both were founded on the be
lief that "the first task of community action was to enable (the
poor) to aSSert themselves by placing the means to reform in their
own hands.» 45 Only by releasing social programs from the old
line agencies could the apathy and resistance �xisting institutions
generated be transcended.46
Jo nson's tas was not merely to extend the New Deal by ex
, nghts but also to eliminate the barriers to equality
pandlOg SOCIal
of opportunity it had created. Community action could circum-
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vent the entrenched bureaucracies, which were "too preoccupied
with day to day operations» and consumed by an "inertia dedi
cated to preserving the status quo . » 47 Johnson made community
action the centerpiece of his War on Poverty. Directed by a new
agency, the Office of Economic Opportunity, community action
would bypass old-line agencies and pr�vide services directly to the
poor. Its manpower programs operated outside the Department
of Labor. Its Headstart program operated outside the established
educational system. Johnson also created a new Department of
Housing and Urban Development to consolidate the unwieldy
hodgepodge of kderal housing agencies.
While the New Deal had excluded African Americans, the War
on Poverty would favor them. While the New Deal had conspired
with southern elites to deny polit�cal and social rights to African
Americans, the War on Poverty would integrate them into local
politics, local job markets, and local housing markets. If the plan
was not laid out so succinctly at the start, it was the modus ope
randi by the time the programs began running. As Kennedy's advi
sor Adam Yarmolinsky recalled: "We were busy telling people it
wasn 't just racial because we thought it'd be easier to sell that
way, and we thought it was less racial than it turned out to be.» 48

While the War on Poverty began as a top-down effort, civil
rights activists rapidly seized the opportunity that the local initia
tives had created, pushing the Great Society mandate one s,tep fur
ther. The War on Poverty would do more than eliminate impedi
ments. It would extend equal opportunity to African Americans
and complete the task of fully democratizing American society.

TWO

Fostering Political
Participation

he Economic Opportunity Act of 1 964, the keystone of John

T son's War on Poverty, established new programs for commu

nity action and created a new agency, the Office of Economic Op
portunity, to oversee them. OEO, in turn, delegated responsibility
. for administering community action to Community Action Agen
cies (CAAs). By issuing grants directly to public or private non
profit organizations, OEO transcended the New Deal legacy of
local welfare offices and county officials . . In many cities local
CAAs established neighborhood health centers, emergency food
and medical services, job and literacy training, alcoholic counsel
ing, drug rehabilitation, and migrant workers' assistance. But
community action also fed resources into local civil rights organi
zations, who used these resources to pursue the struggle for racial
equality. As community action became an agent of equal political
opportunity, mayors and dty commissions found their authority
usurped by upstart civil rights groups with massive federal re
sources. Not surprisingly, they rebelled against a program that
empowered the poor at the expense of those who, after all, formed
the backbone of the Democratic party. The Johnson administra
tion could not afford to ignore their complaints, and, in response,
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retreated from the program that could have done much to Im
prove the quality of life in ·inner cities.

America. The agency only received · $800 million from Congress
for its first year of operation, less than New York's education bud
get. Further, from the start any suggestions that poverty might
best be ended by redistributing wealth from rich to poor or by
fundamentally restructuring the economy were rejected.3
If OEO could not eliminate poverty, what, then, CQuid its mis
sion be? Policymakers planning communi action had several vi
sions of what it could accomplish. The most conservative among
them hoped to improve coordination among the melange of public
and private agencies delivering services to th� poor. In their view,
community action had three key elements: ( 1 ) it would operate at
. ground level in the sense that community action agencies would
be located in poor neighborhoods, not in downtown offices; (2) it
would coordinate a variety of services so that poor people
wouldn't have to spend half their lives shuffling from one welfare
office to another; and (3 ) it would base its activities on what poor
people thought they wanted, not on what government bureaucrats
thought they needed.4
These objectives could be achieved through "maximum feasible
participation" of the "poor . . . in the development and opera
tions of the separate programs . . . intended to help them. " 5 But
as the cities dutifully prepared their programs, mayors had their
own ideas about who should run community action. Instead of
appointing the poor, they filled the poverty boards with prominent
locals. Immediately, the complaints began pouring in. Civil rights
organizations charged that they had not been consulted. Mayors,
in turn, responded that the term "maximum feasible participa
tion" was vague and thus difficult to implement. In an attempt to '
clarify the concept, OEO now specified it meant that the poor
were to participate "either on the governing body or on .a policy
advisory committee " or have " at least one representative selected
from each of the neighborhoods" involved. By the spring of 1 96 5 ,
maximum feasible participation meant that at least one-third of
the representatives on local boards had to be poor people elected
by the poor.6
What was still unclear was what . the participation of the poor
would accomplish. The most conservative interpretation derived
from a " culture of poverty" thesis. The term "culture of poverty"
was coined by the anthropologist Oscar Lewis, whose research in

Defining a Mission
When OEO was established initially its mission was only vaguely
defined: to coordinate the antipoverty effort. But Sergeant Shriver,
whom President Johnson appointed to run the agency, decided to
operate the antipoverty programs within his own agency rather
than merely coordinate the actions of other agencies. This decision
dnimatically altered the antipoverty agenda. It meant that there
now existed a new federal agency that had the money to create
new programs for the poor, the authority to decide who received
grants for these programs, and the ability to totally bypass ex
isting welfare authorities. Not surprisingly, this decision also put
OEO at odds with heads of other federal agencies, who resented
Shriver's independence · and sought to run the programs them
selves. Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz, in particular, had pro
posed his own antipoverty agenda centered around a job-creation
strategy. Hostile to the new agency from the start, Wirtz refused
to supply OEO with any data on overlapping program s.1
To ease conflicts that made OEO a target of resentment even
before it spent its first dollar, Shriver agreed to turn over the ad
ministration of the job-training programs to the Department of
. Labor, although OEO technically retained authority over them.
An old-line agency, the Department of Labor had institutional
linkages to state and local governments through its Employment
Service offices. Shriver also promised the Department of Health
Education and Welfare that it could run all education program
for older children. OEO kept the Job Corps, literacy training for
adults, Headstart, and community action, always looking over its
shoulder for fear "that the Labor Department would try to co-opt
the program, or that Defense would take it over." 2 The decision
to share some operations with existing agencies, while politically
practical, compromised OEO's ability to circumvent the New Deal
.
administrative state.
Once administrative lines of authority were clarified, OEO had
to define the objectives of community action. Created to serve a
constituency of the poor, OEO could never have ended poverty in
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Mexico, Puerto Rico, and New York convinced him that the cul
tural environment of the poor fostered self-defeating attitudes and
behaviors. These included a strong present time orientation, a
sense of fatalism and resignation, the belief in male superiority,
improper speech patterns, incompetence in patterns of middle
class interpersonal commurucation, and low aspirations? Such
traits imbued the poor with a sense of inferiority and conditioned
them to accept their position in society, to feel they deserved no
better. Politically, these attitudes were displayed through a passive
acceptance of the status quo. As Richard Zweigenhaft and G. Wil
liam Domhoff explain: " When everyday people conclude that they
are unfit to govern and that they in some sense deserve their sub
ordinate position in the power structure, in effect a hidden social
psychological dialectic operates between the dominant upper
class and the subordinate underclasses." 8 Only by overcoming
these social-psychological barriers could those sufficiently
motivated move up the class ladder of the equal-opportunity so-,
ciety.
When linked to community action, this vision of how poverty
is perpetuated implied the state should become an agent of social
ization. If the poor cannot properly prepare their children for
school, the government should prepare them; if the poor have bad
work habits, the government should teach them . how to dress
properly and get to work on time; if the poor lack basic skills
needed in the job market-the ability to read or to add numberS
the government should provide basic skills.
Lewis's thesis also contained a more radical vision of what po
litical participation meant: the idea that poverty resulted from
"the lack of effective participation and integration of the poor in
the major institutions of the larger society" and from the inability
, of the poor to form organizations of their own.9 Only when the
poor joined social movements or trade unions could they over
come apathy, for "any movement . . . which organizes and gives
hope to the poor .and effectively promotes solidarity and a sense
of identification with larger groups, destroys the psychological and
social core of the culture of poverty. " 10 Empowerment in this ver
sion �omes not from social-psychological transformation but
rather from the raising of class consciousness.l l In this more radi-
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cal vision social policy does not change the character of the poor
the
so that they can move into the middle class but rather alters
ces.
resour
distribution of political
As community action programs began operating, they vacillated
between these interpretations of the "culture of poverty." Com
sus
munity action originated during a period when public consen
When
ing.
emerg
was
tion
integra
racial
of
acy
regarding the legitim
le- .
community action programs fostered what most people saw as
es
gitimate goals, such as forcing southerners to abandon practic
were
they
les,
princip
ratic
democ
ental
fundam
that contradicted
applauded. This occurred in Mississippi where civil rights a�tivists
ac
confronted an intransigent white power structure. Commumty
log
tion there meant helping the poor overcome the social-psycho
ical barriers that engendered defeatism and granting them the op
portunity to participate in a segregated society.
In other programs "maximum feasible participation" became
more than a bootstrap up; it became a vehicle for organizing the
poor so they could become a part of the power structure and chal
l
lenge the status quo.12 In Newark, radical activists seized contro
au
cal
of the community action progra ms. They demanded that l?
thorities give the black community its fair share of resources and
turn political control of local government structures over to the
the
black majority. There community action became entwined in
byp
to
��s
complex issues of the urban ghetto . As a program able .
polltImg
entrenched local interests, it became a force for extend
cal rights.
Extending Political Rights: Mississippi

OEO operated community action programs in all southern states,
but it focused its activities most intensely on Mississippi. Missis
sippi held both pragmatic and symbolic significance for the idealis
tic staff at OEO. OEO's official mission was to end poverty ' in
America, and nowhere were the lives of the poor more hopeless
nor their political poverty greater than in Mississippi where rates
of poverty and illiteracy were the highest in the nation, especially
among African Americans. In 1960 median annual family income
for the entire state was $2,884. Black family income averaged less
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than $2,000 in all but six counties. Whites on average completed
ten years of school; African Americans completed five.13
Mississippi was also most unwilling to let African Americans
participate in politics and to share in the admittedly meager re
sources. As late as 1 9 6 3 , Mississippi stood alone among southern
states in having no public school desegregation, and its black voter
registration was the lowest in the country. 14 In 1 9 5 5 there were
only ninety registered black voters in three black-belt Mississippi
counties. IS To deter black voter registration the state constitu
tion was amended in 1 9 60 to require that a potential voter be "of
good moral character" and to grant local registrars the right
to decide who qualified as morally upright. When the Voting
Rights Act of 1 9 6 5 was passed, Mississippi still had the lowest
percent of the black voting-age population registered to vote (6.7
percent) .
African Americans were kept subservient by the " local racial
state," the institutionalized discriminatory features of the South,
"where racial criteria [were] used to assign unequal rights to dif
ferent races. » 16 The local racial state hinged on a sharecropping
system, which guaranteed planters control over a subservient,
black labor force. Although sharecropping declined significantly
throughout the South after World War II, it remained deeply em
bedded in the Mississippi Delta: until well into the 1 9 60s.17
the local racial state consisted of several layers of government,
beginning with local sheriff and police departments, welfare au
thorities, and 'county Boards of Supervisors and extending to the
governor and congressional representatives. IS Operating through
a one-party political system that depended on low voter turnout
by blacks and poor whites, the local racial state was reinforced by
the patronage politics of the southern wing of the Democratic
party, which rewarded personal alignments with jobs and political
favors. In 1960 the governor of Mississippi, Ross Barnett, the
handpicked candidate of the Citizen's Councils, campaigned on
the slogan "He's for segregation one hundred percent." Barnett's
failure to exercise responsible leadership led to a full�scale riot on
the campus of the University of Mississippi when a black student,
James Meredith, attempted to enroll.19 Barnett's . successor, his
lieutenant governor Paul Johnson, continued his policies of defi
ance. . Nationally, Mississippi's senators included John Stennis, a

bedrock; segregationist and powerful senior member of the Senate
Appropriations Committee, .and James Eastland, his even more
segregationist colleague.2o
The noninstitutional authority of the local racial state resided in
two organizations. The Ku Klux Klan, whose members were
largely poor whites, relied on terrorism and secrecy to keep Afri
can Americans in their place. Wearing white hoods they beat and
. murdered "uppity" blacks and burned crosses as a fiery warning
to those who stepped across the color line. The other arm of the '
local racial state was the White Citizen's Council. Composed of a
business elite fiercely opposed to civil rights, the Council expanded
immensely during the 1 9 5 0S. In Mississippi just months after the
1 9 5 4 Supreme Court decision that school segregation must end, '
the White Citizen's Council could boast of 2 5 ,000 members.21
While the one-party system provided the institutional structure
that maintained white domination over African Americans, "dur
ing the 1 9 60s the Citizen's Council be�ame the most powerful
.
force in Mississippi politics.» 22
By the early 1 960s, the civil rights movement was pushing the
federal government toward direct confrontation with the segrega
tionist South and especially Mississippi over that most basic dem
ocratic right-the right to vote. Between 1 960 and 1964 almost
half the Justice Department's lawsuits alleging racial discrimina
tion in voter registration ' were filed in Mississippi.23 Further, the
federally sponsored Voter Education Project spent more money in
Mississippi than any other southern state.24 As the local racial
state began to crumble, the Civil Rights Act of 1 964 and the Vot
ing Rights Act of 1 9 6 5 strengthened the hand of federal officials.
Initially, civil rights activities in Mississippi were coordinated by
the Council of Federated Organizations (COFO). COFO members
included the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC), CORE, the SCLC, and the NAACP.2s In 1 964 COFO
organized the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) to
let the nation know that the regular Democratic party excluded
Mrican Americans. MFDP elected its own delegates who chal
lenged the seating of the regular delegates' to the Democratic
. national convention. As a compromise to the official all-white '
Mississippi delegation, the Democrats offered the status of dele
gate at-large to COFO president Aaron Henry and his running
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mate and granted de facto recognition to other MFDP delegates.
Henry accepted the compromise, but activists from SNCC and
CORE rejected it. This incident created a schism within the MFDP
that was to widen over tactics such as nonviolent protest and the
black power slogan.26 In 1965 Henry joined with other moderate
African Americans, white liberals, and organized labor to develop
a broad-based coalition, whereas SNCC and CORE pursued an
increasingly separatist course.

Attacking Political Poverty Through Community Action
As antipoverty funds became available, powerful whites through
out Mississippi unsuccessfully sought to control them. Consis
tently, OEO bypassed local politicos, siding with local black activ
ists who seized upon the mandate of maximum feasible
participation to demand that they participate in the community
action, agencies and help decide how to spend the f unds.
OEO rejected a proposal in Meridi�n for a community action
program, because it was "a political animal spawned by the white
county political machine and the Mississippi Governor's office
. . . for the purpose of maintaining control of the War on Poverty
program and funds. " Instead, OEO staff argued, "a new CAP
should be organized that will by-pass the County Board of Super
visors and this should be done quickly." 27 In Columbia local Afri
can Americans charged that the CAP board induded three Klans
men and no poor people. OEO held back funds until the existing
board resigned and a new, integrated, democratically elected mem
bership took its place.2 8 The Winona CAP, which was controlled
by the governor and the Board of Supervisors, tried submitting
its
application through the Rural Task , Force, bypassing OEO, "so
that less checking would be done. " But local African Americans
charged that eight of the twenty white . board members were
"Johnson colonels, " men who supported johnson's campaign and
who were known to be his "men" in the county. The executive
director was active in local and state chambers of commerce and
in the Mississippi Manufacturers Association, "organizations not
known for their liberal attitudes nor for their desire to buck the
local power structure for the benefit of the Negro population." Of
the fifteen black members eight "depended on the white power
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structure for their jobs or welfare-pension payments." The pro
posal also contained no guarantees that African Americans would
help staff the program. OEO s�aff, fearing that this CAP would
merely perpetuate "all things that are bad in county control in
Mississippi," refused to fund it.29 The poor now had a powerful
ally in their quest for political equality.
Empowering African Americans politically meant more than in
duding them on community action boards. It also meant using
federal funds to circumvent local politicians, local educational in,
stitutions, and local welfare authorities. Systematic Training and
Redevelopment, or Operation Star, a demonstration project initi
ated by two Catholic priests, established an alternative social wel
fare system in the state. As one of only two states without a man
datory education law, Mississippi's high illiteracy rates prevented
most of the poor from participating in vocational training; no
adult basic education programs existed. Aimed at the hardcort;!
unemployed and functionally illiterate, Star planned to use literacy
training followed by vocational training and job referral to make
the illiterate employable.30 If it succeeded, Star's founders believed
the program could fundamentally restructure dass relations in the
Delta, not by overturning the system but by educating African
Americans and giving them a place in it.
This model of empowerment was clearly based ort a vision of a
class
system that could be changed by changing the poor. How
.
ever, by funding Operation Star, OEO also placed resources into
the hands of individuals who had been powerless. In a cash-poor
state like Mississippi, such resources generated their own power.
Star appealed to OEQ staff because it was run by the Catholic
church, an organization with sufficient resources to completely by
pass the local power structure. With such facilities as offices, staff,
access to a nationwide news media, and an established bureau
cratic hierarchy, the church could circumvent the segregated Mis
sissippi educational system. Further, the diocese, in OEO's view,
was "the only capable private institution in the state willing to
conduct such a program-in full agreement and compliance with
recent progressive legislation. " 31 OEO awarded the diocese
$5,30,7,20,0" enormous economic leverage in so poor a state.
Star began operating quickly, establishing eighteen centers-pri
marily in remote rural areas-to train the poor in literacy, arith-
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metic, and social skills. Star also opened a vocational training cen
ter in Greenwood that offered secretarial training, skilled-trades
training in basic wood and metal machines, farm equipment main
tenance and repair, and auto engine repair and maintenance. Pro
grams devised around a "culture of poverty" model were oriented
toward changing the poor and enhancing their self-esteem. Star
staff pointed proudly to the accomplishments of people like Jem
iah Jones, a heavyset, dignified sharecropper, who explained what
Star meant to him:

I was hired out at the age of 9 to help with family finances. .
Having to work, I attended school at least two days out of a week,
and sometimes did not attend at all. I. lived about five miles from
school and when I got there it was 9 or 10 o'clock. I was promoted
to the third grade. But I did not learn to read and write. I have ten
children and a man in my shape feels pretty bad when his child asks
a question about his school books and you cannot tell him anything.
Star has meant more to me than I can express to you. I can now
write my name and I will be able to help my younger children when
they start schoo1.32
Star sought more than individual self-improvement, however; it
also sought to change the South. The, core issue for the civil rights
movement was segregation, and Star confronted this southern in
stitution head-on by integrating its programs. Statewide, 1 3 per
cent of Star trainees were white, while 5 5 percent of the staff was
black.33 In many communities Star Advisory Boards held the first
racially-integrated meetings ever. In the Carthage Center Star Ba�
sic Adult Education program, for example, "Negro and white su
pervisors work side by side in providing training and counseling
services for 78 Negroes, ten whites and three ' Indians. " 34 As the
site of the 1 964 murders of civil rights workers James Chaney,
Michael Schwerner, and Andrew Goodman, Carthage was a deep
southern town with a violent history, and local Klan members
" bitterly resent[ed] the fact that [the black center director was]
. supervising all white employees. " 35 A cross burning on the lawn
of a Star recruiter on March 19 was the first in a series of violent
incidents, culminating on May 4 , when the home of ' a social
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worker was burned to the ground and the Catholic church, site of
the school for Star trainees, dynamited.36 Still, students continued
attending classes; the night after the cross burning only one stu
dent out of eighty-seven was absent. By confront�ng segregated
institutions, Star not only helped increase the students' self-esteem
but ,also provided the knowledge that they could defy the system
and win.
By implementing programs in the South, OEO promoted black
moderates at the expense of more militant civil rights activists.
Star's board of directors consisted of white and black moderates,
including Aaron Henry and other "members of the older genera
tion of Negro leaders . " But its founders shunned individuals asso
ciated with SNCC and CORE.3? When local African Americans
accused Star of appointing only "Uncle Toms," OEO responded
that if radicals were appointed, then "even the most interested
members of the white community" would shun it.38 OEO also
feared the disruption militants might cause. In supporting a Head
start program for Bolivar county, an OEO report concluded:

It is likely that further postponement will raise the level of emotional
discontent of the Negro/poor from one of frustration, channeled into
constructive effort, to one of frustration resulting in overt demonstra
tion. In other words; there had better be a Headstart quick before
the lid blows.39
Empowerment could only go so far. It could increase the self
esteem of the poor and it could reduce their political poverty, but
it could not foment revolution.
Indigenous organizations ' provided a natural coalition for an
agency still in the process of defining its mission, and the goals of
moderate civil rights activists became the goals of community ac
tion in Mississippi. Throughout Mississippi, where the franchise
and integration were the issues, OEO insisted community action
agencies be integrated, distributed resources in a way that under
mined the existing political system of patronage and created new
networks that included African Americans. Through such activi
ties, Star and other community action agencies built racially inte-
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grated 'community institutions and helped extend political rights
to African Americans.

vise the CEP. MES and Star agreed to hold a joint training session
in the presence of the outside evaluator to help job developers
understand the product they were selling to employers: black la
bor. All MES job developers, recruited through the state merit sys
tem roster, were white. Four were recent college graduates, two
from " Ole Miss." According to Afro-American Associates, the

Maintaining the Stat�s Quo
Two important jobs programs, the Concentrated Employment
Program (CEP) for adults and the Neighborhood Youth Corps
(NYC) for young men, were run by the Department of Labor.
Unlike OEO, a new agency unconstrained by long-standing insti
tutional relationships, the Department of Labor obtained data on
employment patterns through the state Employment Services, es
tablished during the New Deal. Employment Service offices ran
many of the department's programs. Historically, the Employment
Services had served as a conduit for low-wage, menial employ
ment for African Americans. These prior institutional relation
ships made it impossible for the Department of Labor to bypass
patronage networks in Mississippi. Instead the programs it ran
fed them.
The nationwide CEP was designed "to combine . . . tht: diverse
Department' of Labor manpower programs into a single flexible
system for delivery of services.» 40 Its goals were to provide train
ing and supportive services to disadvantaged persons so that they
could obtain steady, decently paid employment. By law a single
sponsor had to contract to coordinate CEPs, which, like other
manpower programs, were given to the state Employment Ser
vices.41 The first CEP was fund�d in mid- 1 967 in Cleveland, Ohio,
and by late 1 968 seventy-six were operating, thirteen of these in
rural areas.
The Mississippi Delta CEP received funding in June 1 967. The
totally segregated Mississippi Employment Service (MES) became '
its prime sponsor. Charges against the MES of racial bias . in
conducting other programs made it difficult for . the Department of
Labor to justify selecting MES as prime sponsor. Instead OEO and
the Department of Labor compromised, granting MES . control
over . most CEP programs, with adult education under OEO
control.
OEO subcontracted the adult education program to Star and
hired an outside contractor, Afro-American Associates, to super-

latter

had very negative attitudes . . . one said that he had spent one sum
mer forming groups to counteract the efforts of the Civil Rights
groups in the Delta, the other displayed nothing but contempt for
the Negro in poverty and seemed to think that they were that way
because they were lazy and shiftless. Another one from this group of
young men has spent considerable time as a "deputy" p utting Ne
groes in jail who "step out of line . . ." and it's hard to believe that
he will really be interested in developing meaningful jobs for Ne
groes.42
The negative report triggered complaints .about OEO's un
necessary scrutiny of the Mississippi CEP. William Norwood,
the Department of Labor's Regional Manpower Administrator,
charged:

We have attempted to work cooperatively with OEO at the Regional
Office level and we do not intend to ignore any legitimate q1.Jestions
concerning discrimination or the whole Civil Rights issue t� go unan
swered. I am concerned that the OEO National Office staff appar
ently regards Mississippi as their own preserve, by-passes the OEO
Regional Office, deals directly with interest groups in Mississippi,
and appears to be dedicated to the proposition of creating discord,
not reaching solutions.43
Unlike OEO, which had no institutional ties in Mississippi, the
Department of Labor reinforced elite control over manpower pro
grams and discouraged the participation of African Americans in
these programs. A policy legacy, created during the New Deal,
had established linkages that blocked innovation.
The NYC was also administered through the Department of La-
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bor, which issued contracts in Mississippi granting the MES sole
control. Like the CEP, the NYC maintained the status quo. Not
only were the young men selected for NYC jobs all white, but the
program itself became merely an extension of the patronage-based
political system-one more favor to dispense to local authorities,
particularly boards of supervisors who issued contracts for road
construction and maintenance.
An evaluation of the Corinth NYC revealed it as " merely a con
duit from the Mississippi Employment Service to the municipal
officers. When a County Supervisor asks for three boys, he gets
three. " 44 Further, the president of the local Amalgamated Cloth
ing Workers Union complained that "the Street Department is
working some of the boys under the Youth Program along with
their regular crews. The story is that the boys are working 1 0
hours and being paid for 8 hours a s the crews normally work
1 0 hours." Labor unionists, excluded from the all-white Advisory
Committee, bitterly claimed that it was "set up only to serve and
line the pockets" of the power structure.45
Under what conditions can social policy restructure societal in
stitutions and reorganize patterns of stratification? The evidence
from Mississippi suggests that at a minimum the agency charged
with implementation must be autonomous from those with a stake
in maintaining the status quo. As a newly-created agency, OEO
had no connections to other federal agencies and was ideologically
committed to increasing the political participation of the poor. It
had two powerful tools at its disposal: federal funds and the abil
ity to decide who received them. In selecting. which programs to
fund, OEO staff supported those favoring civil rights objectives
and denied funding to those linked to the white power structure.
Bypassing the local racial state, OEO grants undermined the
patronage-based system of party politics, empowered racially inte
grated community organizations, and created new distributive net
works.
Unlike OEO, the Department of Labor had institutional ties to
the white power structure through its Employment Service offices.
Linked to a .constituency dominated by the old agricultural leader
ship, these agencies constituted part of the local racial state. The
. programs run by the Department of Labor fed local patronage
networks and sustained traditional power relationships. Because

the Department o f Labor embodied elite interests, it resisted fun
damental social change.
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Fomenting Race Rebellion
By the mid-I960s the civil rights movement had changed course.
With such issues as segregation of public facilities and voting
rights settled, at least in terms of law, the movement turned to
other, more complex, issues like economic injustice. Accompa
nying this shift in goals was a shift in tactics from nonviolence to
black power. Black power articulated a mood rather than a pro
gram-disillusionment and alienation from white America and
race pride and self-respect. In politics black power meant indepen
dent action-black control of the ghettos and its conscious use to
improve the living conditions of slum dwellers. This agenda too�
.
the form of organizing a black political party to control the pohtl
cal machinery within the ghetto without the guidance of white
.
politicians.46
Among the civil rights groups, SNCC and CORE most fiercely
espoused the black power ideology. ,The more radical of the two,
SNCC called for totally independent action outside the established
political parties, applauded the idea of guerilla warfare, and re
garded riots as rebellions; CORE, while approving the SNCC
strategy, was willing to work within the . Democratic party and,
while justifying riots as the natural explosion of an oppressed peo
ple against intolerable conditions, advocated violence only in self
defense."7
In a few cities community action went beyond increasing the
political participation of the poor to incorporating this more radi
cal vision of social change. One such city was Newark, New Jer
sey. Here the civil rights movement captured the community ac
tion program and used the leverage created by its autonomous
structure to challenge city hall.
Newark experienced a rapid influx of southern migrants; by the
early 19 608 nearly 200,000 resided there. In ' response the white
middle class fled to the suburbs. Between 1960 and 1967 Newark
lost more than 70,000 white residents; in that period the city
moved from 65 percent white to 5 2. percent African American and
10 percent Puerto Rican and Cuban.48
.
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Newark was run by a Democratic political machine which con
trolled the city even though the white population had fled. New
ark's mayor Hugh Addonizio, a liberal seven-term congressman,
counted on the black vote to win elections. In 1 962 he forged an
African American-Italian coalition to overthrow the Irish who
had controlled city hall for decades. As mayor, Addonizio pro
claimed that his door was open to African Americans, who the
Irish had shut out. He also began integrating the police depart
ment, a point of contention since most police officers were Italian
and most persons arrested were African American. Still, both the
City Council and the Board of Education had only two black
members, and, according to an OEO evaluation, it was an admin
istration that had "lost sight of the growing needs of the lower .
income Negro residents in the ghettos." 4? Segregated neighbor
hoods could provide no sanctuary. If local politicos made conces
sions to African Americans, who were in the majority, they could
take over city politics.

The Capture of Community Action
Newark's community action program, the United Community
Corporation (UCC), was divided into nine Area Boards, which
became pawns in the political struggle between the Democratic
party and the African American community. The Area Boards had
no apparent relationship to economic or social features of the city
but rather, an OEO report noted, were "obviously designed to
structurally compete with the existing political wards." In the pro
gram's first year in operation, Addonizio used the community ac
tion agency to "buy off all potential insurgency . . . . The slight
est sign of influence used against the regi�e will put a Negro into
a patronage job, an effective gag." Instead of using federal fun�s
to solve problems, they were used "to get people to shut up
about them. ,, 50
Immediately, complaints began surfacing that in areas con
trolled by the mayor the machine-dominated boards were misus
ing antipoverty funds. One summer camp for poor youth received
equipment that was not only inadequate but also more appro
priate for kindergartners than for older children. The only activi
ties were field trips where "no refr�hments or food was furnished
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and usually the youths returned from the trips hungry, disap
pointed and at times in tears. " The poor were also denied jobs in
the program, with most of the community action funds instead
paying the salaries of school teachers on summer vacation, off
duty policemen and firemen, and "people favored by City Hall."
The only African Americans who benefitted from the program
were civil rights leaders who were "given jobs . . . as insurance
,,
that demonstrations and pickets will not be used against UCc. 51
At first, then, community action fueled local patronage coffers
while buying off militant activism.
Although the mayor controlled 'six of the boards, they "were up
for grabs in a numbel' of political power struggles." One of the
power struggles surrounded the Newark Commut;lity Union Proj
ect (NCUP), a coalition of three civil rights groups-Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS) , CORE, and SNCC-dedicated to im
proving the ghetto. Recognizing the antipoverty program as a po
tential resource, the NCUP decided to take over the UCc. Mobi
lizing quickly, NCUP seized Area 2 and Area 3, which almost
completely absorbed the local civil rights groups, and began com
peting with the city's central ward for power.52
The first issue NCup tackled was urban renewal. The Demon
stration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966, or
Model Cities as it became known, authorized the federal govern
ment to make grants to city agencies to develop programs to im
p1'Ove their physical environments, increase tiie housing supply to
low- and moderate-income people, and provide educational and
social services;53 In 1 967 Newark received Model City funds. The
City Council voted to use them to clear 1 50 acres of ghetto hous
ing for a medical and dental college.
At hearings of the Planning Board, UCC staff from Areas 2 and
3 vehemently denounced the medical school complex.54 The pro
posed clearing, they argued, contained no procedure for relocating
the displaced residents. and, indeed, no guarantee that they would
be resettled within the city limits. Further, they feared the plan
was designed to break up an area that could elect a black mayor.55
The controversy came to a head at a tumultuous Planning Board
meeting in June when speaker after speaker denounced the city's
plan to raze the ghetto. 56
Instead of responding tv the issue, city authorities charged
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that black nationalists controlled the ' antipoverty program. Police
Director Dominick Spina complained that the uee was using "re
sources and manpower . . . for the purpose of fomenting and agi
tating against the organized and democratic government and agen
cies of the city of Newark." According to Spina uee was using
rented vehicles to agitate against the planning board and coercing
staff members into picketing and demonstrating. 57 A disgruntled
former uee board member also charged that forty-five members
of a black liberation movement (unnamed) had chartered a bus
with OEO funds, held covert meetings in a motel in East Orange,
and used OEO funds to incite racial violence by distributing black
nationalist literature. 58
As OEO considered these charges, its investigation team warned
that although two incendiary incidents in 1 9 66 had been mini
mized by the collective action of the police, the Dee, and local
groups, "things have changed." There had been a resurgence of
black Muslims and other black nationalist groups, and everyone
believed that Newark was next. Further, they feared the opposi
tion to the medical school location could trigger violence. The
memo dosed by warning that "the major ' concentration of these
various groups will be centered around ' the community action
agency." 59
As civil rights activists seized the community action program,
social policy became a weapon in the battle for racial equality.
What made it possible in a city where the local power structure
had tried to keep control of the antipoverty effort was the numeri
cal dominance of the African American community plus the pres
ence of civil rights activists organized for radical action.

leaders immediately headed for the Fourth Precinct and demanded
to see the prisoner. By this time a crowd had gathered outside the
precinct station, and as the prisoner :was moved to the hospital
" the crowd remained curious and alert." 60
Within an hour the crowd had grown to 1 50. eivil rights lead
ers urged them to "keep cool." "They commenced singing and
chanting civil rights songs, believing it to be an escape valve, to
keep the crowd cool." Three civil rights leaders tried to calm the
crowd, urging the on-lookers to form a line to march toward city
hall. Some joined the line while others milled about the narrow
street. A rock was thrown from the' crowd. A minute later a young
man threw a fire , bomb. When a fire truck arrived on the scene,
the now unruly crowd bombarded it with rocks. Minutes later
a liquor store was looted, a car was set on fire, and a full-scale
riot ensued.61
The next day anonymous leaflets were distributed in the streets
calling for a protest rally at the Fourth Precinct that night. One of
the mayor's men accused Area Boards 2 and 3 of producing the
leaflets. At 7:00 PM Jesse Allen, Area Board 3 organizer, led a
march toward the police station. What began as a protest over
unfair treatment of African Americans on the police promotion
list became unruly as a rapidly growing crowd began throwing
rocks at the station. As the police attempted to clear the streets,
violence and looting initiated another night of rioting. The follow
ing day the National Guard was placed on alert. That afternoon
police shot and killed a black man. As darkness rolled in, massive
, looting and vandalism increased. Gunshots were heard throughout
the night. On Saturday the National Guard moved in with auto
matic weapons and quelled the riot.62
Following the riot Police Director Spina "made swetping
charges about the role of militants and subversives in the opera
tion of Uec." 63 uee reputedly had used sound trucks to, agitate,
had printed flyers, and had promoted activities that increased ten
sions. Spina produced 500 copies of "provocative material" found
in uec offices, "capable of both creating and stimulating racial
hatred. " In response to these charges OEO sent a site visit team
to Newark, theoretically to evaluate the program but actually to
determine whether or not to shut down uec. Although the inves
tigators found "no evidence to support charges that uee or any

so

The Response to Rebellion
On a hot summer night, July I 2, cabby John Smith was arrested
for driving with a revoked license. From the high-rise towers of
' the Reverend William P. Hayes Housing Project, residents
watched as Smith was dragged out of the police car and into the
red brick building of ,the Fourth Precinct Police Station. As taxi
drivers all over the city began broadcasting reports of his arrest
on their radios, a uee board meeting was interrupted by a phone
call reporting that the police were beating a cab driver. The uee
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of its employees participated in or planned the riot" and in fact
had attempted "to calm the atmosphere in several riot areas," still
they concluded that " central program planning and development
activities [were] nonexistent," and that the result could only be
defined "as a perversion of the original design. " 64
Sensitive to public criticism that the antipoverty programs were
causing riots and unwilling to support what was widely perceived
as revolutionary activity, OEO recommended "that the present
agency be abandoned, that a high level OEO task force be sent to
Newark to quickly organize a new CAP, and that the delegate
agency programs and funds be transferred to the new agency. "
Although OEO investigators agreed that people in target areas
should be able to run their own programs, the Newark neighbor
hood group "ain't ready yet. " 65

ganization by distributing pattonage and favors to individuals,
ethnic groups, and neighborhoods. No reform-minded organiza
tion could operate . without cooperating with the mayor, whose
machine penetrated every component of city politics.67 People
who moved into the wards would be visited by a precinct captain
. who would inquire into their needs. Those who served the ma
<.;hine well would receive jobs: "jobs with the city, with the county,
with the state, with the Post Office, and even with the many pri
vate companies that used the machine as an employment agency
in return for favorable treatment from City Hall. " The payoff was
absolute loyalty on election day. As one Daley protege put it,
"When you're, born, a politician' signs your birth certificate; and
when you die, a politician signs your death certificate, and every
thing in between is government. " 68
Chicago faced its own racial crisis, brought about by the black
migration. During the I 9 5 0S the city's south side experienced a
steady influx of southern Mrican Americans. By I 960 some neigh
borhoods were more than 90 percent African American, while the
traditional ethnic neighborhoods remained primarily white. The
dilemma for Daley'S machine was to keep the loyalty of black
voters, who provided a plurality in the I9 5 5 election, while main
taining neighborhood segregation. Neighborhood racial transition
posed a threat to the machine, for if a ward went from white to
black, white voters would be lost to the suburbs. Efforts to main
tain the color line meant that African Americans went to inferior
schools on double shifts, lived in crowded and crime�ridden public
housing, and were excluded from the city contracting jobs con
trolled by all-white unions.69
Until I 960, except for the appointment of three black judges,
Mrican Americans were excluded almost entirely from patronage
appointments. In the I963 election for mayor, however, the seven
wards headed by black aldermen delivered 70 percent of Daley'S
winning margin. Daley responded by providing the black ward
organizations their first real rewards'?o
Community action, as OEO defined it, was absent in Chicago.
Daley's machine kept tight control -of the city's antipoverty pro
grams, run through the Chicago Committee on Urban Opportu
nity (CCUO) with Daley serving as its ex-officio chairman. CCUO
was administered by Deton Brooks, a Daley appointee and local

Improving Service Coordination
As the sharecropper system faded away, defeated by machine cul
tivation and civil rights laws that made black labor more costly,
the displaced sharecroppers migrated north in search of new op
portunities and a less hostile environment. These migrants created
a dilemma for the political machines in the northern cities where
they landed-how to incorporate them politically without losing
the white vote. A number of critics of community action suggest
, that it would have worked better if it had operated through rather
than around local government authorities.66 The answer as played
out in Chicago suggests yet another irony of American welfare
politics. Here the local party machine ran the community action
program, and services to the poor were administered efficiently.
Yet the overall impact of the program was to maintain a pattern
of racial stratification that kept African Americans at the bottom
of the patronage system.
While in Newark the white middle class fled to the suburbs,
Chicago's machine worked to keep whites (and thus white ma
chine voters) inside the city limits by rigidly maintaining neighbor
hood segregation. In Chicago the political establishment was rep
resented by the powerful Democratic party machine, ruled by the
iron-fisted Mayor Richard Daley. A pudgy, squat man who looked
more like a butcher than a powermonger, Daley had built his or_
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black bureaucrat who delegated little authority. All the neighbor
hood antipoverty centers displayed 2 X 2 foot pictures of Daley
and , Brooks along with signs identifying the . centers as part of
city government.
CCUO's version of community organization was from the top
down. Ostensibly, the poor were represented by the chairmen of
the Advisory Councils in each district. Yet with only seven dis
tricts, including one that had no Advisory Council, these represen
tatives constituted only six of the seventy-four Steering Committee
members. The rest, appointees of the. mayor, iricluded members of
the Mayor's cabinet, officials of state and local public agencies,
and persons "whose future economic interests and social status
would be adversely affected by any display of recalcitrance against
the wishes of the City Hall machine." 71 At the bottom were Da
ley's block captains, PTA officers, and othe.r patronage appointees,
who carried out orders and policies determined by Daley's
henchmen.72
Supposedly, nominations of Advisory Council members came
from neighborhood groups, but in fact nearly all were appointed
by Brooks. As a result, the Councils operated as a rubber stamp
for the CCUO downtown. Meetings were run in an authoritarian
manner and controlled by the chairman, who in turn was con
'trolled and constantly advised by CCUO staff people who were
present, visible, and very vocal. Rather than developing policy,
determining priorities, and initiating action programs, the repre
sentatives of the poor merely lent an aura of respectability to the
authoritarian decision-making. As an OEO evaluation team caus
tically noted, the Chicago CCUO was "the same old story of no
blesse oblige with the trappings of · grassroots democracy
added. " 73
Instead of empowering the poor, the antipoverty program
usurped resources for political purposes. Local community repre
sentatives canvassed neighborhoods before a primary election,
passing out political propaganda for a bond issue local civil rights
leaders denounced as a blank check to the Daley organization.
CCUO officials were also hostile to programs involving indige
nous cOmnlunity action and to individuals involved in civil rights
activities. Marillac House, a settlement with an. excellent reputa
tion but outspoken on civil rights, asked to be included in CCUO,

but its application was rejected; So was that of Lawndale for Bet
ter Jobs, a program designed to match the unemployed to jobs
. and which was hostile to city hall on civil rights matters.
Local civil rights groups did launch some challenges, which
were quickly quelled. When local antipoverty workers participated
in. a " March on Cops," a protest against the Welfare Department
sponsored by the militant JOIN (Jobs Or Income Now), CCUO
held hearings on the issue of poverty monies being used to sponsor
demonstrations. Although the hearings showed that demonstra
tors were recruited from the Neighborhood Youth Corps, they re..;
ceived no pay during the march. Nonetheless, within !l month
Kathleen Morris, target of the investigation, was terminated from
the NYC "due to income above government standards. " 74 Thus,
Daley used the antipoverty programs to augment his own political
power and to crush spontaneous community action.
When the poor did participate, they did so on Daley's terms.
Chicago's community action served mainly as a conduit for jobs,
with the poor being hired as outreach workers in the antipoverty
. programs. Rather than playing the broader role in community or
ganizing that OEO had envisioned, they became social workers
engaged in specialized tasks, a tendency "which must be
fought. � 75 Yet even the most antagonistic OEO staffers conceded
grudgingly that services rail smoothly in Chicago.
OEO's view of community action conflicted with Mayor , Da
ley's, who saw the program as an opportunity to extend his pa
tronage network and who operated the program as it was envi
sioned by program planners-improved coordination of services
and increased participation of the poor in providing those services.
Instead of changing the status quo, community action in Chicago
helped maintain it.
In summing up the Chicago program, an OEO evaluation team
concluded that Chicago had failed to provide for maximum feasi
ble participation. Rather, "in many respects, the present CCUO,
philosophy is even worse than the 'old order' it is supposed to
replace. At least the 'old order' made no claims to democratic
decision-making." 76 Further, the sine qua non of aiding the poor
in Chicago, "producing fundamental changes in the structure of
the city and community" was not realized through the program."
But OEO was a poor match for Daley, for his influence
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extended beyond the Chicago city limits. As head of the local
Democratic party, he could count on the nine Chicago Democrats
in the House of Representatives to act cohesively. He also was
elected to chair the antipoverty committee of the u.s. Conference
of Mayors. A call to the president could squash any interference
by an upstart federal agency.
Faced with confronting Daley directly and cutting off funds to
Chicago, a politically risky move for the Democrats, OEO strug
gled with a compromise. The compromise involved increasing rep
resentatives of the poor on the CCUO Steering Committee, elimi
nating the proviso that "members of the Advisory Committee
serve at the discretion of the director of the center," prohibiting an
individual from serving on more than one Neighborhood Advisory
Board, and requiring advance notice of meetings.78 Such minor
tinkering did little to increase African American participation in
the poverty program.
In Chicago OEO was unable to move community action from
service pr,ovision to political empowerment. The local power
structure was firmly entrenched and institutionally linked through
all levels of government. Local government officials readily re
sisted federal intervention. By contrast, OEO lacked those institu
tional linkages with other agencies that might have supported it
efforts to relax the machine's hold on local programs. Daley was
also able to co-opt civil rights groups, isolating the agency from
indigenous organizations that might have supported it.

machine totally dependent on the black vote and thus more unsta
ble. Local civil rights activists captured the antipoverty program
and used it to demand a redistribution of resources and political
power. The rage unleashed by peaceful demonstrations and un
filled promises defined the boundaries of liberal government inter
vention. Fostering equal opportunity in politics was an acceptable
goal; fostering revolution was not.
Early in I965 OEO withheld funds from New York, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, and San Francisco as well as Chicago on
the grounds that their community action plans did not provide the
poor with maximum feasible participation. By that fall the mayors
had openly revolted. As budget director Charles Schultze, a fierce
opponent of community action, wrote President Johnson, "Many
mayors assert that the CAP is setting up a competing political or
ganization in their own backyards." 79
That September Congress passed a series of amendments, re
moving the words " maximum feasible participation" from OEO's
operating agenda and establishing new procedures for creating
poverty boards. In addition to the one-third poor, the boards were
to include one-third elected officials and one-third local commu
nity groups. State or local governments had to design or approve
antipoverty agencies operating in their jurisdictions, and large
amounts of funds were earmarked for "safe" programs such as
Headstart, an early education program for children from cultur
ally deprived homes. By I967 nearly two-thirds of OEO's budget
was so designated.
In 1973 Nixon unceremoniously abolished OEO. No one chal
lenged his action. The demise of OEO wiped the inner cities off
the legislative agenda for the next twenty ye�rs.
Yet community action succeeded, at least at an elementary level,
in extending political rights to African Americans. The community
action agencies introduced a profusion of resources into the ghet
tos, including such basics as telephones, office staff, stationery,
newsletters, meeting places, and access to legal advice. They also
brought organization by founding a network of affiliated agencies
which provided the first patronage jobs open to African
'
Americans.
Community action also produced opportunities for black men
. and women to enter politics. When Johnson declared the War on

The Legacy of Community Action
Black migration to northern cities posed a dilemma for urban po
litical machines. The presence of large numbers of African Ameri
cans made for a significant electoral presence. But allowing them
to participate fully in local politics risked white flight and the po
tential demise of the machine. In Chicago . Mayor Daley solved
the problem by providing patronage to African Americans while
maintaining rigid neighborhood segregation, a tactic that retained
white voters in the city. This strategy of co-optation kept the ma
chine alive and allowed Daley free rein over the antipoverty .
program.
In Newark, by contrast, the pattern of white flight made the
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Poverty, there were no black mayors and only seventy elected
black officials at any level of government. Five years later there
were I ,500; by I 9 8 I 5,OI4 including qo mayors. Many of the
new leaders gained experience and visibility in community action
programs where they campaigned for the poverty boards, chatred
meetings, lobbied, litigated, and delivered speeches.80
The creation of a cadre of black political leaders remains a per
manent legacy of community action. These leaders have been un
able to capitalize on their newly won power, however, because the
ascendance of black politicians occurred in concert with the de
cline of the cities. Before a war was waged on poverty, local party
organization was concentrated in the urban machines. Since the
I 970S, changes in the procedures for nominating candidates and
the racial transition in city government undermined the local polit
ical party. Mayors became less important to candidates for na
tional office, who began assembling their own electoral machines
and depending upon political-action committees for funding.
These developments have weakened the influence of cities on na
tional politics and thus the influence of black leaders.s1 At the
same time, increasing racial concentration in urban ghettos has
undermined possibilities for political coalitions between the city
and the larger community. As a result, black political leaders have
been unable to keep federal funds flowing to the cities both be
cause persistent racial segregation has isolated them and because
they lack leverage in national politics.
Could community action have worked better if it had been run
by existing agencies or through local governments? The evidence
suggests it could not. In Chicago Daley's machine used community
action to fuel its coffers. In Mississippi programs run by the De
partment of Labor used job-training programs to perpetuate segre
gation and keep African Americans subservient.
Margaret Weir argues that a full-employment policy would
have incorporated African Americans into the Democratic party
through · unions instead of through commuriity action agencies. 82
Could full employment have drawn African Americans into
unions and into union party politics at the local level? Of course,
so'me labor unions, mainly the unions of mass-production work
ers, were already bringing African Americans into local political
networks. But as I show in Chapter 3 , the skilled trade rinions

were among the most formidable opponents of equal employment
opportunity. Further, working-class politics generally operated on
the basis of membership in the local community rather than mem
bership in a union. And most communities were racially segre
gated. Thus, even with full employment residential segregation
would have obstructed the formation of class solidarity across ra
cial boundaries. As I show in Chapter 4, no issue elicited greater
opposition than housing integration.
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Extending Equal
Employment Opportunity

n the South, African Americans clearly lacked the most basic

.
I. civil
right-the right to freely pursue an occupation without

constraint. Less obvious were the constraints on free labor in the
North. Here discrimination by the skilled trade unions prevented
black men from pursuing work in these coveted jobs, a practice
that the federal government had tacitly . allowed since the New
Deal. As poor, black men moved out of the job-training programs
established by the Economic OpportunitY Act and into the labor
market, their inability to obtain employment highlighted the barri
ers to equal opportunity erected by the unions. Federal officials
could no longer ignore practices that threatened the success of the
antipoverty effort. Yet in banning discrimination by trade u�ions
on projects using federal funds, the government provided an easy
and highly visible target for civil rights protestors. Federal job sites
became the locus of the struggle for equal opportunity, mandating
government intervention in union prerogatives to make the recalci
trant unions admit black men. The conflict between these two
Democratic party constituents-trade , unionists anq African
Americans-triggered a backlash among resentful skilled trades
men. That resentment was translated into poljtical support for
George Wallace in the 1968 presidential election, undermining the
6I
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party's power base and creating a constituency of Reagan Demo
. the 19 80s. It also resulted in declining support for feder
crats In
ally funded job tr::j.ining but, ironically, gave rise to an affirmative
action policy mandating equal employment opportunities for mi
no�ities and women. Thus, in a period when European trade
umons worked for full-employment policies and more comprehen
.
�lve wel�are packages, American trade unions were caught up in
mternecme warfare and racial conflict.
.

ond annual convention, A. Philip Randolph attacked the AFL-CIO
leadership for ignoring union racism. and blamed the unions for
generating black poverty. Randolph singled out the construction
unions for denying black; men apprenticeships.:? That same year
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights issued a Report on Employ
ment. The report documented persistent and undeniable union dis
crimination and criticized the AFL-CIO for failing to curb it. It
also echoed Randolph's charge that by excluding black men from
apprenticeships the skilled trades contributed to black poverty.3
In 1 960 the national Democratic party was more worried about
. retaining the loyalty of the southern Democrats than civil rights.'
But the Democrats won because John Kennedy received 70 per
cent of the black vote. Most polirical analysts agree that winning
Illinois, New Jersey, and Michigan, as well as South Carolina and
Delaware, where he took the black wards and precincts, was the
key to his election victory.4
President Kennedy refused to aggressively pursue civil rights is
sues for fear of wrecking his entire legislative agenda. Instead, he
took a piecemeal approach. The following year he issued a tooth
less executive order requiring unions engaged in work under gov
ernment contract to eliminate discrimination. Although the order
also created a Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity
(CEEO) to enforce it, the CEEO could only hold hearings and
. make recommendations. Ninety percent of the AFL-CIO member
ship signed voluntary pledges to comply with the order but not
the building trade unions.5 The government was still unwilling to
fight the skilled trades over who controlled union membership. .
In 1962 Kennedy issued a second executive order prohibiting
racial discrimination by federal contractors. Since federal con- '
tracts represented a large and lucrative share of construction jobs,
this order had greater leverage than the first. Administered by the
Office of Contract Compliance, the order established compliance
offices, created a machinery for victims of discrimination to pur
sue complaints, and allowed the government to withdraw a con
tract if the order was violated.6
One could readily interpret the two executive orders as merely
" symbolic politics "-a sop to civil rights activists-since neither
initiated tangible action. But they did create a political opportu
nity for civil rights leaders, who began organizing protests at

Who Defines Economicjustice?
At first glance the objective of ending racial discrimination in the
skilled tr�des seems so i herently just and the goal of equality of
�
opportumty-a goal which polls show most Americans support
�o clearly defined that no challenge to it holds legitimacy. Yet the
Idea that equality of opportunity is a moral right threatened estab
lished traditions within trade unions, traditions that had been won
in confrontations with employers. As federal policy sought to bal
ance competing visions of economic justice, it became engulfed by
the battle between African Americans who claimed that an open
labor market was an essential civil right and skilled trade unionists
who believed that the right to select their own members was a
fundamental perquisite of democratic governance.
For years civil rights activists had accumulated a litany of griev
ances against the skilled ' trade unions for preventing African
Americans from learning and practicing a trade. In 1 958 the .
NAACP released a report charging the railroad and construction
industries with racial discrimination and criticizing the AFL-CIO 's
�ivil Rights Committee for being more cOncerned with creating a
.
lIberal Image
than with pursuing discrimination within its own
ranks. When the AFL-CIO ignored the charges, the NAACP and
a delegation of black trade unionists planne4 a showdown at the
1 9 5 9 AFL-CIO convention. The United Auto Workers union was
the sole supporter of the black delegates . The convention voted
.
down all their resolutions.
In 1960 black trade union leaders formed the Negro American
Labor Council to increase the influence . of African Americans
within the union movement and to provide a public forum for
their grievances. I In his presidential address at the Council's sec-
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job sites where discrimination was highly visible. In 1963
In New York, Newark, and Philadelphia, civil rights groups
blocked tax-supported construction projects on which few or no
African Americans were employed.' Was it justice, they asked, for
some taxpayers to be denied the right to jobs created in part by
their tax contributions?
As civil rights demonstrators seized the opportunity created by
the executive orders to demonstrate against union policies, federal
authorities increasingly came to fear that this issue alone could
trigger !ioting. A task force of mayors from . large cities, meeting
to consider how to reduce racial tensions, blamed the construction
unions for creating a climate that increased the likelihood of a
riot.8 The NAACP concurred b.ut held the government equally re
sponsible: "We maintain that the government's continuing failure
to take adequate steps on a national basis to insure equal job
opportunities for Negroes in federally aided construction has ma
terialfy contributed to high rates of Negro unemployment and
consequent demoralization and unrest in Negro communities
throughout the nation. " 9
Promises of change now came fast and furious from the unions.
That year more than 300 union leaders signed an antidiscrimina
tion pledge; the presidents of eighteen. building trades agreed to
eliminate discrimination in apprenticeship training, member
ship, and referrals. But making promises was easier than keeping
them, and when then-Vice President Johnson met with the leaders
of forty building trade �mions, he came away convinced that
"Nobody can move these people. They simply don't mean to
do it." 1 0
Civil rights leaders, who also knew the unions didn't mean to
do it, honed their protests, not only challenging what they defined
. as the core issue-union discrimination-but also targeting prac
tices that made it possible. In St. Louis, for example, the head
of CORE charged that unions working on a government-financed
construction project had added a "grandfather clause " to their ap
prenticeship regulations, giving applicants whose . fathers were
journeymen construction workers a ten-point bonus on exams. 1 1
The clause-a sort of affirmative action in reverse--clearly disad
vantaged black men, who automatically lost ten points. In Phila
delphia, six construction unions--plumbers, steamfitters, sheet
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metal workers, composition roofers, and electricians-had kept
black men out by verbally administering admission tests. Like the
tests given by southern clerks to blacks who tried to register to
vote, no outsider could judge the fairness of these. oral exams.
Civil rights leaders demanded that the unions halt secret admis
sion examS and eliminate rules that automatically excluded black
men. They scored a minor victory in Philadelphia where, after
much hedging, the Building Trades Committee signed an
agreement with the Pennsylvania Human Rights Commission to
admit African Americans. In 1963 one local of the electrical work
ers union admitted five black men.12
More often, however, demands for change ran into a stone wall
. . of union resistance. In November, 1964, the NAACP asked the
government to halt construction on a federal office building in
Cleveland, Ohio. Of 7,000 construction union members in Cleve
land, only 1 3 were African American.13 Although the Department
of Labor forced the unions to disclose their plans for selecting
apprentices, it allowed them to retain a personal interview that
counted for one-fourth of the total score. Items such as physical
health, appearance, neatness, interest, attitude, and suitability
were left to the discretion of the interviewer.
The right of unions to select their own members was a property
right of the working class. This was a most compelling argument
for nepotism-the tradition of passing on the craft from fathers to
sons. Among Philadelphia plumbers, for example, 40 percent of
apprentices were sons of members . who wanted their sons to be
trained as plumbers and eventually carry on their businesses for
them.14 As one construdion worker plaintively explained:
Some men leave their sons money, soine large investments, some
business connections and some a profession. I have non� of these to
bequeath to my sons. I have only one worthwhile thing to give: my
trade. . . . For this simple father's wish it is said that I discriminate
against Negroes. Don't all of us discriminate? Which of us when it
comes to choice will not choose a son o�er all others? IS

Civil rights leaders didn't see it that way. The NAACP urged the
AFL-CIO to outlaw father-'-son unionism as official policy for all
construction unions. Although the AFL·CIO ignored the request,
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in 1963 the New York State Supreme Court ruled against the
Sheet Metal Workers union, forcing it to abandon nepotism. 16
From the trade unionists' perspective, union prerogatives were
under attack from all directions; their most cherished privileges
privileges that protected unions' civil rights, were being graduaU
and insidiously eroded, and .the fault lay with the civil rights
movement. Instead of creating solidarity, the job-training pro
grams . became engulfed in a struggle that intensified racial
cleavages�

;

Jobs or Job Training?
WhenJohnson took office, his task was to unify the party's two
key constituents-trade unionists and African Americans. At first
that task posed no problem. Organized labor could demonstrate
its good will toward African Americans by serving in their presi
dent's noble war against poverty. Two AFL-CIO vice presidents
served on the National Advisory Council on Economic Opportu
nity, OEO's top policymaking body; eighteen other prominent la
bor leaders served on OEO's Labor Advisory Board; and locally
more than 2,000 AFL-CIO leaders served on community action
agency boardsY The AFL-CIO also established its own Anti
Poverty Office to "train union · members for active service in the
war against poverty." Union men and women attended specially
created centers where they learned how to write grant applications
for local projects to help the poor and how to encourage the par
ticipation of the poor in community ·organizations.1 8 Throughout
the nation union locals ran Neighborhood Youth Corps, Head
start and VISTA programs.19 In California, for example, the Ala
meda County Central Labor Council operated a Neighborhood
Youth Corps (NYC) to teach poor youths good work habits and
marketable skiUs and to help them find jobs. Another NYC pro
gram brought urban youth into a carpentry apprenticeship pro
gram. In Jacobs Creek, Tennessee, the International Union of Op
erating Engineers sponsored a Job Corps Center to teach young
men to maintain and operate heavy equipment.
In the summer of 1965, just six days after Congress passed the
Voting Rights Act, Watts, a poor, black neighborhood in Los
Angeles, erupted with a fury so intense. it seemed nothing could
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How could the government meet this demand? Secretary of La
bor Willard Wirtz believed that job , creation was the only solu
tion: "The Poverty Program must start out with immediate, prior
ity emphasis on employment. . . . . . The single immediate change
which the poverty program could bring about in the lives of most
of the poor would be to provide the family head with a regular,
decently paid j ob. " 21 But the poverty warriors ha.d already consid
ered direct job creation and rejected it. As Adam Yarmolinsky,
the first candidate considered to head OEO, explained, "You ask
yourself, do you concentrate on finding j obs for people or prepar
ing people for jobs. There our tactical decision was, let's concen
trate first on preparing people for jobs." In deciding to change the
characteristics of the individual rather than the structure of the
economy, federal officials initially ignored barriers impeding the
right to work, emphasizing instead barriers impeding the ability
to work.22 This seemingly noncontroversial decision was relatively
easy to implement. Some job-training programs were already op
erating. Others were in the planning stages. All the government
had to do was expand them. Between 1964 and 1970 federal ex
penditures on job training increased from $200 million to $ 1 .4
billionP The Job Corps, the Neighborhood Youth , Corps, the
Manpower Development and Training Act (MDT A), Jobs in the
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Business Sector ( JOBS), and WIN a.ll sought to make the poor
more employable.
.
Federally run job training meant increased federal intervention
in labor-employer relations. At first federal officials appeased
,
union
concerns over government intervention in job training. At
the Excelsior Spring Women's Job Corps Center the American
Federation of Teachers organized the teaching staff and struck for
more than a week over bargaining rights. And at the Albuquerque
Women's Center the Hotel and Restaurant Workers Union pick
eted when the contractor refused to recognize the union as the
bargaining agent.2.4
. What stance should the federal government take when its own
employees and its own programs created labor unrest? Since no
single federal policy governed union-employer relations, the Of
fice of Economic OpportunitY, which ran the Job Corps, was
forced to develop its own. Some federal agencies were decidedly
pro-labor, others neutral or even antagonistic.25 The Department
of Defense, for example, considered labor relations irrelevant in
deciding who received defense contracts. It issued no guidelines to
contractors regarding the kind of relationship they should estab
lish with labor organizations, did not intervene in collective bar
gaining agreements, and limited its review of such agreements to
considering whether the costs they generated were reimbursable.
On the other hand, when the Atomic. Energy Commission
awarded contracts, it not only actively monitored labor relations
policies but insisted that agreements favor trade unions. AEC re
quired contractors to maintain 'I constructive relations with labor
organizations and to strive towards the peaceful resolution of dis
putes. " ABC also reviewed collective bargaining agreements to in
sure that they were "calculated to promote industrial peace and to
provide mediation and conciliation if normal collective bargaining
failed to resolve disputes. " 26
Over the heated objections of its Jobs Corps contractors, OEO
too� a strongly pro-union stance, affirming "the right of employ
ees In the Job Corps program to organize and to bargain collec
tively." OEO also. went beyond the National Labor Relations Act
. ruling that an employer must negotiate with a union if it had the
support of the majority of employees in the bargaining unit. In-
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The Right to Work

I,? the f,?ass-p�o duction �ndustries like automaking, tasks requir
e
. g reqUIrements
l �ttle s�lll, �ramm
are minimal, and workers have
little discretion in organizing the flow of production. In the skilled
crafts, b� contrast, workers rely on apprenticeship programs
to
monopoh�e entry to the trade and so maintain a tight labor
sup
.
ply. As Michael PlOre
and Charles Sabel note: "Limitations of the
number of apprentices and of what is taught to outsiders is
the
craft community'� best long-term defens e against scarcity of work
,
.
. . . and also f�clhtate
s the craft's control over wages. " 29 In peri
od� of prospenty a shortage of skilled labor enhances the
bar- '
. g P wer of worke
gal�m
rs; in slack periods the unions divide the
?
, avaIlable Jobs a"!ong their members with less loss of employment
.
. tmg membership
Only by restrIc
can skilled workers control the
supply of labor and maintain their wage rates.3 0
, In 1964 only 1 6?,000 registered apprentices existed, and these
were c?n�entrat�d m three industries--construction, metal trades
,
and pr�n�mg-wlth the bulk ( 103,000) being in construction
. The
3 · s-mIlbon-member Building and Construction Trades Depar
t
ment formed the most powerful block in the AFL-CIO, a power
that stemmed not only froni its size but also from its, monopoly
of
craft labor.31 Construction unions limited entry to the trade
and
th?s the la?or supply, by tightly controlling entry to appre�tice
ships . No Issue generated more intense opposition among
con
. workers than
sn:uctlon
challenges to their control of apprentice
ships.
Eve� before the �ar on Poverty expanded federal job training,
the umons �ad resl�t�d MOTA, which gave employers subsid
ies
f?r app�entlces recelVlng on-the-job training. When the constr
uc
tIOn umons adamantly refused to participate in MOTA, federa
l
. ls ade numer
offiCIa
ous concessions to the union. They agreed
;"l
to estab!.lsh MOTA-funded apprenticeships solely in nonunionize
d
oc�patlons a?d to approve no training projects without first
con
sultmg the u,?lons. By creating training programs that didn't
cOp:l
. umon appren
pete With
ticeships and by allowing unions some veto
, s, federal officia
power over �roJect
ls hoped to placate workers in
, the �onstructlon trades and thus retain their loyalty to the
Demo'
cratic party.32
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Despite these efforts, the work and training programs, which
operated outside of the union apprenticeship system, invariably
confronted the rights unions believed were theirs and theirs alone.
In each confrontation the government gave in to union demands
to keep hands off. In one instance, OEO officials also enthusiasti
cally endorsed a Job Corps training program for floor mechanics
proposed by the nonunionized Armstrong Cork Company, a pro
gram they believed would provide trainees with "an excellent op
portunity for steady, year-round; well-p�id employment on an en
try level , basis. " The Carpenters and Painters International
immediately protested that there was no shortage of skilled labor '
in these areas. They said that the proposed program did not meet
the standards of existing labor-run apprenticeship programs and
that "the injection of poorly trained workers into the contem' plated field [would] destroy training standards, wages �nd work�
ing conditions. " 33 Although the program promised to open doors
in the skilled trades to poor youth-an objective that OEO heart
ily endorsed-union concerns took priority. OEO officials hesi
tated to challenge the unions directly: "should the unioQ.s still op
pose the ,program after knowing all the details, then the Job
Corps must decide whether , to go ahead or not." 34 In the end,
OEO persuaded Armstrong Cork to run its training programs
through the union.
But the strategy of gentle persuasion was doomed. When the
civil rights movement declared war on the skilled trade unions,
the government could , no longer ignore union practices that fos
tered raCial injustice and worsened black poverty. The conflict
seemed unavoidable. Federal officials could not simultaneously
meet union demands to steer clear of apprenticeship training and
civil rights leaders' demands to implement laws against discrimi
nation.
Nearly all skilled craft unions discriminated, but none had a
worse record than the building trade unions where less than I
percent of the membership was black. What the civil rights move
ment demanded was nothing less than the right guaranteed the
white working class since the New Deal-the right to organize
and compete without impediments in the labor market. On what
grounds could the skilled trades deny to African Americans this
fundamental democratic right, so central to all labor struggles?
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Taking Affirmative Action

�ven

be�ore Johnson became president it was apparent that the
, mg programs had
Job-tram
put the Democratic party on a collision
course with the skilled trade unions. Seeking some compromise
that would placate the unions without alienating African Ameri
cans, Johnson tried to enti,ce the skilled trades with a voluntary
agree�ent. In February of 1964 he asked the Construction Indus
try Jomt Conference to devise a' program to provide at least 5 000
apprenticeships for disadvantaged youths. The program the on
f�rence endo�sed offered remedial education and closely super
vised on-the-Job experience. It also used funds from MDTA to
reimburse contractors for 20 percent of wage costs. All who com
pleted th� progra
m:-and 70 percent of the first group of trainees
ere
African
America
ns-were guaranteed a union card and entry
�
n
an
app
enticesh
ip.
By funding a program that was "union
� ��
:
Imtlated, umon-sponsored and union-conducted," Johnson hoped
.
.
,
that the "umons
might
well thmk
a long time before refusing this
'
chance to cooperate. . . . " 35
Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz praised ' the program as a
"Model of what can be done to break this cycle of employability. "
It would preserve app e ticeship standards while "opening the
� �
doors to new opportunttles for youngsters who otherwise would
be facing the blind alley of the unskil1ed. " 36 As Wirtz declared:

C

I, suggest no slacki�g in our enforcement of 64-7 [Kennedy's execu

tIVe order] but belIeve that a program such as this might provide a
very attractive alternate compliance route to many program spon. sors. . , . It shoul ha�e trem�ndous impact on those civil rights
,
leaders who are diSillUSioned
With pledges and distrustful of proce
an
who
will
not be satisfied until there are actual placements
dures
�
. . . It Will also permit the President and the construction industry
to show that results can be obtained without demonstrations.37

�

�

�though some union locals objected that the programs competed
With bona fide apprenticeship training and subsidized nonunion
competition for the jobs of union men, overall, union leaders
agreed, "there is now generally a warmer climate toward MDTA
programs than there was last year among apprenticeable trades. ,, 38
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The warm climate turned quickly chilly when Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1 964 put additional weight behind the federal
government's right to intervene in union affairs. Title VII banned
discrimination in employment on the basis of race, religion, na
tional origin, or sex by private employers with fifteen or more
employees, employment agencies, and local, state, and federal gov
ernments.39 A clause specifically directed at unions prohibited dis�
crimination in the admission of members, in admitting persons to
appreqticeship programs, and in referring workers to jobs.40 As
the pressure increased on the building trades, labor organizations
protested that Title VII "will allow a new federal bureaucracy to
run roughshod over business and labor." 41 Trade unionists had
reason to fear intervention by the federal government, for while
Title VII initially had little clout, it provided a vehicle for circum
venting organized labor's stranglehold on apprenticeships.
To . administer Title VII the Act established a five:member
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) . The EEOC
was authorized to investigate charges of discrimination and decide
whether they. had merit. If "reasonable cause" was found, it could
attempt to eliminate the unlawful practice through informal con
ciliation and persuasion. If the charging party and the union failed
to agree, the union could be sued in federal court. The U.S. attor
ney general could also institute proceedings, but this was likely
only if the case had some national import. In practice, the right
to sue had little significance, since few people with employment
grievances could afford a lawsuit ·and such grievances were diffi
cult to prove.42
Although the EEOC . could agitate, the unions easily circumvented the law, an outcome expedited by the influence they
wielded within the Department of Labor. The Bureau of Appren
ticeship and . Training (BAT), located within the Department .of
Labor; was responsible for establishing apprenticeship and train
ing standards. Staffed primarily by former trade unionists, BAT
persistently dragged its heels in making unions comply. BAT offi
cials ignored most complaints filed against unions under the Equal
Opportunity Act and took no action when its investigations re
vealed violations. Three years after passage of Title VII, BAT was
still compiling a list of programs that had been warned. Further,
unions listed as complying merely had to supply a statement of
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intent but did not have to demonstrate that they had put their
.
intentions into action.43
I argued in Chapter I that policy legacies may thwart innova
tion, an outcome that is facilitated when state offices and agencies
are linked to entrenched interests. All important BAT officials
were former trade unionists, and BAT was run like a union de
partment. Because the Department of Labor was linked to orga
nized labor it frustrated federal efforts to pursue equal employ
ment opportunity.
. Despite linkages to the Department of Labor that allo�ed the
skilled trades to defy the law, the pressure intensified. In 1 964 the
National Labor Relations Board ruled that discrimination by la
bor unions constituted an unfair labor practice. This ruling put
unions that discriminated at risk of losing their certification. De
certification could pull the rug out from under the apprentice pro
grams of at least 200 unions which relied heavily on federal funds.
. But decertification posed little threat to the building trade unions,
which seldom depended on NLRB services and which often did
not register for certification under the Taft-Hartley law.44 For
unions like the plumbers decertification merely meant losing the
right to use apprentices on federal jobs.
Not surprisingly, a year after passage of the Civil Rights Act
little progress had been made. Loopholes in the regulations made
it possible for an apprenticeship program to comply with federal
standards but still bat African Americans from membership.45 In
fact, as pressure to integrate increased, unions accelerated their
use of tests, oral interviews, and education
. standards �nder the
guise of maintaining standards.46
In 1 9 6 5 the Department of Labor contracted with Professor
Ray Marshall to study opportunities for African Americans in the
building trades. Marshall's report in 1 9 67 demonstrated that the
building trades still refused to admit African Americans despite all
federal efforts and all promises to do so. In fact, by 1967 the
Department of Labor had yet to withdraw a contract for noncom
pliance. Following the report, the Department qf Labor pushed
BAT to take a harder line against unions that discriminated. It
.
also made a special effort to increase participation of African
Americans in construction. A landmark court decision in Ohio
lent weight to these efforts, specifying that where African Ameri-
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Racial Cleavages in the Worki ng Class
Discrimination in th e skilled trades highlighted a wider concern
of
the labor movement: by excluding low-wage workers in general
and black workers in particular, they were eroding their
own
power and vitality. As one OEO staff member noted:
The manifestation of the change-which seems to me to be
most
p,rofound-took the form of frank recognition by the U11ion
leaders
[in private discussions] that subtle bars have heretofore limited
the
opportuniries of ethnic minorities to participate widely in union
ac
tivities, i.e., to get jobs. But just as profound and perhaps more
sig
nificant, is the union leaders' recognition that the ebb of history
is
flowing against the role of the labor movement, and the further
rec
ognition that the incorporation of the so-called hard-core unem
ployed into the labor movement may be the only remedy which
will
stem the gradual loss of inertia in the trade union movement. 48

Of course, not all trade unionists agreed that union discrimination
hurt the cause. The building trades' members believed they had
become the scapegoat of the civil rights movement, taking a "bum
rap because of public concern over bigotry." The attack on their
apprenticeship programs was motivated not by a moral cause but
by an attempt .to use " apprenticeship . � . to absorb the displaced
persons, particularly youth, of an historic social crisis." In Phila
delphia, where the building trade locals still refused to admit Afri
can Americans, the AFL and CIO split into warring camps with
the CIO unions advocating a more aggressive nondiscrimination
policy and the AFL affiliates holding back.49
On the national front Walter Reuther, president of the United
Auto Workers and a rnan deeply committed to civil rights and
to organizing the unorganized, represented the mass-production
workers. The skilled workers' spokesman was the more conserva
tive George Meany, a former plumber who envisioned a narrow
role for trade unionism and who ruled the AFL-CIO with an iron
fist. In 1968 a disgruntled Reuther withdrew the UAW from the
AFL-CIO and formed an Alliance for Labor Action with the
Teamsters.50 Among the estimated two inillion black trade union
ists 750,000 belonged to unions affiliated with the Alliance.51
The war over apprenticeships had badly damaged trade union.
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ism, altering the nature of the union movement both structurally
and ideologically, and weakening it politically.
In an attempt to · salvage some shred of credibility and head off
further government intervention, the AFL-CIO finally decided to
tackle radsm head-on. Working with the A. Philip Randolph Edu
cational Fund, the AFL-CIO's Civil Rights Department designed
an Outreach program to recruit minority workers into the skilled
trades and to prepare them for the apprenticeship exams. From
the unions' standpoint the Outreach program represented the solu
tion to minority exclusion from the skilled trades: "It includes
guarantees to the minority-group member of an avenue to higher
paying jobs and to the building trades member of maintaining the
standards of his craft." 52 Funded in 1967 by the Department of
Labor, Outreach was implemented in sixty-eight dties. By the end
of 1 9 69 5,304 minority apprentices were in the program, 2,9 10
of these in the targeted skilled trades controlled by the segregated
unions. Still, the number of apprenticed African Americans in the
Outreach program for the whole country was not even one-third
.
of what civil rights leaders had asked for Chicago alone.
In his 1968 State of the Union address, President Johnson made
job training a major priority. In addition to Outreach, MDTA re
ceived more than $ u million for apprentice-level on-the-job train
ing programs.53 Hoping to heal the breach between the Demo
cratic party and the skilled trades, the Johnson administration
sought to make Outreach a joint union-government effort. In
Washington MDTA training funds supported Project Build, a joint
project of the Building and Construction Trades Council (a local
.
antipoverty agency), the U.S. Employment Service, and several
community groups. Project Build was designed to give disadvan
taged youth instruction and practical work experience in the con
struction industry and to prepare them for apprenticeships. Under
the joint sponsorship of the Building and Trades Department and
the Department of Civil Rights, similar programs began operating
in twenty-three other dties.54
Simultaneously, presidents of the eighteen AFL-CIO building
trade affiliates adopted their own ",affirmative action" plan to
bring more minorities into apprentice training. The plan essen
tially meant cooperating with planned or on-going programs in
forty-eight cities jointly run by the unions, the Department of

.
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Labor, and civil rights groups. In retum for this gesture of com
pliance, Labor Secretary Wirtz promised not to impose a quota on
minority hiring, an option that the unions vehemently opposed.55
. In I968 the AFL-CIO also established the Human Resources
Development Institute (HRDI) to develop training programs for
unemployed black workers. Operating under a Department of La
bor contract, HRDI began training programs through local central
labor councils in forty-seven cities. During the I 970S its activities
expanded to include job developmen�, placement, and apprentice
ship programs.56
Despite these cooperative efforts, as Johnson stepped down
from the presidency relations between the skilled trade unions and
the Democratic party remained strained. Even as the Johnson ad
ministration sought compromises that would allow unions to de
segregate at their own pace, the government gained considerable
leverage in union activities. As one construction union officer
complained: "In 1 960 there were those who would have scoffed
at the idea that federal government coordinates would be oversee' . and 10
' a sense steer10g
.
. programs. " 57
.
109
the apprentIce
In the 1968 election the Democratic share of the votes dropped
by 1 9 percent as more than one-quarter of the 1 964 Johnson vote
shifted to Richard Nixon and George W;:tllace.s8 While the Viet
nam War dotninated public concern, voting patterns indicated
that the presidential vote was more sharply polarized along racial
lines than along lines 'of class or other social cleavages. S9 This
"white backlash 11 reflected both white fears of the spectacle of ur
ban ghettos in flames as well as growing weariness of the civil
rights movement. In both the North and the South, '�the occupa
tional center of gravity of Wallace support was clearly among
white, skilled workers." 60

Undermining Union Autonomy
As the decade drew to a tumultuous close, public opinion on civil
rights shifted from support for demonstrators with just grievances
to resentment and anger against rioters who seemed ungrateful for
the benefits bestowed by the Great Society. Attuned to the na
tional mood, Richard Nixon repudiated the Great Society's solu
tions for ending poverty. During the 1968 campaign, he played on
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the resentments created· by the antipoverty programs: "For the
past five years we have been deluged by government programs for
the unemployed, programs for the cities, programs for the poor,
and we have reaped from these programs an ugly harvest of frustration, violence, and failure across the land. " 6 1
,
Though Nixon had won some hard-hat support in 1 9 68, he
owed nothing to black voters, 90 percent .of whom had voted for
Humphrey.62 His constituents were the business community and
the disgruntled middle class. Yet he revived a program called the
Philadelphia Plan to force the construction unions to integrate. .
Why would he pursue a program that was bound to alienate his
union converts ?
.
One factor was his desire to temper criticism from the civil
rights movement over his oppositi�n to school b u.sing and his con
servative Supreme Court nominatlOns. Further, 10 I 969 .Job p!-"o
tests in Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Seattle shut down constructIon
projects and led to violent clashes between demonstrators and the
white c.onstruction workers.63 When the Department of Labor
held hearings in October, construction workers staged angry
counterdemonstrations .64 Nixon might have owed little to African
Americans but he could ill afford to ignore the threat of racial
violence. Another concern was the inflationary wage-price spiral,
which his advisors attributed to union wage increases. Implement
ing the Philadelphia Plan also represented a political calculus ?e
signed to keep the core Democratic constituencies at odds. As aIde
John Ehrlichman explained:
Nixon thought that Secretary of Labor George Shultz had shown
great style in constructing a political dilemma for the labor lea ers
and the civil rights groups. The NAACP wanted a tougher reqUire
ment· the unions hated the whole thing. . . . Before long, the AFL
CIO nd the NAACP were locked in combat over one of the passion
ate issues of the day, and the Nixon administration was located in
the sweet and reasonable middle.65

�

�

.

The Philadelphia Plan '

On June 27, 19 69, La �or S�cretary George Shultz announc�d t?at
, would fall under the PhIlagovernment contracts 10 PhIladelphia
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delphia Plan." The Plan set a target range for minority hiring and
timetables for meeting it. On each construction site, contractors
were responsible for ensuring that between 2.2 and 26 percent of
plumbers, pipefitters, and steamfitters and between 1 9 and 23 per
cent of sheetmetal, electrical, and elevator construction workers
were minorities.66 If the plan succeeded in Philadelphia, it would
be instituted in nine other cities.
Not surprisingly, the plan triggered vehement opposition from
the AFL-CIO, especially from the building trades department,
whose president declared the union " 1 00 percent opposed to a
quota system. " 67 The plan, in George Meany's estimation, would
not increase minority representation in the trades, because con
tractors could comply by simply transferring African Americans
already on the payroll from private to government jobs. Further,
since the plan only applied on a job basis, it often would mean
only a few months of work. Finally, a "good faith effort" clause
in the plan created a loophole that allowed a contractor to comply
with the federal order without hiring a single minority worker;
simply calling the Urban League, an employment agency, or the
union would be considered evidence of good faith. As Meany
. guessed, using "the Building Trades as a whipping boy could be
designed to give the Nixon Administration a few brownie points
to off-set their shortcomings in the civil rights area as a whole." 6 8

less than 6 percent of all apprentices. In March 1 9 7 1 , the Depart
ment of Labor expanded the scope of the Philadelphia Plan to
cover private construction projects of all federal contractors, an
estimated one-third to one-half of the U.S. labor force. By 1973
minorities represented 1 4 percent and by 1 9 79 1 7.4 percent.72 Mi
nority males had reached parity with whites in apprenticeship
training. Hiring practices among federal contractors also experi
enced an enormous shift. In 1966 the workforce of federal con
tractors was disproportionately white; by 1 974 their workforce
had become disproportionately black.73
The Philadelphia Plan represented the first effective use of af
firmative action to implement civil rights legislation by directing
employers to guarantee equal employment opportunity. This out
come 'Yas only possible because the program evaded the en
trenched union power strUcture. Yet the · policies needed to imple
ment equal opportunity also instituted a legacy that facilitated
further government intervention in union affairs.
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Meany's strident protests reflected the importance of govern
ment contracts to the building trades. Over several decades the
construction unions had lost the majority of home building to
small, nonunion contractors; the bulk of their work came from
industrial, commercial, and government construction.69 The Phila
delphia Plan posed a real threat to craft autonomy over hiring.
Under the plan if a racial imbalance existed in the union member
ship, the employer could bypass the hiring hall and look elsewhere
for workers. Not only would the union lose control over its most
closely guarded prerogative, but the loss of autonomy over hiring
in federal contracts could easily set a precedent that private em
ployers would pursue to reduce wage costs.7°
Yet the Philadelphia Plan worked. Through the early 1 970S the
Philadelphia Plan was implemented in cities throughout the coun
try. Minority representation in the skilled craft unions increased
significantly during this period.71 In 1 967 minorities accounted for

8I

Expanding the Skilled Labor Pool
In the minds of skilled tradesmen, federal job training had become
a formidable opponent. But the Nixon administration intervened
even more directly in union prerogatives when it moved irom hir
ing to wages.
In 1 969 the wage-price spiral became an issue of national con
cern. A factor in creating it was the expansion of federal housing
construction, initiated to relieve a housing shortage. In 1 969 two
commissions recommended a massive infusion of federal dollars
into the housing market. The expansion of federal housing was a
boon to construction workers, for it meant the job creation strat
egy, earlier rejected by the Johnson administration, was adopted
indirectly. More jobs might alleviate the tensions between African
Americans and the unions. But officials in the Nixon administra
tion focused instead on increasing the labor supply to reduce spi
raling wages. As Samuel Simmon, Assistant Secretary at the De
partment of Housing and Urban Development, argued: "It is an
established fact that the high cost of skilled construction workers
is a contributing factor to the inflationary nature of construction
cost. Undoubtedly, the critical shortage of skilled craftsmen in the
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industry is a major reason for the union's ability to demand large
wage increases. . . . It is absolutely essential that the Federal Gov
ernment do everything possible to increase the supply of skilled
.
craftsmen." 74
'
Federal officials agreed that the wage-price spiral could not be
controlled without controlling wage settlements in the construc
tion industry. They suggested doubling vocational school training
in construction trades, training 50,000 returning VIetnam veterans
in construction, and requiring that apprenticeship programs be
provided on all federal construction projects. Only by flooding the
labor market with skilled workers could wages be reduced,15
In 1969 the Department of Labor increased funding for appren
ticeship programs, expanding the labor pool in the skilled building
trades and arousing the building trades' greatest worry. Defined
as a civil rights measure, programs expanding the construction
workforce were clearly designed to undermine union control over
entry to the trade. Johnson had let the unions control the training
programs. Nixon was less accommodating. So what if trade
unions were "upset by the fact that in developing our plans for
handling construction industry contracts, we . . . left out the
AFL-CIO. " 76
Housing added fuel to the anti-union fire. On March ,17, 1970,
Nixon made a speech on the crises the nation faced. In Nixon's
mind, the blame for the housing shortage lay on the shoulders of
greedy construction workers. America couldn't provide adequate
housing, he argued, because the scarce supply of skilled labor had
run up labor costs. Runaway inflation in construction costs re
sulted "in the urban and rural decay that breeds crime, ill health,
j oblessness and despair." The solution to problems in the con
struction industry, and thus to urban unrest, lay in moderating
" severe increases in the cost of labor (by) increasing the labor sup
ply to meet the increasing demand. " 77 Nixon proposed resolving
the crisis by extending the Philadelphia Plan and by encouraging
new technologies, such as off4site assembly of housing units, to
reduce the need for skilled labor. Thus, in one proposal Nixon
held the building trades responsible for urban rioting, proposed a
means for reducing their control over entry to the crafts and for
de-skilling labor, and addressed minority access to construction
jobs. These measures, he declared, would spell "an end to archaic
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regulation that hampers productivity, more dynamic management,
and most of all, more trained workers." 78 Then he went to work.
On March 29, 1971, Nixon asked labor and management to
agree on a voluntary arrangement of wage controls. When none
was forthcoming, he created a Construction Industry Stabilization
Committee consisting of four members each from labor, industry,
and the public and granted the Committee final jurisdiction over
all wage increases in the industry,19 In its first six months in oper
ation the Committee disapproved more than 20 percent of collec
tive bargaining agreements in the industry, forcing the unions to
reduce wages. In 1 970 wages and fringe benefits increased 19 per
0
cent; by the following year they had been reduced by 1 1 percent. 8
In August, Nixon further pummeled the construction unions.
"Our great construction industry, " he declared, "accounts directly
for almost one-tenth of the entire national output. . . . Yet costs
and prices in the construction industry are moving up at an even
more rapid rate than the already unsatisfactory performance of
the general price level. " To control the rapidly escalating prices,
costs, and wages in the industry, Nixon directed all federal agen
cies to immediately reduce new contracts for government con
struction by 5 0 percent and to eliminate overtime on projects.8 1
Organized labor's control over wages hinged on maintaining a
scarce labor supply. But just how scarce was it? To take a mea
sure, the Department of Labor asked all state Employment Secu
rity Agencies to project manpower requirements in the construc
8
tion industry to 1975. 2 The resulting "Special Survey of
Manpower Needs in the Construction Industry" predicted indus
try expansion of 2 1 .9 percent plus exits of present workers due to
retirements or death, resulting in 801,000 new construction jobs
83
by 1975. To build the labor supply for the predicted manpower
shortage, Nixon authorized the Construction Industry Collective
Bargaining Commission to encourage local school districts to de
velop vocational education' programs and to lobby unions and
construction contractors to accept these programs as partial ful
fillment of .the requirements for entry to apprenticeships. He also
commissioned the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
to work with the states in developing vocational education pro
grams in construction crafts and "to channel these trained people
into productive employment. " 84 These programs would offer to
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ghetto youth and to returning Vietnam veterans, many of whom
were African American, the chance to learn a trade.
Nixon also directed the Department of Labor to expand enroll
ment in construction training programs by 50 percent and to in
crease this pace over the next five years. Rule after rule, plan after
plan, undermined one union privilege after another. Now the La
bor Department would study how apprenticeship programs could
be improved, removing control over quality evaluation from the
unions and placing it under federal jurisdiction. Now all federal
construction contracts had to include a clause requiring the em
ployment of apprentices. Now apprentices would be defined as
individuals trained through a federal or state training program
and certified by the Manpower Administration rather than indi
viduals trained by union�. Now the Department of Labor would
establish programs to upgrade skills in states where no formal ap
prenticeship programs existed�largely nonunion states. As pro
gram administrators explained: " About 5 0 percent of the con
struction industry is non-unionized. Training to meet the needs for
this non-unionized segment should be no barrier in planning and
establishing training courses." Now administrators would experi
ment with the classroom/shop setting for training in construction
skills instead of the on-the-job training typical of union appren
ticeships.85 And now a pilot program would track information
about jobs in the industry, a task previously under union control.
Since tracking jobs involved extensive intervention in union af
fairs, government officials decided "to bring the International
Union on board, and give them a voice in selecting the area where
the project will be conducted." 86 But federal officials found union
officials unwilling to discuss this project and went ahead without
them.87
Not surprisingly, the predicted labor shortage never material
ized. With new trainees flooding a recession-dampened market, by
1974 unemployment among construction workers had skyrock
eted to 1 2.4 percent.88 The combined impact of the antiunion ac
tivities of the federal government and the building contractors ex
panded the open shop share of the construction dollar from
around 20 percent in 1 9 68 to nearly 40 percent by 1 975 .89
In 1973 the Comprehensive E:mployment and Training Act
(CETA) consolidated all of the major training programs into a

single administrative structure. Although CETA began modestly,
by 1 979 its budget had grown to approximately $2. 5 4 billion and
its enrollments to three million annually. But unlike the training
programs of the 1 9 60s, CETA , no longer directed funds to the
most disadvant�ged. Rather, job training was open to anyone who
had been unemployed at least one week.90
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The Legacy o f Job Training
Rather than addressing practices in the private 'economy that im
peded the right to work, the War on Poverty embarked on an
ambitious agenda to train individuals and improve their employ
ability. But as young, black men learned the skills to prepare them
for construction jobs, they confronted trade unions that denied
them this basic civil right. Discrimination in the skilled trades
forced federal officials to find some means of ending the impasse.
The strategy of gentle persuasion accomplished little. But civil
rights activists seized the opportunity created by the new federal
regulations to demonstrate against radst practices and to demand
an open job market and the right to belong to a labor union.
.
The outcome was a program of affirmative action that sought to
implement equal employment opportunity and thus guarantee the
right to work.
Affirmative action has recently come under attack by those who
believe that the backlash against it has been too costly politically.
The most fully developed argument has been presented by William
Julius Wilson whose critique hinges on the distinction between
two strategies, in the devel()pment of affirmative action-equality
of opportunity and group rights.
Wilson argue!! that the concept of equality of individual oppor
tunity dominated the first phase of the civii rights movement when
antidiscrimination legislation was designed to eliminate racial
bias. In this first phase the important principle was not the per
centage of minorities in certain positions but rather that candi
dates for these positions be judged solely on individual merit.91 In
the second phase, by contrast, government policy focused on the
equitable distribution of group rights, which involved formally
categorizing people on the basis of race or ethnicity. In this phase,
affirmative action not only sought to ensure that minorities were
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free from discrimination but also to ensure ' that they were ade�
quately represented.
.
What's wrong with programs emphasizing group rights, ac
cording to Wilson, is that they disproportionately benefit the more

recently affirmative action has come to favor more advantaged,
. better-educated persons, the flaw lies not in the concept but in its
implementation.
Finally, the argument that equality of opportunity fits with tra
ditional American values whereas group preference offends them

advantaged members of minority groups because they generally
require a level. of skill or of educational attainment that excludes
the disadvantaged. Thus, minority individuals from the most ad
vantaged families are most likely to be qualified for special admis
sions programs to law and medical schools, for high-level govern
. ment j obs, for the foreign service, and for positions on university
faculties. What's also wrong with programs emphasizing group
rights is. that they offend traditional American values that empha
size democracy and freedom of choice.
The problem with the first argument is that these two phases in
the search for racial justice, equality of opportunity and group
preference, did not originate as distinct strategies. Rather, they
represent two components of a single objective. The concept of
equality of opportunity d�fined an ideological vision of what
American society promised its citizens; group rights became the
means of achieving that vision.
As federal officials developed job training programs, they had
to initiate group preference to enforce equality of opportunity. In
stituting "targets" or quotas was the only way federal officials
could make the s�illed trades comply with the laws preventing
discrimination in hiring and the only way they could measure
whether they had succeeded. The concept af equality of opportu
nity is not inherently more in tune with traditional American val
ues than the concept of group rights. What rankled skilled trades
men was when federal officials tried to make equal opportunity a
reality. Implementation, not ideology, was what was politically
unacceptable.
The historical record also challenges the assertion that affirma
tive action favors the more privileged minorities. Affirmative ac
tion evolved out of federal efforts to open the skilled trades to
poor; ghetto youths, not the more privileged middle class. The
jobs they sought-as carpenters, bricklayers, plumbers-had few
formal educational requirements. Rather, the only route of entry
was through the union-controlled apprenticeship system, and the
only formal preference was for relatives of union men. If more

oversimplifies the trade-offs occurring. What was at stake in the
battle between the skilled trade unions and the civil rights move
ment was not merely the skin color of apprentices but arduously
constructed mechanisms that protected wages and working condi
tions in a volatile industry in which the demand for labor fluctu
ated seasonally and yearly.
Could any policy have created working-class solidarity instead
of racial cleavages ? Margaret Weir argues that a full-employment
policy could have united African Americans and trade unions,
since both felt the pressure of high unemployment. Instead, it cre
ated "narrow, constituency-.targeted programs . . . that helped
undercut the potential for an effective coalition.» 9 2 Yet it seems
unlikely that a full-employment policy would have been sufficient
to encourage unions to willingly. admit AfriCan Americans.
In the late 1960s a natural experiment occurred that can help
determine whether a full-employment policy would have been
sufficient to eliminate the racial divide in the working class. Be
ginning in 1969, before Nixon introduced the first quotas in the
Philadelphia Plan, the federal government made a massive com
mitment to expand the supply of low-income housing. The con
struction unions had more work than they could handle. Instead
of opening their doors to African Americans, despite enormous
pressure to do so, they took advantage of the high labor demand
to push up wages. The union response suggests that fears of job
loss were not the only reasonS the skilled trades discriminated
i,lgainst African Americans. Union racism mandated affirmative ac
tion. I explore these issues more fully in Chapter 4.

FOUR

Abandoning
the American Dream

he right to choose one's place of residence is a basic civil right

T that is inextricably linked to the right to work without coer�

cion. This concept was established in a British judgment in 1 705
when a chief justice proclaimed: "All people are at liberty to live
in Winchester, and how can they be restrained from usi�g the law�
ful means of living there." 1 Decades of forced residential segrega�
tion had denied that right to African Americ:ans and thus also the
right to freely choose employment, . obtain an education, and
achieve a standard of living compatible with the prevailing living
standard fot white Americans.
From the New Deal to the 1 9 60S, federal housing policy encour
aged private homt:; ownership for white families but not black
families. Instead, federal policy reinforced barriers to residential
choice erected by builders, money lenders, and realtors. Housing
barriers not only relegated minorities to racially segregated hous�
ing but also virtually ensured that the quality of housing open to
them was inferior. With the damage wrought by barriers to resi
dential choice only too painfully apparent in the teeming urban
ghettos, the Civil rights movement demanded that the nation con
front this impediment to democracy.
In response, the Johnson administration enacted the Fair Hous-
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ing Act which banned discrimination in housing and the Model
Cities program which promised to improve the . quality of life in
inner cities. Johnson also created a new Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) to provide more and better hous
ing for the poor and put local housing authorities under HUD's
jurisdiction. As it became apparent that improving housing quality
for A(rican Americans meant integrating white neighborhoods,
these old-line agencies geared up to hold the color line. Hampered
by this unwieldy conglomeration of New Deal programs, HUD
was unable to realize its goals. Thus, the racial dynamic of the
American welfare state was again set in motion. Social policy
driven by racial inequality provoked a backlash that reduced the
federal commitment to housing support eXcept in the form of tax
breaks on mortgages for the middle class. Urban ghettos were left
to decay.

urban rings. Combined with conventional loans, government
subsidized loans expanded housing construction to unprecedented
levels in a frenzy of borrowing and building. Farms and orchards
disappeared, leveled by developments with names like Sunnyside,
Lakeshore, and, the pioneer of suburbia, Levittown. By 1 962 the
VA and FHA had financed more than $I20 billion in new hous
ing. Less than 2 percent was available to · nonwhite families and
most of that on a segregated basis.4 Two powerful government
agencies dominated the U.S. housing market, and their loan poli
cies ensured that neighborhoods remained racially segregated.
Public housing, the ugly stepsister of federal housing policy, got
a boost with the Housing Act of 194 9, which promised "a decent
home in a · suitabl!:; living environment for every American fam
ily." 5 The Act authorized the construction of 8 IO,OOO public. housing units over the next six years and provided funds for mas
sive urban redevelopment, ostensibly to. clear slums and make way
for new developments. Five years later the Housing Act of 1954
provided additional funds for "urban renewal." 6 Devised by a
powerful lobby of realtors, banks, and downtown merchants, ur
ban renewal allowed local authorities to assemble large parcels of
land, bulldoze them to the ground, and then sell the land to
private developers.? In city after city, local authorities used
urban-renewal funds to demolish the homes of the poor. Instead
of building public housing in their plac.e, they developed
"enterprise" zones of office buildings, hotels, and shops.s By 1 960
more than 400,000 homes had been destroyed but only ;£0,760.
low-rent units built. Much of the destroyed housing was owned
or rented by black families. Critics of federal housing policy caus
tically noted that urban renewal was a synonym for Negro re

Building the Urban Ghetto
In the post-World War II era, black families migrated from rural
areas to towns and cities in the South and from the South to the
North. Private builders, lenders, and real estate brokers conspired
with local officials to keep them confined to .black neighborhoods.
Zoning ordinances specifying where people could live and restric
tive covenants-:--Private agreements to exclude designated minority
groups---created separate black and white neighborhoods. Any at
tempt by African Americans to ci:oss the color line triggered sus
tained and often violent resistance from whites. In Detroit alone
between 1945 and 1965 more than 200 violent incidents occurred
.
in racially transitional neighborhoods.2
The victorious veterans returning from the war created a large
and politically powerful lobby. In 1944 Congress established the
Veteran's Administration (VA) to provide home loans for veter
ans. The VA operated like FHA, insuring low-interest, long-term
loans for the purchase of single-family homes.3
In the years following the war, FHA-insured and VA-insured
mortgages became the engines driving the housing markets. Ex
pressways stretching across the countryside .carried commuters to
the ever-more-distant jobs, spurring the development of apart
ments and houses at the fringes of central cities or in their sub-

moval.
The public housing that was built was racially segregated and
confined almost entirely to central cities. And every city had its
projects.9 In San Francisco six nearly all-black · public-housing
projects were grouped in the Hunter's Point area. In Chicago two
FHA projects, one in a virtually all-white neighborhood, the other
all-black, resulted in totally segregated public housing. In Cincin
nati two projects were 9 9.7 percent African American, as were
those in Boston. 1 0
.
Indirectly, other government agencies reinforced housing segre-
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�ation, in the I;'rocess locking African Americans out of opportuni
t�es for good Jobs. In choosing where to locate military installa
�Ions, the Depa�ment of Defense ignored local housing policies in
Its off-base housmg program. As a result, African Americans could
not work at many installations because they couldn't find housing.
The General Services Administration awarded the enormous rental
and le�sing business of the g0.vernment to realtors whose housing
.
�perations were raCIally restncted. The Atomic Energy Commis
sion located the world's largest atom smasher, an enormous jobs
generating facility, in an area notorious for housing barriers.11 No
one seemed to care about the plight of black families, least of all
the federal government.
. The civil rights movement was gathering steam, however, and
hou�ing �egregatio? was among its grievances. During his 1960
�resldentlal campaign, John Kennedy promised to sign an execu
tive ?rder elimi�ating discrimination in housing. But eliminating
housmg segregation meant enforcing housing integration, a politi
cal hot potato �hat Ke�nedy was unwilling to touch. Postponing
.
action
on housmg untd after the 1962 congressional elections
�
Kennedy th�n issu�d a limited order prohibiting federally sup
I
ported housmg projects from selecting tenants by race. .2 The Pub
lic Housing �utho�ity narrowly interpreted the order as referring
�nly to housmg budt after 1962 and as applying only to the selectlOn
of tenants not to the selection of sites. .As a result, public
.
,
..
housmg-masslVe,
ugly, concrete-slab buildings that squeezed
hundreds of families into a few city blocks-was still built in the
inner cities.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 banned discrimination
in h?using receiving federal · assistance and established an open
, for all newly constructed housing .in urban-renewal
housmg polIcy
areas. These new policies did little to end housing segregation,
however, because the era of FHA and VA domination of housing
finance had drawn to a close. By 1963 FHA and VA financed less
than 20 percent of new housing; the executive order and Title VI
combined covered less than 4 percent of the existing housing sup
ply and only 1 5 percent of anticipated new development.13 Fur
ther, provisions for enforcing the law were so weak that local of
ficials who wanted to keep black families out could easily
circumvent them.14

Planning the Nation's Housing Agenda

93

In 1964 Johnson established a Task Force on Metropolitan and
Urban Problems. Chaired by Robert Wood, head of the Depart
ment of Political Science at the Massachusetts Institute of "Fech
f:lology, and comprised mostly of intellectuals from elite eastern
universities, the task force first had to decide what the key issues
confronting the cities were. As Wood recalls, at that tiine "a num
ber of the intellectuals still doubted that there was an urban cri
sis." 15 They finally proposed a renHupplement program to help
bridge the gap between the very poor who resided in public hous
ing and the working poor, who were ineligible for any support
from Uncle Sam.16 Rent supplements had several attractive fea
tures, the biggest being that they would disperse the poor through
out all neighborhoods. By mixing rent-supplement families in
buildings with families paying full rents, the stigma associated
with public housing would be avoided.
A seemingly innocent idea, rent supplements provoked heated
arguments from opponents. Since black families could use them
in any neighborhood, the supplements could become a backdoor
mechanism for integration. Southern congressmen eliminated that
risk by guaranteeing localities the right to approve rent supple
ments before they were put into effect.17 The agreement replicated
the New Deal compromise that had relegated African Americans
to the inferior social assistance programs: keep direct benefits to
fndividuals under local control.
Johnson threw his weight behind the rent-supplement program,
which he lauded as "the most crucial new instrument in our effort
to improve the American city." Families eligible for rent supple
ments would pay 25 percent of their income toward rent; the gov
ernment would pay the difference up to full-market rent. Older
people, people who lost homes to the urban-renewal bulldozer,
and anyone living in substandard housing could have help with
housing costs. That last category, so vague and thus so trouble
some, was attacked ' by fiscally conservative Republicans, who
charged that the income limits were too high, and by southerners,
who feared so open a program.18 That 'year Congress appro
priated funds for planning rent supplements but refused to fund
them. 19
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The Housing Act of 1965 made rent supplements a reality but
only for the very poor. Section 23 authorized local housing au
thorities to sublet private housing units to low-income families
who were poor enough to qualify for regular public housing. The
tight income limits meant the working poor were excluded. If rent
supplements had supported working families and · if they had had
no loopholes that communities could use to exclude African
Americans, they could have helped to integrate the entire housing
market and thus have given upwardly-mobile black families a
boost out of the ghetto. They did neither. Rather, they reinforced
the view that federal housing support :was only for the poor, espe
cially the black poor.
In addition to rent supplements, Wood's task force recom
mended that Johnson gather the nation's housing programs under
an umbrella agency. The new agency could subsume the functions
of the Housing and Home Finance Agency (HHFA), the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board, and · such programs as urban highway
construction and waste treatment that affected the quality of
housing in the nation.20 Such a plan would allow the government
to achieve more ambitious goals than merely constructing (or de
molishing) housing for the poor. I
Southern congressmen, ever vigilant, opposed the merger, de
nouncing · it as creeping socialism. They feared not only what a
powerful federal housing agency might do but also that Robert
Weaver, a black man in charge of the HHFA, might become its
new head. Their opposition put the proposal on hold.21 Despite
the momentum generated by the Civil Rights Act and the War on
Poverty, the southern racial agenda still exerted a negative influ
ence on federal policy.
Committed to rebuilding the cities, Johnson was not so easily
dissuaded. In his 1965. State qf the Union message, he proposed a
new Department of Housing and Urban Development that would
become the center of urban policy. Instead of merely encouraging
new construction, the new agency would develop entire metropoli
tan ar<:as and become a focal point "for thoughtful innovation
and solutions about the problems of our cities. " 22 That July John
son asked Robert Wood to put together a new Task Force on
Urban Problems to plan the cabinet-level housing agency.2l
Brought on board were Ben Heineman, president of the North-

western Railroad, civil rights leader Whitney Young, and Walter
Reuther, president of the United Auto Workers. Midway through
an elegant White House dinner, the president joined the men and
made a few remarks. As Wood recalls, Johnson was "superbly
at home on the domestic issues for August [the Watts riot] had
not occurred." 24
When Watts erupted a month later, it altered the meaning of
the "urban problem," infusing it with a new urgency. Johnson
was now eager to mount an assault on the slums. He ordered the
T ask Force to plan the new department so it could better integrate
physical housing needs with the more complex social issues that
any discussion of housing policy invariably generated. The new
department would not only coordinate federal programs but seek
ways to apply them between the cities, where the black migrants
were concentrated, and the lily-white suburbs. Though the Task
Force rejected a proposal to also transfer OEO's community ac
tion programs to the new agency, it clearly envisioned an ambi
tious agenda for housing policy, one that might resolve the "urban
. problem" by integrating the suburbs ..
Without a new federal agency, housing policy would remain
mired in precedents established during the New Deal, precedents
that maintained housing segregation. But numerous housing p�o
grams were already operating, and the federal government
couldn't simply start over. Further, even a new agency could do
little as long as housing segregation was legal. The dilemma was
thus twofold: the nation needed a federal agency that could merge
existing housing programs into a single unit and it also needed a
fair-housing policy.
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Pursuing Equal Opportunity in Housing
In 1960 only four states and two cities had fair-housing laws
banning racial discrimination in private housing. And housing seg
regation was at the heart of racial inequality. Between 1954 and
1 96 5 more than half of the new industrial buildings, stores, hospi
tals and· schools were bl;lilt outside the central city. During the
same period costs of public transportation rose faster than costs
of automobiles. The new jobs developed where African Americans
could not live and where transportation was time consuming,
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expensive, and often unavailableY By 1965 housing integration
had moved to the top of the civil rights' agenda.
That year Martin Luther King launched a civil rights campaign
in Chicago. He staged a series of marches in white neighborhoods
to protest housing segregation. Housing segregation mobilized the
flagging movement as no other issue had been able to do, but it
also mobilized white opposition as entrenched as that of any back
water Mississippi town. A violent confrontation between civil
rights demonstrators and white protestors terminated one march.
Two days after a rally at Soldier Field, when police turned off
a fire hydrant where children had been cooling
off, a four-day
.
riot erupted.
When King threatened to march in Cicero, a notoriously racist
white suburb, Mayor Daley agreed to convene a summit meeting
between the city's establishment and the civil rights leaders. At the
second meeting, King promised to . stop marching if Chicago
would open its suburbs. But open housing never materialized in
Chicago. Instead, King suffered the worst defeat of his career as
he learned the hard lesson that white resistance here was far more
effective than in the South.26
Elsewhere other civil rights groups picked up the torch. For
more than a decade' the National Committee Against Discrimina
tion in · Housing .(NCHD), a conglomeration of labor and civil
rights groups, had been agitating for open housing.27 A relatively
weak organization initially; the committee's annual budget grew
from $ 1 8 ,000 in 1 9 5 6 to $ 1 20,000 in 1964 and its member orga
nizations from twenty-four to sixty-three. The NCHD focused its
attack on federal housing policy: "The federal government is pri
marily responsible for building a ghetto system that has created
racial alienation and tensions so explosive .that the crisis in our
cities now borders on catastrophe. » 2 8
Other organizations focused on local issues. In Akron a coali
tion led by the NAACP and CORE carried out a door-to-door
campaign against the city's failure to pass fair housing legisla
tion.29 In New York the Urban League began an " Open City"
campaign to encourage African Americans to seek housing in
white neighborhoods. In the District of Columbia CORE lodged a
complaint against a real estate agency for quoting higher prices to
black buyers than to whites.30
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Civil rights leaders found an unexpected ally among some busi
ness leaders who recognized that fair housing could be good for
business. Employers who depended on government c<.mtracts had
to hire minorities to comply with equal opportunity initiatives. A
labor shortage also mad!? employers aware that segregated hous
ing patterns put most skilled and unskilled minority workers out
of reach. The Caterpillar Tractor Company, for example, studied
the residential patterns of its 584 black employees and found that
none lived in the county where they worked. Eleven offers the
company had made to black college graduates the previous year
had been rejected because there was no integrated housing in com
muting distance. As the Sun Times explained: "Skilled Negro
workers are refusing jobs in the suburbs because they can't find
homes there, and the situation is giving labor-short white industri
alists a pain in the pocketbook. » 3 1
Some business executives undertook activities t o <>pen white
neighborhoods and communities to African Americans. In Port
land, Oregon, the prestigious City Club, an organization of doc
tors, lawyers, and businessmen, forced the city council to approve
a public housing site in a prosperous white, middle-class neighbor
hood. In Hartford, Connecticut, the Senior Vice President of Trav
eler's Insurance Company headed a local housing committee that
provided a business-backed revolving fund for integrated housing.
And in Illinois, Indiana, and Maryland, individual business leaders
testified in favor of open-housing laws, often in the face of strong
.
local oppositio n.32
legis
and
laws,
g
By 1 966 twenty states had enacted fair-housin
lation was pending in tep. others. These laws varied greatly in
scope, with some limited to pubHcly-assisted housing while others
included privately financed housing as well. In addition to the
state legislation, more than thirty municipalities had adopted fair
housing ordinances.33
As the fair-housing movement made headway, a packlash
against it began gathering steam. Detroit approved an ordinance
preventing anyone from interfering with the rights of property
owners. In Akron, Ohio, the people approved an amendment to
the city charter requiring the electorate's approval of any ordi
nance regulating the lease or sale of property on the basis of
race. The Ohio Association of Real Estate Boards petitioned for a
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referendum to nullify the Ohio fair-housing law.
The Kansas state
legislature rejected a fair-housing bill. And voters
in Berkeley, Cal
ifornia, ang in Seattle and Tacoma, Washington,
voted down fair
housing ordinances.34
The scattered resistance to housing integration coales
ced in Cal
ifornia, where voters passed Proposition 1 4 repeal
ing the state's
fair-housing laws. Fair . housing brought down
Governor Pat
Brown, whose opponent, Ronald Reagan, campa
igned . against
fair-housing legislation as "an infringement of
one of our basic
, individual · rights. " 35 The defeated Brown later
ruefully recalled
the price he paid for being out of touch with the averag
e voter:
I supported a bill called the Rumford bill, which was a fair housing
. . . . It had real teeth
bIll.
I fought very hard for it
It was
only at the last day we got it through. This, however, was a very
pyrrhic victory because the real estate people and the great majority
of people in California · were very offended by the housing bill. They
knew that I led the fight for it, and they put on the ballot an initiative .
measure that' prohibited a legislature from ever compelling a person
to sell his home for any reason whatsoever. . . . In other words, I
was completely out of tune with the white citizens of the state who
felt that the right to sell their property to whomever they wanted
was a privileged right, a right of ownership, a constitutional right. I
just went down to defeat and it played a great part in my subse,
quent fall. 36
.

.

.

•

.

•

.
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Following the California victory, thirteen other states introduced
similar legislation.37 For many white Americans, property rights
superseded civil rights.
Fair-housing legislation also faced resistance from the real estate
lobby, comprised of 1 7 national trade associations-including the
National Association of Home Builders, the United States Savings
and Loan League, and the Mortgage Bankers of America-and the
Chamb�r of Commerce.38 The lobby had geared. up when Title IV
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act loomed on the horizon. But this time
key groups within the lobby took no position on fair housing,
and some organizations even supported the proposed legislation.
Supporters were found among those who developed federally as
.
,
Sisted
housmg
and who believed that private developers had a
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competitive edge in not having to abide by existing regulations.
Thus, splits within the lobby itself as well as the national momen
tum toward civil rights issues neutralized the realtors' opposition.
Despite the opposition, in 1966 Johnson first tried to push a
national fair�housing bill through Congress. The road ahead
seemed long and hard. As staff assistant Joseph Califano recalls,
the bill "prompted some of the most vicious mail LBJ received on
any subject (and the only death threats I ever received as a White
House assistant). " 39 The bill that emerged from the House con
tained such limited fair-housing provisions and so many anti-civil
rights amendments that Martin Luther King said it wasn't worth
passing. It recognized the right of individual families to discrimi
nate in selling their homes and to require their realtors to do so.
Fair housing faced an ever greater battle in the Senate, where Ever
ett Dirksen branded it a threat to the country and insisted that the
real problem was the behavior of African Americans who moved
into white areas. A filibuster by opponents ended the fair-housing
debate that year.40
. In 1968 Congress passed a: fair-housing bill with little debate.
What intervened were' two years of riots and the assassination of
Martin Luther King.
At 7 : 3 0 on a balmy spring evening in April, an assassin's bullet
ended the career of Martin Luther King. It also ended the civil
rights movement's commitment to passive resistance. Within
hours the cry "Burn, Baby, Burn" swept through Memphis; New
York; Boston; Jackson, Mississippi; and Raleigh, North Caronna
with the worst devastation visited upon Washington, D.C. As the
riots intensified, it seemed nothing could assuage the fury. Deter
mined to avoid the bloodshed of Watts, Johnson at first refused
to use the Marines guarding the capitol. But after four days the
riots had spread to more than 100 cities. Fed up with restraint,
Congress demanded that looters be shot at will.
. Even before the last riot ended, Johnson, flanked by black lead
ers and members of Congress, called for "constructive action in
stead of destructive action in the hour of national need. " 41 What
might better rekindle hope than fair housing? Just a month earlier,
on March I I, 1968, the Senate had approved a fair-housing
bill, but chances of getting it through the House were slim. On
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April ro, less than a week after King's assassination, it passed
in the House. Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of r 968 banned
dis�rimination in the sale, rental, or financing of most housing
UDlts and brought millions of single-family homes owned by pri
vate individuals under federal fair-housing law. The Act author
ized the new Department of Housing and Urban Development to
handle specific cases of housing discrimination as well as a broad
range of affirmative action activities.42

Confronting the New Deal Legacy
HUD had begun operating in r966� It subsumed under one roof
all the federal housing agencies, except FHA.43 Each agency had
its own lobby in Congress and its own source of congressional
support. HUD's new head, Robert Weaver, saw his first task as
pulling the whole thing together by scrambling it up. He decided
to reorganize by areas of specialization: the inner city
would be
placed under one assistant secretary, the metropolitan area under
another, urban renewal under yet a third, and so forth. Only the
Federal National Mortgage Association, Fannie Mae, -remained in
tact.44 By erasing clear lines of authority between agencies,
Weaver's decisions allowed the former New Deal agencies to continue operating independently at the local level. Local agencies
,
were staffed by employees committed to maintaining the status
quo and vulnerable to pressures from local communities. Prime
culprits in creating patterns of racial segregation and in shutting
African Americans out of the housing market, most continue d
business as usual.
'
At the top, however, Weaver's new staff consisted of idealistic
liberals who optimistically believed they had the tools to resolve
the ghetto's ills. As one staffer wrote, "Many of the conditions
. . . can be substantially corrected with a minimum of organized,
well directed effort." Still, the central office had to convince local
staff to adopt HUD's new agenda: "If there are staff members
who suffer a misconception of HUD's purpose, they must be convinced . . . that HUD's very existence is based on the broader
motives . . . of human revitalization. . . . " 45 But convincing the
regional offices to restructure housing policy proved a formidable
task.
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HUD's Civil Rights Agenda
HUD was responsible for both the executive order issued by Ken
nedy prohibiting racial discrimination in public housing projects
and Title IV of the Civil Rights Act requiring open housing in
all newly constructed housing financed by the federal government.
Administering both pieces of legislation was in itself ,a complex
task, for some HUD projects were subject to the executive order
alone, some solely to Title IV, and some to both. The executive
order exempted one- and two-family, owner-occupied homes from
antidiscrimination regulations; Title N did not. The executive or
der applied only to low-rent public housing built after the date of
the order; Title IV was retroactive to , all low-rent public hous
ing.46 Separate regulations covered government-subsidized hous
ing and the private market; within the private housing market,
similar housing was governed by different rules depending on
when it was built. The lack of a single national fair-housing pol
icy, still more than two years down the road, made enforcing any
'
'
regulations onerous.
Integrating public housing meant changing rules for selecting
tenants and for selecting sites. In principle, policies for selecting
tenants could be ' easily revised. Prior policy allowed prospective
tenants to choose among housing projects when an opening be
came available. As a result, housing projects dominated by African
Americans had numerous vacancies, despite long waiting lists for
public housing. White families simply waited for openings in sites
in white projects. HUD's new policy limited free choice. When an
opening became available in any project-regardless of its racial
composition-the next eligible applicant would be offered a unit
in that project. If the applicant declined that offer, he or she would
be eligible for three more choices and then dropped back to the
bottom of the waiting list.
Local housing officials, who felt community antagonism most
directly, strenuously resisted the new policies. When local officials
in Portland, Oregon, were told of HUD's new policy for selecting
and assigning tenants, "the mood was one of anger and opposi
tion to the tightened policy requirements." 47 The Seattle Housing
Authority , ominously told HUD officials, it would , be "heard
from" in Portland.48
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As controversial as tenant selection was, site selection drew even
greater opposition. HUD policy prohibited building new projects
in segreg�ted neighborhoods, which in practice meant black neigh
borhoods, unless no other acceptable sites were available. How
ever, when sites in white neighborhoods were available, local resi
dents fiercely fought locating public housing· there, and local
housing authorities backed them up. So HUD continued building
new housing in black neighborhoods. In Atlanta, for example, the
NAACP complained that the local housing authority built new
public housing in the primarily black northwest area, where 8 3
percent o f the low-rent housing was already located. HUD offi
cials then insisted that two of four new public housing proposals
originally proposed for the northwest area be shifted to the south
east, one to a mixed neighborhood, the other to an all-white
neighborhood.49 Immediately local whites complained. Thus, in.
stead of integrating public housing, the new regulations drew
whites out of public housing.
HUD was also responsible for ensuring that families displaced
by urban renewal found adequate and affordable new housing.
When local housing authorities relocated the victims of urban re�
newal, they often moved them to racially segregated neighbor
hoods, thereby increasing racial concentration.50 In Louisville,
Kentucky, for example, the local housing authority relocated all
black families displaced by a development project into the West
End even though "employment opportunities, good schools, recre
ational faciliti�s, stores, etc [were] located in the city's East and
South End. " 51 Similarly, in Cleveland I 100 of 1 300 families dis
placed by urban renewal were black; 8 8 percent of the black fami
lies were then relocated to already segregated neighborhoods.52
Civil rig�ts organizations complained bitterly that HUD was
moving too slowly, that by 1967 the Department of Justice had
yet to initiate litigation to enforce either the executive order or
Title IV, and that Weaver continued to grant funds to townships
operating in violation of Title IV.53 Yet HUD's hands were tied,
not only by the lack of cooperation at the local level but also by
lack of funds. In 1 967 Congress cut its requested appropriations
for enforcement from 1 5 million to less than 2. million.54
As HUD came under fire for delaying integration, Johnson es
tablished yet another task force to .evaluate HUD's civil rights ef-
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forts. The Aggressive Action Task Force o f Intergroup Relations
Staff was convened in March 1966 to develop comprehensive af
firmative action measures for all existing HUD programs and to
achieve "equal opportunity in housing, maximum participation by
minorities and maximum desegregation and racially inclusive use
patterns. » 55 Housing policy had become fully absorbed by the
struggle for racial equality. And it had still to address an equally
complex issue, that of improving the quality of housing.

HUD's Social Rights Agenda
The idea of rebuilding the cities had been brewing in Johnson�s
mind since Walter Reuther had first proposed an ambitious .plan
for converting unused bomber plants to factories for mass produc
ing loyv-cost housing components.56 A task force suggested initiat"
ing a demonstration project to · see if the government could trans
form the slums. "Demonstration Cities " would build new homes,
parks, and community centers and provide he.alth care, transporta
tion, and police protection. Johnson agreed to try a modest proj
ectP But by the time his Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act went to Congress, it had expanded to include
six: la-rge cities, ten medium-sized cities, and fifty small cities. It
also included a plan to promote racial integration of housing. The
latter was more than Congress was willing to swallow, especially
its southern contingent. Southerners raged against the ' plan for
promoting racial integration and complained that there were al
ready enough "demonstrations," meaning riots, in the cities. To
pacify the opposition, the name was changed to "Model Cities"
and the requirement that new housing be integrated was dropped.
On November 3 , 1 9 66, Johnson signed the Model Cities bill, mi
nus any provisions against discrimination.58
Model Cities authorized HUD to provide grants and technical
assistance to communities to rebuild neighborhoods. It also re
quired that residents of the neighborhood be employed in plan
ning activities and executing the program, a watered-down version
of community action. 59 But final authority rested in the hands of
the mayors, a strategy designed to avoid the controversy sur
rounding the community action programs. As Weaver explained,
"The CAP organizations are outside of city government. I take
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the position that in Model Cities we've got to work through city
,
governments. " 60
The only problem was that working through city governments
made undoing the New Deal legacy difficult, if not impossible. As
Model Cities began operating, it perpetuated racial discrimination
in: housing policy. In Atlanta, according to the NAACP, the Model
City proposal excluded African Americans from the executive
board and advisory committees: it "was weak in the area of citi
zen participation and had no Negro representatives from the tar
get neighborhood. " 61 In Louisville, Kentucky, both CORE and
the NAACP protested that the city's Model Cities application was
"actively vindictive against Negroes" and would increase segrega
tion patterns.62
Housing Policy and Urban Disorder

Every project HUD launched fueled the struggle for racial equality
and created a white backlash. The National Urban League, the
NAACP, and the National Committee Against Discrimination in
Housing now focused the civil rights effort against HUD. They
sought to halt urban-renewal projects, they challenged the loca
tion of low and moderate income housing, and they threatened to
sue over tenant assignments in public housing that perpetuated
racial segregation.63 HUD became an agency under siege, a focal
point for the anger and discontent over the intransigent civil rights
issues that plagued the nation's cities.
Stung by charges that HUD was fomenting disorder, in August
1 9 67 Weaver created an Urban Tensions Response Network , to
evaluate HUD's role in the riots. The Network would develop a
tension data plan, create a central information file, and develop a
system for gathering information from the regional administra
tors, all centered in HUD's "war room." In the war room, staff
tracked urban racial tension and calculated HUD's contribution
to it.64
As regional administrators circulated reports of unrest, it
seemed that HDD policies were, indeed, at the center of urban
disorder. In Pittsburgh HUD's tenant selection policy inflamed
black and white residents of public housing. In New York conflict
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over the distribution o f Model City funds set African Americans
and Puerto Ricans at odds. In Nashville local civil rights groups
complained that the Nashville Housing Authority emp!oyed f�w
African Americans, that less than I S percent of the pubhc housmg
units were integrated, and that the Housing Authority had failed
to adopt a satisfactory plan' for assigning tenants to housing.
Urban tensions were exacerbated by a housing shortage. The
housing shortage was created by the massive black migration to
the cities and the . lack of outlets outside the urban centers. By
1967 it had reached crisis proportions. Two government commis
sions investigating the problem, the National Commission on Ur
ban Problems and the President's Committee on Urban Housing,
agreed that 26 million new and rehabilitated housing units needed
to be produced within 10 years.65 Yet with the Vietnam War ab
sorbing an ever-increasing share of the federal budget, the govern
ment could little ' afford to finance so ambitious an objective. In
stead, Johnson turned to the private sector. The proposal that
emerged was written by the banking lobby. The lobby opposed
direct government subsidies to the poor, because new money
pouring into the housing market would increase the money supply
.
and lower interest rates. Instead, the bankers proposed an mterest
subsidy program, which would drive interest rates up. -:r:he pro
posal looked like this: If interest on mortgages was runntng at 7
percent, the Treasury would pay 6 percent to the mortgage bank
ers who would immediately put $ S billion into financing new
co�struction. Since 6 percent of $ S billion was only $300 million,
the nation would get $ S billion in new housing for only $ 3 00
million.
The proposal became the Housing and Urban Development Act
of 1 968. Hailed as a solution to riots and housing ,shortages, the
sweeping but hastily conceived measure promised twenty-six mil
lion new low-income housing units within 10 years. Among the
new . programs aimed at achieving that objective was Section 23 S,
a program of subsidies to encourage home ownership a�ong the
poor. Section 23 S allowed HUD to make monthly subsldy pay
ments to lenders, 'thereby reducing rates to borrowers to as low as
I percent. The loans were made at the market rate with the gov
ernment paying the difference between the market rate and the I
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percent. Section 23 5 made possible riskier loans in areas that had
been redlined by substituting an " acceptable risk" requirement for
the "economic soundness" requirement in previous FHA loan pol
icies. A Special Risk Insurance Fund that would pay losses to lend
ers also opened FHA mortgage insurance to older, declining ur
ban areas.
The new legislation encouraged FHA to pay moneylenders to
make loans to the poor. But by eliminating the standards that had
locked African Americans out of the housing market, the legisla
tion also eliminated the regulations that had stabilized property
values. Because the subsidy provided under Section 23 5 was
attached to the house rather than to , the family, it encouraged
builders to sell poor families expensive homes. Families were only
responsible for mortgage payments of 20 percent of their adjusted
gross incomes. It didn't matter whether a higher priced house rep
resented more "house " since they did not pay the extra cost them
selves.66 HUD appraisers and inspectors were the only, means of
holding down costs and preventing fraud. The 1968 Housing Act
thus allowed private capital to transfer the risk of financing inner
city housing to FHA, in the process creating a lucrative new mar
ket that was almost totally unregulated.67
The FHA now had a national , mission to hous,e the poor� and
the word from Weaver and the FHA commissioner to cautious
bureaucrats was: deliver housing. However, inner cities lacked
sufficient space on which to build six million new units of assisted
housing, and the government could not increase existing patterns
of racial segregation by building there. The production goals 9f
the Housing Act combined with the integration goals of the Civil
Rights Act could only be met by building the new low-income
housing in suburbia. Although both the mandate and the funds
were available to undo the damage of the New Deal legacy-:to
eliminate ghettos and to provide decent housing for poor people.
of all raceS-the suburbs, the primary constituents of Richard
Nixon's new right agenda, remained lily-white. At first, Nixon
pursued fair housing more aggressively than his predecessor, but
as he realized the political costs of pressing housing integration,
his back on low-income
he reneged on his promise and turned
'
housing.

Lowering the Curtain on Low-Income Housing
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In assuming the presidency, Nixon made two fateful changes in
an
HUD operations. First, he, merged FHA with HUD, placing
lib
new,
a
of
ent
old-line conservative agency under the managem
eral one. , Then he further decentralized responsibility on the
grounds that district offices were better able to monitor their own
needs and problems. In practice, decentralization meant that those
at the top had no way of knowing what was going on in the field.
frus
It allowed the policy legacy of the New Deal to continue to
policy.
housing
trate efforts to alter the course of federal

Creating Open Communities
for
In forming his cabinet, Nixon appointed his former opponent
,
the Republican nomination, Michigan governor George Romney
sing
to head HUD. Immediately, Romney tackled the fair-hou
His
mandate he had inherited from the Johnson administration.
Afri
ambitious "open communities " policy promised to provide
in
can Americans access to housing and thus to job opportunities
between
the suburbs. The push for fair housing was a joint effort
HUD and the Justice Department. Within months after the 1968
'
Civil Rights Act w�s passed, the attorney general began pursuing
violators of fair-housing codes. In U.S. v. Elaine Mintzes and Allen
S. Mintzes, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the
prescription against blockbusting. In U.S. v. M. E. Rockhill Inc.,
the attorney general asked that covenants in any deed forbidding
be
the sale of lots to African Americans or other noncaucasians

declared void and unenforceable. In U.S. v. Lake Lucerne Land
Co., the attorney general asked that the private club asso'ciated '
'
with the Lake Lucerne subdivision be enjoined from using a coveIn
Jews.
and
ns
America
nant forbidding the sale of lots to African
addition to such direct discriminatory , acts, the attorney general
also took action against the more subtle tricks used to discourage
African Americans. Suit was brought against the Charnita Vaca
tion Estates for failing to solicit African Americans to attend din
ners for potential customers and for failing to provide African
Americans information about the availability of property on the
sam.e basis as it was provided to whites. The Lake Caroline
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Property Owners Association was charged with instructing their
employees "to use special racial designations regarding prospec
tive purchasers to assure that Negro purchasers would not be so
licited." 6 8
HUD's most powerful weapon was its ability to hold back
funds from communities that refused to comply with open
communities priorities. Because HOD programs were so diffused
across different departments, however, staff had difficulty identi
fying which communities weren't complying. Not only were data
lacking that separated HUD outlays from total federal expendi
tures, there was no way to even know how . much HUD funds
most cities received. And even if a community could be iqentified,
withholding such incentives as FHA mortgage insurance was un
likely to have much impact. Less than I 4 percent of new housing
received FHA financing.
.
HUD could also use its grant program to reward communities
that came up with conc!ete proposals for reducing segregation.
But most established middle- and upper-class suburbs were con
structed primarily through private, not public, loans and found
HUD programs were of marginal interest.69 Still, with few alterna
tives HUD officials decided upon a "radical reOrganization and
coordination of our grant decisions" that would emphasize the
carrot, not the stick. Reorganization would "expand suburban
housing opportunities for low-income families and particularly
.
members of minority groups and make the core cities more attrac
tive to middle- and upper-income groups." 70
By September, open communities was on the mOVe. Rochester,
Boston, several Long Island counties, and Newark, where both
housing and labor were in short supply, became the first prongs
of the attack. As open communities advanced, the latent backlash
began to boil to the surface. Yes, people were sympathetic to the
plight of the inner-city residents .at whom the I 968 legislation was
aimed. But white, working-dass,. urban residents were already
feeling threatened by racial integration and ignored by federal pol
icies that seemed solely devoted to bettering housing for African
. Americans; suburbanites remained uninterested in ghetto prob
lems and increasingly fearful of what open housing might do to
their communities. Low-income families would place more of a
burden on sewers, roads, and the water supply than they contrib-
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uted i n taxes, would flood the school systems and reduce the qual
ity of education, and would bring in unwanted high-density devel
opments. And though Romney stressed economic integration, this
term was quickly translated by suburban residents into racial inte
gration, which might also reduce property values. As one Chicago
.
planner explained:
A mayor would have to be nuts to want to do what the Government
says he ought to. Can't you just see him telling his constituents,
"Now it may hurt your property values, and overcrowd your
schools, and mix you with people you came here to get away rrom,
but don't fret. It will also cost you money. " 71

Suburban communities had already devised a number of strate
gies to protect themselves from such unwelcome invasions. By fail
ing to adopt workable programs or by local resolutions, they ex
cluded housing that received rent supplements. By zoning only
large lots, they increased the cost of housing beyond that which
low-income families could afford. They used zoning and building
codes to deter developers. They refused to instilll water and sew
age facilities that would be sufficient for high-density develop
ment. Though these tactics could be overcome through federal leg
"islation, HUD staff recognized that "the more frontal the assault
on cherished principles of home rule, the less likely the legislation

is to be enacted. " 72
As Romney attempted to pursue his open communities policies,
both urban and suburban communities dug in their heels. When
HUD decided to fund a six million-dollar public-housing project
in an all-white section of south Atlanta, congressman Fletcher
Thompson reported that his office was swamped with calls from
angry residents. At Thompson's request Romney agreed to hold
up funds pending a review of the project's suitability. But though
Romney backed down in Atlanta, in cities like Toledo, Ohio, and
Warren, Michigan, he held firm, refusing to release federal funds
where racial discrimination in housing existed.

The Blackjack case was a turning point for the Nixon adminis
tration. To exclude a low- and middle-income-integrated housing
project, Blackjack, Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis, reincorporated ·
itself and then changed its zoning laws. In response, Romney then
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asked the Justice Department to file suit, a move supported by a
Federal Court of Appeals ruling that HUD had an affirmative ac
tion responsibility to consider what impact site selection would
have on integration.73 In September 1 9 70, Attorney General John
Mitchell called Romney to the White House and told him to back
off. Instead, the White House · decided to study discrimination in
housing, putting all policy decisions on hold until the study was
completed. For nearly a year the civil rights laws regarding hous
ing were suspended, though hundreds of grants were approved in
the interim?4
.
The political calculus was plain. Nixon could not afford to
alienate the suburbs, the middle-American heartland, the core of
his political support. On June I I , I971, he declared that while his
administration would support the law of the land, "open housing,
open cities, open suburbs, open neighborhoods," it would not go
beyond the law by using federal money to force economic integra- .
· tion. "The law," he declared, " does not allow the federal govern
ment to use its monetary and other power, coercive power for the
purpose of changing the economic pattern of a neighborhood." 75
Surely, it was wrong to deny housing to a person because of race
but neither should "a municipality that does not want federally
assisted housing have it imposed from Washington by bureau
cratic fiat." 76
Nixon's decision to support a civil rights measure in principle
while failing to implement it in practice was consistent with his
strategy on all civil rights issues. By establishing a gulf between
abstract principles and the reali'ty of enforcement, he was able to
"stake out a position lending comfort to racial conservatives while
r,emaining publicly committed to racial equality. " 77 Although
Romney continued to define actual housing market areaS-..;.-the in
ner city and the suburbs-as the proper measure for project site
'
selection, fair housing existed solely on paper.
No social issue was more volatile, nor more likely to incite ra
cial conflict, than fair housing. The battle over enforcement of fair
housing only revealed how deeply embedded resistance to it was.

in the legislation mandating more housing. When Romney took
over the reins at HUD, he inherited the mandate to increase mort
gage production. As Romney explained:
When I took over the department in 1969, the concern of Congress
was that we had never been able to get volume housing production
for low income families. . . . The pressure was on me to get some
results, to get some housing. . . . I went ahead to get the volume
production that the nation had been seeking for many years.78

The laxity of the regulations in Section 2 3 5 , the program of
interest subsidies to lenders, provided built�in incentives for abuse
among private moneylenders and . realtors while, HUD's decentral
ized structure made the abuses invisible to top officials until long
after the program had made a mockery of federal housing policy.
As the operating standard became mortgage production, accept
able risk came to mean " anything goes."
In part abuses occurred because Congress mandated the use of
these new programs just as the more conservative private lenders
and experienced builders-their property threatel).ed by riots-be
gan pulling out of the cities and locating their investments in the
safer suburbs. They left a vacuum that was filled by speculators
and the "suede shoe" artists, hustlers who used the new programs
to sell shoddy property to the unsophisticated poor.
In the scramble to provide housing for the poor, the program
was ripe for abuse. The typical scenario went something like this:
A realtor w01,J.ld buy a house in the ghetto at a low price, secure
FHA financing under, at best, a cursory appraisal and, at worst,
no appraisal, then with the FHA guarantee inflating its value sen
it at double or triple the original price. The . result was inflated
housing prices for shoddy homes in shocking stages of disrepair.
Robert Lindsay, a professional house buyer who told his story
to a Detroit newspaper reporter, explains how the FHA program
operated in Detroit:
The FHA came into the inner city in 1 968, after the riot. The FHA
was just a sitting duck. . . . They loosened the requirement for FHA
and would insure houses by expressways, airports, in front of a fac
tory entrance or in an area considered commercial. . . . Before then,
we wouldn't get (FHA) insurance on the East Side. It was all red
lined . . . . I started buying these properties, cash . . "
We'd buy

The Destruction of the Cities .
It was not only racial integration that deterred the development of
a satisfactory national housing policy but also the contradictions
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them for cash - and sell to other investors or mortgage companies.
. . . A lot of these houses were bought "subject to," that is, subject
to FHA appraisal. .Because without the appraisal, these houses were
no good, no matter what you bought them for. . . . This house on
East Forest, I bought for Paan Investment Company. The house had
building code violations on it at the time. I purchased it for $2,500

suit of directives from Romney aimed at stopping the avalanche
of foreclosures. Redlining the inner cities destroyed the housing
market there. It meant that even homeowners who faithfully made
their mortgage payments would not be able to resell their homes
if they bought them through FHA loans. As a result of price fixing
and the inflation built in to the sale-resale market, inner-city
housing prices increased 200 to 3 00 percent from 1968 to 1972
while FHA foreclosures ruined neighborhoods and destroyed the
value of houses so they were worth less than in 1968. When FHA
stopped making inner-city loans, prospective buyers simply disap
peared.
On January 7, 1973, Nixon dropped a bombshell on the hous
ing industry by imposing a moratorium on all subsidized housing
programs, pending a reevaluation. -In September he recommended
that the bulk of the government's subsidized housing activity be
shifted to a leased housing program under which private owners
would lease new or existing units to low-income tenants who
would pay 25 percent of their income for rent.82
The 1 974 Housing and Community Development Act at
tempted to reduce racial concentration in the inner city by revi
talizing deteriorating neighborhoods and attracting the middle
class back to the central cities. To implement these objectives, the
act required each local jurisdiction applying for HUD funding to
submit a housing assistance plan specifying how it would reduce
the concentration of low-income people. The act provided im
portant tools to further fair-housing goals of the Civil Rights Act
of 1968. It required all-white suburbs receiving federal housing
and community development funds to provide housing for low
income minorities. At the same time central cities had to provide
integrated community developments to attract higher-income
whites closer to the core city financial and corporate centers. HUD
failed to employ the programs in this coordinated fashion, how
ever, instead allowing local communities and housing authorities
to subvert linkages between individual housing projects and actual
area-wide housing needs. Although HUD had th� authority to by
pass unwilling local communities if they supported private devel
opers who refused to develop low-income and integrated housing,
the agency rarely invoked its bypass power. Instead, it allowed
local developers to manipulate their land-use authority.

from a widow. The house was flipped to a mortgage company, sold
under FHA and defaulted. . . . Before they started the easy FHA

money, we really had to fix a house up to sell it. Afterwards, all we
did was cosmetic repairs . Sometimes we didn't do anything at aU
just sold them FHA. The buyers, those welfare mothers and poor
people, didn't know nothing about houses.?!!

Poor people defaulted on housing loans by the thousands, leav
ing the government with worthless, dispossessed homes in the in
ner cities. In St. Louis, for example, Birdie Lee Perry, mother of
eleven, left the Pruitt-Igoe housing project to buy an FHA-certified
house for $10,000. Under the fresp paint and wallpaper she found
major defects, including rats and a faulty furnace. During her sec
. ond winter in the house, the furnace didn;t work at alL Just before
Christmas her 6-month-old granddaughter died of pneumonia in a
bone-chilling, second-floor bedroom.8o As people abandoned their
homes, often stealing away in the middle of the night, looters and
vandals scavenged among the skeletal remains. Then the leaking,
filthy, ravaged remnants were either burned to the ground or bull
dozed down.
Unscrupulous realtors also took advantage of the FHA-guaran.
teed loans by operating as panic peddlers, using the threat of racial
change to make a profit. The speculators would buy a house from
a white family for a low price, secure an FHA guarantee, and then
resell it, often riddled with code violations, to a black family at
double the price. Rapidly, the term "FHA" came to be synony
mous with "blacks only, " hastening the process of white flight.81
On January 6, 1 9 7 1 , the House Committee on Banking and
Currency issued its first report on the FHA scandal, and as the
- abuses became public, Romney shut down the Section 23 5 pro
gram. Yet the problems were centered in the inner cities; more
than 90 percent of the subsidized housing for the poor did not
have the problems of defaults and bilking that were found there.
By 1972 HUD had once again redlined the inner cities, the re-
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Though the I974 act promised that federal housing would now
be used to overcome rather than finance racial and economic ghet
toization, it never lived up to that promise. Most of the new hous
ing went to whites and to the elderly. Thus, federal funds contin
ued 'to finance segregated housing and communities.83

triggered white flight to the suburbs, has made subsidized housing
the pariah of federal social programs.
, Although the War on Poverty had grand ambitions for altering
the course of housing policy, it failed to extend either social or
civil rights. It neither increased the supply of housing for poor
people nor opened the housing' market to minorities. The excep
tion has been the middle- and upper-income nonwhite families,
who have moved without incident into solid middle-class neigh
borhoods and who now routinely share in these privileged com
munities, largely isolated from the problems of the ghetto. 8 8 For
the minority poor, however, the quality of the housing supply has
continued to deteriorate while levels of housing segregation re
main high. Why? Because housing as a welfare state issue cannot
be divorced from housing as a racial issue.

The Legacy of Housing Policy

,

Between I974 and I 9 8 3 the supply of affordable housing con
tracted sharply, while the ratio of rent to income increased sig
nificantly. As a result, in many cities waiting lists for public hous
ing grew to more than double the number of units. 84 The decline
in affordable housing is neither solely nor even primarily a prod
uct of random market forces. Rather, it reflects the government's
retreat from its commitment to housing the poor, a commitment
that peaked in I968 when federally subsidized housing accounted
for 29 percent of annual housing production, declined significantly
in I972 when subsidized housing dropped to I4 percent of new
production, and then was nearly eliminated between I 9 8 I and
I 9 8 5 when federal funds for subsidized housing were slashed from
h6. I billion to h. I billion. 8s
Notably, of all the federal benefit programs, including both cash
assistance and in-kind benefits, subsidized housing has the highest
proportion of African American recipients. In I979 3 8 . 5 percent
of those receiving it were black.8 6 Its high minority ratio has made
the program especially vulnerable to budget cuts. In I9B2 Presi- ,
dent Ronald Reagan almost completely terminated all funding for
new construction of subsidized housing and asked that housing
recipients pay 30 percent of their income rather than 25 percent.
These cuts passed through Congress with little dissentP
The decline in housing subsidies provides a powerful argument
against targeted benefits. Because the benefits are narrowly distrib
uted by race and by class, no majority coalition can be mobilized
to protect them. Housing subsidies pose an easy target for budget
cutters. Targeting is only part of the problem, however, for what
has also made housing support unpopular is its association with
efforts to achieve racial integration. This, coupled with the image
of public housing as a repository of all the social ills that have
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The Politics of
Welfare Reform

o program bett�r exemplifies the racially divisive character of
the American welfare state than Aid to Families with De
pendent Children (AFDC). Conservatives attack AFDC for dis
couraging work and family formation and for re:warding laziness.
Such comments are really subtly veiled messages about family
structures and employment patterns among African Americans.
However, often the attacks are neither veiled nor subtle. 1
But it's not only conservatives who revile AFDC. Liberals also
despise it for stigmatizing and humiliating those who receive it,
for coercing women into taking menial jobs, and for providing
benefits that are below the poverty line. And feminists denounce
it for trading off dominance by a mari for dominance by the state.2
AFDC has few of the qualities inherent in the concept of a social
right. In the words of T. H. Marshall, it has failed to provide poor
women with "a modicum of security" and it has alienated them
from "the social heritage of the nation." 3
Only once, when the nation almost replaced this miserly and
means-tested program with a guaranteed annual income for all of
the working and nonworking poor, was revolutionary welfare re
form considered. Surprisingly, the proposal took shape during
the administration of conservative president Richard Nixon. On
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August 8, 1969, Nixon proposed a guaranteed annual income for
the working and nonworking poor. His Family Assistance Plan
(F�P) promised "a totally new approach to welfare designed to
assIst those left far behind the national norm and provide all with
the �o ivation to work and a fair share of the opportunity to
,
tram.
The FAP would provide $500 each for the first two mem
bers of a family and $300 for each additional member. Whereas
AFDC penalized work, the FAP would encourage work. A house
hold head could earn up to $720 annually and still receive the full
FAP benefits. Those who earn�d more than $720 would pay a 50
,
percent margInal
tax. As famIly earnings rose, benefits would be
reduced fifty cents for each dollar until they reached zero and the
fa�ily was supported entirely by earnings. Thus, a family of four
With an employed household head would be considerably better
off than a welfare family, since benefits combined with earnings
could reach $3,8 10.5 By contrast, a family of four with no working
members, that is, a welfare family; would receive $ 1,600 a year.
On �pril 1 6, 1 9 70, the FAP (H.R. 1 63 I I ) passed the House by
a margIn of 243 to 1 5 5 . Passage in the more liberal Senate seemed
guaranteed. Yet the bill was never reported out of the Senate Fi
nance Committee, and two years later, by a vote of 5 2 to 34, the
Senate defeated a substantially revised proposal. Why would so
conservative a president endorse so radical a measure?
The answer, resides in the racial dynamic that propelled aU so
cial policy issues in the 19 60S. One factor was Nixon's desire to
f�rge a conservative political base by eli�inating equal OPPQrtu
mty from the agenda of the welfare state. By providing a minimum
income for all of the working poor, not just African Americans
the FAP could have accomplished this goal. The second was th;
intense pressure for welfare reform that originated in the urban '
riots and the rising welfare rolls. Policymakers believed that AFDC
contributed to social . unrest and ' that welfare reform could cool
things down. Racial issues also led to the FAP's defeat. Black
women on welfare feared that the FAP might reduce their welfare
benefits White, so�thern congressmen feared that the FAP might
:
undermme wages m the South. Tbeir objections scuttled a pro
posal that could have put a floor under the income of the work
ing poor.

:
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Social Rights for Welfare Mothers
Whereas the struggle of men for social rights has taken place in
the market and in the state, women's rights have been shaped in.
the context of the state, the market, and the household. Debates
about economic security have been entwined with cultural notions
of motherhood and family responsibility.6
AFDC originated during the Progressive era as a remnant of the
"Mother's Pensions," whieh were designed to support "deserving"
mothers who had no male breadwinner. Mother's Pension advo
cates won support by . arguing that mothers should be allowed to
stay home . and care for their children rather than be forced to
work outside the home: "Family life in the home is sapped in its
foundations when the mothers of young children work for
wages. " 7 These arguments were remarkably su�cessful. Between
1 9 I I and 1920 forty states legislated Mother's Pensions but only
for mothers of worthy character. Although in theory Mother's
Pensions privileged mothering over work, in practice they often
merely subsidized low-wage jobs.8
When the Social Security Act of 193 5 incorporated Mother's
Pensions into Aid to Dependent Children, it created a racial divi
sion in the distribution of benefits to women. Southern congress
men, who chaired the key committees, insisted that states retain
the right to establish eligibility criteria and to decide who received
benefits.9 Only if local welfare authorities retained control over
the distribution of benefits would . the southerners support the
measure. As a result, most of the initial ADC beneficiaries were
white, widowed women with young children� 10
In 1 9 3 9 Congress allowed the widows and children of retired
workers to receive benefits from the old-age insurance ·program.
As the white widows of the industrial workers shifted from ADC
to old-age insurance, ADC became the last resort for divorced
single, and deserted women. Many of these women were Africa�
American.. To keep them from receiving benefits, southern states,
as well as some northern states, tightened their eligibility criteria.
During the 1 940S and 19 50S states created additional restrictions:
seasonal employment policies cut ADC recipients off the wel
fare rolls during cotton-picking season; "man in the house" rules
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allowed social workers to make unannounced visits and eliminate
from the rolls any woman found living with a man.ll
After decades of increasingly restrictive rules, during the I960s
Congress began loosening eligibility requirements. One reason was
rising rates of single parenthood, especially among black women,
which convinced some legislators that the . perverse regulations in
ADC were to blame. In 1961 Congress allowed states to include
families with unemployed fathers in the programs, though few
states took advantage of the opportunity. 12 Another reason was
the pressure from organized groups of welfare mothers. The wel
fare rights movement began in: the mid-1 9 60s as a loosely knit
social movement.13 On August 8, 1966, welfare rights groups
around the country formed a National Coordinating .committee
of Welfare Groups, which began planning tactics for a ihree
month organizing drive. That organization produced the National
Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO). NWRO members staged
sit-ins and engaged in confrontations at welfare offices. They de
manded increased benefits, jobs, and the removal of a host of odi
ous statutes that prevented women from receiving benefits.14 In
Detroit demonstrating welfare mothers caused such a commotion
that relief offices were closed for four days.15 In Boston the beat
ing of demonstrators by police led to three days of rioting.16 One
.
after another the courts struck down the despised regulations.
As a result of the more liberal rules, in just one year-from
I966 to 1 9 67"·,..-the number of welfare recipients increased from
7.8 to 8�4 millionY The costs of the skyrocketing welfare rolls
were primarily borne by working- and middle-class taxpayers,
whose tempers rose in tempo with welfare costs. Why, they won
dered, should families struggling to make ends meet pay for loaf
ers who lived off the government's largesse? 18 With increasing
numbers of women entering the labor force, arguments for paying
.
poor women to stay home were less compelling.
In 1967 Congress enacted a Work Incentive Program (WIN).
WIN allowed clients to keep the first $ 3 0 in monthly earnings plus
one-third of the rest, making it more profitable for welfare moth
ers to work.1 9 WIN also provided employment, on-the-job train
ing, and work-experience training. Even mothers with young chil
dren had to participate in job training if day care was available.20
Despite these efforts to increase the labor-force participation of
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poor women, WIN did little to stem the rising welfare tide. Most
job training for women never got off the ground, and funds for
day care were minimal. By 1 970 u.4 million people were on wel
fare, with one-fourth of the total increase occurring in just two
states, New York and California.21 The increase inflamed the anti
welfare backlash, forcing governors in the hard-pressed states to
seek other ways to cut the welfare rolls. In New York, in a brawl
ing, marathon session, the legislature rammed through a series of
welfare cuts, chopped family allowances by 8. percent, and slashed
the Medicaid program. In Illinois the governor sent out 3,000
caseworkers to « redetermine" the eligibility of 7 5 ,000 welfare
mothers and cut $ u million from the budget.22

Building an Income Strategy

o

Out of the turmoil emerged a seemingly illogical response: elimi
nate AFDC and replace it with a guaranteed annual income for
the working and nonworking poor. The idea for a guaranteed an
nual income emerged during the Johnson administration in 1 967
when riots occurred in sixty-four cities.23 As a worried n�tion
pondered ways to calm the ghettos, policymakers converged
around the seemingly simple solution of a guaranteed income. Its
earliest proponent was conservative economist Milton Friedman.
Appalled by what he saw as a bureaucratic excess in the "present
rag-bag of measures," Friedman proposed replacing all existing
welfare programs as well as the cumbersome welfare bureaucracy
with a negative income tax administered by the Internal itevenue
Service.24 Liberal economist John Kenneth Galbraith hailed the
proposal as "one of the two or three new ideas in economics in
twenty-five years." In 1 9 6 8, 1 ,300 of the nation's leading econo
mists signed a petition c urging Congress to adopt a national system
of income guarantees.25
Johnson'S entire domestic agenda was wrapped up in a service
strategy, and the idea of replacing his programs, however tattered,
with an income-based .approach was inconceivable. Instead, he ap
pointed a national commission on income-maintenance to contem
plate welfare reform.26 Headed by Ben W. Heineman, chairman of
Northwest Industries, the Heineman Commission included other
influential corporate executives as well as professional economists,
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politicians, and union officials. The Commission first considered
then rejected a jobs strategy, . which its members felt would not
only have been too costly but also worthless to the more than IO
million workers who earned less than the minimum wage. The
Commission finally agreed on a universal income supplement for
the working poor.27 Although · a wage supplement represented a
radical departure from existing measures, it rested on premises
compatible with business interests. It accepted the spread of low
wage labor a� inevitable .and provided an alternative to a , mini
mum wage. Unlike in-kind benefits such as food stamps and hous
ing, which the commission wanted abolished, it worked on market
principles. And unlike the inefficient social-insurance programs,'
which paid regardless of need, income supplements only paid ben
efits to the poor or near-poor.28
When the Heineman Commission concluded its evaluation in
I 9 69, Johnson was no longer president. Its recommendation to
President Richard Nixon supported escalating sentiment for some
form of a guaranteed income.29 It wasn't until the National Advi
sory Commission on Civil Disorders linked the riots to economic
inequality and "the deprivation of ghetto life," however, that the
proposal for a guaranteed income moved forward.30
If a guaranteed annual income was out of synchrony with John
son's priorities, it was more compatible with Nixon's philosophy.
The historical record depicts Johnson as the big spender, yet his
antipoverty programs gave few direct cash benefits to the poor.
Nixon was the genuine big spender. He expanded the food stamps
program, supported large increases in Social Security benefits, and
added a new program of payments to disabled people. During
his administration, spending on all human resource programs'
exceeded spending for defense for the first time since World
War 11.31 Why did a conservative president put butter before
guns?
Nixon's income strategy was linked to his political goal of
building a Republican coalition among the forgotten middle class.
The unraveling of the New Deal alliance meant that formerly loyal
Democrats were now a volatile force, surging through the elec
toral system without the restraint of party attachment. They were
available for courting. As a presidential candidate, Nixon had

promised that he would not rob the working class of the fruits of
its labors:
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In a time when the national focus is concentrated upon the unem
ployed, the impoverished and the dispossessed, the working Ameri
cans have become the forgotten Americans. In a time when the na
tional rostrums and forums are given over to shouters and protestors
and demonstrators, they ha,ve become the silent Americans. Yet they
have a legitimate grievance that should be rectified and a just cause
that should prevai1.32
As the silent majority swung in line behind Nixon, he began build
ing a political strategy designed to reward . them for their support.
The welfare issue represented one answer. Nixon would not only
reform the despised welfare .system but also reward the deserving
working poor.33
Nixon's . Family Assistance Plan, his guaranteed income pro
'
posal, could help build a constituency among the newly enfran
chised, white working poor in the South, where low wages kept
the bulk of the population below poverty level. It would also help
.him please working-class homeowners concerned with rising prop
erty taxes, which resulted from soaring welfare costs. Urban may
ors would love him, for they believed that higher benefits in S6me
states encouraged the black migration to the cities. And best of
all, the FAP resoundingly reaffirmed the Protestant ethic by prom
ising to force those welfare loafers to get a job.34 As Nixon
proudly confided to a liberal friend, "Tory men with liberal princi
ples are what has enlarged democracy in this world." 35 Govern
ment spending had political uses, and in a period when the elector
ate was equally divided between the Democratic and Republiqm
parties, Nixon, the consummate politician, recogni:z:ed that broad
based social spending programs could woo voters to the ' Repub
licans.

Reconstructing the Black Family
What initially propelled the FAP on to the national agenda was
the threat of .further riots. The report of the National Advisory
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Commission on Civil Disorders found that the rioters were pri
marily young, black males. In Detroit, for example, 61.3 percent
of those who admitted to participating in a ri,ot were between the
ages of 1 5 and 24; 8 6 . 3 percent were under 3 5 . Nearly 90 percent
of those arrested for rioting in Detroit were. male, more than half
single. But those eligible for the new FAP bene·fit would not be
single, young men but working heads of households with children.
How could a benefit targeted to employed, married men stop sin
gle, unemployed youths from rioting? The answer was that it
would encourage young men to marry and form ' stable, ri:tale
headed households.
While policymakers had plenty of evidence tying social unrest
to high unemployment; the underlying cause, they believed, was
the disintegration of the black family. This thesis first appeared in
a I965 report by Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Nixon's advisor on
policy issues. According to Moynihan, "the breakdown of the Ne
gro family led to a startling increase in welfare dependency." 36
The problem stemmed from the inability of black men to earn
enough to support a family. Because black men could not be
breadwinners, there was a "tendency for black women to fare bet- .
ter interpersonally and economically than men and thereby to
dominate family life. " 37 In "a society which presumes male lead
ership in private and public affairs, the dependence on the
mother's income undermines the position of- the father. " 38 To re
store male dominance, Moynihan called for "a national effort to
strengthen the Negro family," an unobtainable objective unless
the government guaranteed that "every able-bodied Negro man
was working, even if this meant that some .jobs had to be rede
signed to enable men to fulfill them." 39 In other words, federal
policy should reinstate black men as household heads by reducing
the labor-force participation of black women. In Moynihan's
view, establishing male dominance in the black family was a pre
requisite for social stability.
The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders reached
a similar conclusion: "The condition of Negroes in the central city
[was] in a state of crisis because of chronic unemployment among
males and because of the concentration of black males at the low
est end of the occupational &cale. " High unemployment among
- black males made them "unable or unwilling to remain with their
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families. " The instability of male employment forced mothers to
work to support their families. Black family structure was directly
related to the riots, as "children growing up under such conditions
[were] likely participants in civil disorder. " 40
The Commission also concluded that the welfare system "con
tributed materially to the tensions and social disorganization that
[has] led to civil disorders. " 41 To get black women off welfare
and back in the home, the Commission advocated income supple
ments to· subsidize those who worked at low-paying jobs and "to
provide for mothers who decide to remain with their children. " 42
An ingenious solution to the AFDC mess, the FAP would indi
rectly resolve the turmoil in urban ghettos by providing incentives
for black males to become family breadwinners and for black
women to stay home with their children.
Yet the FAP also contained an internal contradiction. Not only
did it promise to restore the traditional patriarchal family, it also ·
promised to encourage women on welfare to work more. How
could the same program increase the work efforts of single welfare
mothers while encouraging married women to stay home? These
conflicting expectations about women's roles were reflected in
plans to implement the . FAP. Supposedly a plan to increase work
among welfare mothers, the FAP contained few programs to help
poor women improve their job skills or find jobs and provided
little support for child care. Rather, the employment component
of the bill was directed at men.
The original version of the FAP called for I 50,000 neW training
slots " to train people for jobs at decent wages whenever we find
that they cannot get good jobs with their present skills. " 43 In dis
cussing the training programs, Frank Carlucci, Director of the Of
fice of Economic Opportunity (OEO), suggested ranking those eli
gible for job training. Welfare mothers came last:
We believe that priorities for manpower services should be explicitly
structured to provide for the maximum improvement in employabil
ity and earning potential, at minimum federal cost. We have already
suggested that a high priority be assigned to AFDC-UI fathers. In
general, we would support giving higher priority to the training and
employment of men than women. Given the greater employment op
portunities for men generally available, they are more likely to
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achieve self-sufficiency. Moreover, training and employment will of
ten be much more expensive for women, if child care must be pro
vided.44
To program bureaucrats, the working poor were male. Their chal
lenge was to train unemployed men so they could join the ranks
of the working poor and, with the FAP subsidy, earn a sufficient
income to support a family.
In planning how to administer the FAP, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) staff agreed that the manpower
services were "clearly .the responsibility of the Department of La
bor alone." 45 The problem, however, was which agency, HEW
or the Department of Labor, should administer benefits to those
registering for training or seeking work. HEW decided to take re
�ponsibility "for female headed families in which no member is
required to register for work or training" but agreed to transfer
jurisdiction to the Department of Labor when "a family member
actually enters a training program or public service job." 46 Since
training and employment would be oriented toward male house
hold heads, this arrangement placed men in training or in employ�
ment under the jurisdiction of the Department of Labor and wel
fare mothers under the jurisdiction of HEW. But HEW officials
had no interest in ensuring jobs for welfare mothers. That issue,
HEW Secretary Robert Finch told the Senate Finance Committee,
"more appropriately comes under Labor." 47 HEW had neither
studied the potential job market for welfare mothers nor assessed
how these women might find jobs.48
If welfare mothers were to work · more, they would also need
child care. Day-care planning was minimal, however, and regula
tions about who was eligible and what agency was responsible for
day care were "unclear." 49 Further, the FAP left provision of day
care. to a market that wasn't ,meeting the existing demand, let
alone the new demand the program would generate from low
income families. HEW estimates placed the costs of adequate day
care at $2.,000 per child per year, yet the FAP budgeted only $ 8 5 8
per child per year. Could quality child care b e provided at .less
than half of what the government's own estimates considered ade
quate?
The FAP would help " the proudest poor, the people who are

Peaceful civil rights demonstrators confront a southern sheriff. (Florida
State Historical Society) .

Operation Star Inc., a community action program in Mississippi, operated
the {irst integrated educational programs in the state. (National Archives)

The civil rights movement activated the Ku Klux Klan.. (Florida State

Historical Society)

Throughout the South literacy
training programs provided
adults an opportunity to learn
to read. (National Archives)

The Watts Labor Community Action Committee was one of the anti
poverty programs supported by the AFL-CIO. (UPl-Bettman)

I? northern cities like Chicago poor people subsisted under appalling
.
,
hvmg
conditions. (ljPl-Bettman)

In Job Corps training cen
ters, young men
learned skilled trades
designed to help them
escape' poverty

(UPl-Bettman)

An advertisement for a segregated housing development. (Florida State
Historical Society)

Above Right: More than 50,000 mourners
attended the funeral of
Martin Luther King, (UP/-Bettman)
Below Right: The assassination of Martin
Luther King Jr. triggered riot
ing across the nation. Less than a week after
his death, the Fair Housing
Act was passed. (UP/-Bettman)
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The r se of the welfare rolls created a backl
ash that led to cuts in welfare
.
benefits. (UPI-Bettman)

struggling in the best American tradition" but "who cannot make
it." 50 The proudest poor were men. As Finch explained: "In no
state is any federally-assisted welfare available to families headed
by full-time working men who earn poverty wages-the working
poor. . . . We have backed ourselves into a situation in which we
will help men who don't work [under AFDCUI], but we cannot
help those who do work." 51 The following year his replacement
at HEW, Elliot Richardson, repeated: "taken together these pro
posals do assure that the family of a working man will always be
better off than a family of the same size headed by a man who is
not working. " 52
The FAP would have done nothing for welfare mothers, for they
were not the working poor. Less than 25 percent had some earn
ings.5� Nixon's only guarantee to AFDC mothers (a promise he
could not keep) was that "in no case would anyone's present level
of benefits be lowered." 54 The implicit solution for increashig t�e
income of poor women was to find them a breadwinner husband.
Although the FAP promised to create a Republican base among
traditional working-class Democrats, the idea of a guaranteed
annual income generated opposition among those the Nixon ad
ministration sought most to· woo--southern co servatives. During
the 1 968 presidential campaign, the Rq)Ubli�n party's southern
strategy first emerged as a calculated polilic�l ploy. It began as a
bargain with South Carolina Senator Strom Thurmond. Thur
mond would campaign in the deep South for Nixon if Nixon
would ease up on federal pressures to force school segregation.
After Nixon's narrow electoral victory, the southern strategy
evolved into a long-range plan "to woo southern support so ar
dently that there might once again develop a solid political
South-but this time as .committed to the Republican party as it
once had been to the Democratic party. " 55
This cynical strategy ca.tered in both subtle and not-so-subtle
ways to segregationist, white southern voters. Slowing down
school desegregation, recommending conservative judges for Su
preme Court appointments, and reorganizing HEW to eliminate
bureaucrats southerners resented were all tactics to solidify south. ern support. The FAP played into this agenda. Reducing inequity
between the working poor and the welfare poor became a euphe
mism for reducing what whites perceived as racial inequity in the

�

The Headstart programs provided enrich
ing educational experiences for
pre-sch�ol children. (UPI-Bettman)
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taxlbenefit ratio. What Nixon failed to take into account was the
impact the FAP would have on the political and economic struc
ture of the South.

The Political Economy of the South
According to HEW estimates, more than 30 percen
t of all FAP
funds would go to California, another 3 8 percen
t to five north
eastern states, with the other forty-four states re�eivi
ng the re
maining 3 2 percent.56 Southern states would receive
little or no
fiscal relief because their benefit levels were so low.
Yet because
per capita income in the South was only 66 percen
t of that of .the
North or West, the FAP would still have an enorm
ous impact on
the southern economy.57 The FAP funds would raise
the entire
southern wage base and provide southern worke
rs, especially
black workers, an opportunity to refuse demeaning,
low-wage
work. Economic emancipation would undermine the
political in
stitutions that reproduced racial inequality in the South.

FAP's Impact on Political Rights in the South
For more than a century, the southern welfare system
had rein
forced the racial caste system. 58 Fifty-five percen
t of Mississippi
residents had incomes below the poverty level but only
14 percent
received assistance; less than 10 percent of Mississippian
s partici
pated in the free federal lunch program.59 In 1 970 929,00
0 Ala
bamians lacked the income necessary for a marginal
diet, yet only
277,000 benefited from the Department of Agricu
lture's (USDA)
food-assistance programs.60 Welfare officials suppo
rted field
hands at federal expense during the winter and cut
them off the
rolls in the spring and summer.61 Under the Work Incenti
ve Pro
gram, "welfare recipients are made to serve as maids
or to do day
yard work in white homes to keep their checks. During
the cotton
picking season no one is accepted on welfare becaus
e plantations
need cheap labor to do cotton-picking behind the cotton
-picking
machines. » 62 As Robert Clark, the first African Americ
an elected
. to the Mississippi legislature in :;llmost 100 years,
explained:
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"Should you be able to walk or crawl, then you do not qualify for
such. programs. » 63
Although the Voting Rights Act of 1965 eliminated politic�l
barriers to voting, economic barriers remained. By 1970 few AfrI
can Americans held political office. Between 1 9 6 5 and 1970 fewer
than 50 percent of eligible black voters voted in county�wide elec
tions in all but twenty-nine Mississippi black-majority counties.64
The key to black voter turnout was not the amount of income but
the source -- counties with high black voter turnouts were those
in which African Americans depended least on whites for their
livelihood. No other variables were " as strongly or as consistently
related to the differences between black and white voter registra
tion rates as were the combined effects of the concentration of
white farm owners and the black farm tenants and laborers who
typically worked for white farm owners." 65 African Americans
who engaged in civil rights activities or who tried to register to
vote were systematically excluded from welfare. During voter reg
istration campaigns, county officials cut African Americans off the
welfare rolls, suspended commodity distributions, and warned
they would only restore benefits when blacks "surrendered their
uppity ideas about changing the local b ance of power.» 66 In a
1 968 report, the U.S. Commission on Cl it Rig9ts c clud� that
�
.
only by ehmmat
voting barriers in the South could be torn
ing the economic dependence of southern Negroes upon white
landlords white employers, and white sources of credit
depende ce, which deters Negroes from voting freely and seeking
political office.» 67 The FAP threatened to emancipate the southern
labor force.

�

?

�
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FAP's Impact on the Southern Economy
In 1971 approximately 10 million persons were AFDC recipients.
The FAP would make 28 million persons eligible for assistance.68
Instead of being distributed evenly across the nation, however, the
new beneficiaries would be concentrated in the South. By HEW
estimates the number of welfare recipients in high-benefit states
like Ne
York would increase by 30 to 50 percent, but in the
low-benefit states of the South the increase would be 2 5 0 to 400
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per�ent.
. 69 '0ne reas?n was that southern wages were so low. Any
family of four earnmg less than $3 ,000 would qualify for a FAP
supplement� 70 In 1970 in the southern states 5 3 percent of black
male household heads, 82.5 percent of black female household
heads with children under 1 8, and 3 7.7 percent of white female .
household, heads with children under · I 8 had incomes below
$ 3 ,000.71 Further, none of the southern states had AFDC-UI, so
the FAP would make working-age males eligible for welfare. Over
all, 5 2 percent of those covered by the FAP would be southerners
and two-thirds of poor blacks in the South would receive
some
.
payment.72
.
' Despite the work incentives in the FAP, most southerners would
be able to receive the FAP income supplement without working.
, was because the FAP exempted from the work registration
This
.
any woman who had a preschool child, any woman
reqUirement
who was over the age of 6 5 , or any woman who had an unem
ployed husband. In Mississippi alone, the FAP would put more
than 3 5 percent of the population on welfare.73 According to an
e stimate of one Mississippi town, only two out of eighteen domes
. would have to register to work in order to receive the full FAP
tiCS
payments.74 As Georgia Representative Phillip Landrum, who cast
one of the three negative votes in the House Ways and Means
Com'mittee, declared: "There's not going to be anybody left to roll
these wheelbarrows and press these shirts. " 75
Since family size determined benefit lev�ls, the FAP would dou
ble or triple household incomes. The FAP plus food stamps would
provide a family of four a minimum of $2,3 5 0. In rural areas
where average household size was ,large, the impact on black fami
lies would be enormous. Take Furse Quarter, Alabama, where
Mrs. Adie Powell lived with her nine children, her parents her
sister, and her sister's six children. Combined annual income rom
Mrs. Powell's job at a local wood-pro�essing plant, her sister's
welfare check, and . her ' parents' Social Security pension came to
$6,05 2. Under the FAP the Powell's annual household income
would almost double to $I 2,008.76
The FAP could also increase wage levels. What kept wage levels
. · low in southern cities was the steady stream of migrants from
farms. In 1969 the median wage for a southern farm lab�rer was
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The Fate of the Family Assistance Plan
The South alone could not defeat the bill. The Chamber of Com
merce also vehemently opposed the FAP and lobbied heavily
against it.s1 With 3 ,800 trade associations and lo.cal chambers and
a direct membership of more than 3 5 ,000 business firms, the
Chamber wielded a mighty club.
Historically, the Chamber of Commerce had opposed all
welfare-state programs, which its members bel;eved undermined
produictivity and created chronic budget deficits. Because the FAP
would expand the welfare rolls enormously, it would exacerbate
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the ills social welfare always produced. Although Chamber ana
lysts approved of the idea of work incentives, they didn't believe
the FAP would really encourage work. In fact, the FAP contained
no real work requirement. If the household head refused work
. or training, other family members could still receive benefits. The
Chamber pounced on the lack of a work requirement and de
nounced the FAP as a guaranteed income that would put 50 per
cent of the population on welfare.82 The Chamber of Commerce
had loyally supported the Republican party. Could the Nixon ad
ministration afford to alienate this long-standing ally?
Neither friend nor foe, organized labor remained on the side
lines. When the FAP was first unveiled, the major trade unions
charged that it violated "principles the labor movement had long
espoused, including opposition to wage subsidies and minimum
reliance on means-tested programs." 83 The bill's quick passage in
the House caught the labor movement off guard, but by the time
the FAP reached the Senate, labor was prepared to extract two
major changes in exchange for support of the bill.
The AFL-CIO most bitterly opposed a provision specifying that
a family head receiving FAP benefits be required to work at a job
not covered by the minimum wage so long as the job paid the
prevailing wage for that work. Above all, labor wanted to protect
the minimum wage so that wages would not be frozen at poverty
levels and union wage levels undermined.84
Organized labor also feared the FAP would flood the market
with low-wage workers. The work incentives would induce wel
fare recipients to work and encourage the working poor to in
crease their work efforts. Competition would intensify for a fixed
number of jobs, and low-wage work would proliferate. In the long
run, low-wage rates in the subsidized sector would reduce wage
rates in the nonsubsidized sector. Burt Seidman, Director of the
AFL-CIO Social Security Department, explained: "there is no rea
son why the government through wage subsidies or tax credits,
should 'buy' low-level jobs for welfare recipients. " 85 Ever vigilant,
the skilled trade unions also feared the proposed job-training pro
grams would undermine the unions' control over hiring and ap
prenticeships.
Trade unionists agreed to support the FAP if the government
would finance a separate tier of public-sector jobs and protect the
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minimum wage. Recognizing that the FAP could not pass the Sen�
ate over AFL-CIO opposition, Nixon incorporated labor's demands, and the unions withdrew their opposition.
.
Although welfare mothers wanted a guaranteed annual income,
they disliked the FAP because they felt the benefit levels were too
low and the work incentives too punitive. In the eyes of the
NWRO, the FAP was " anti-poor, and anti-black . . . a flagrant
example of institutional racism, " leading to slavery.86 Although
the media depicted their demands as excessive, the demands re
flected a realistic appraisal of what poor women needed to be able
to work and care for their children. They wanted the right to keep
earnings up to 3 0 percent above AFDC levels, they wanted day
care, and they wanted meaningful job training that led to real
jobs.87 Poor women would willingly get off welfare when there
were jobs with adequate wages and decent child care. All they
asked was the right to make the same choices middle class white
women had-the right to work or the right to stay home and care
for their children if work didn't pay.
At the urging of the NWRO, in November of 1 970 Senator
Eugene McCarthy (D-MN) scheduled an unofficial hearing on the
FAP in the Senate office buildipg. At th�e hearings, NWRO mem
bers testified against the FAP a'nd-derrtanded that minimum AFDC
benefits be raised to $ 5 , 5 00, the average benefit in New York.8S
Their opposition helped coalesce the liberal position. In the Senate
Finance Committee, three of the . six liberal senators voted against
the original proposal while a fourth abstained.
By 1 972 the FAP had alienated a number of powerful constitu
encies whose support was necessary for welfare reform. Southern
conservatives and northern liberals, urban welfare mothers, and
the Chamber of Commerce all objected to the proposal. Nixon's
political calculations convinced him . that supporting the FAP
would not only win him no friends but, worse, would risk destroy
ing his " New Majority." As he recalled: " I know abandoning FAP
was necessary in order to keep the country together and to keep
my coalition together. Politically, I wasn't going to pick up by
reason of my support of FAP . . . a substantial number of liberal
Democrats. . . . I had to at least take positions that the liberals
didn't like. " 89
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The Legacy of Welfare Reform
Support for the FAP originated in two issues that linked race to
social policy, the urban riots and the expansion of welfare. Both
issues alienated working�class Americans, who found the urban
rage incomprehensible and the welfare expansion inequitable. Yet
the program Congress devised to replace the much-reviled AFDC
only exacerbated the divisions inherent in welfare policy. It set
northern welfare mothers against poor southern workers, unem
ployed black men against employed black women, and the orga:
nized working class against marginalized workers. The FAP would
have done much to improve living conditions for both black fami
lies in the South and poor whites. But providing a universal in
come base for southerners would have been politically costly for
an administration seeking to create a conservative base for the
Republican party in the South.
The FAP's impact on American social policy did not end in
1972, however; its demise determined the fate of two other pro
grams for those with · compelling needs, the children and the el
derly. Because day care was inextricably linked to the FAP, the
collapse of the FAI> meant the end of a national day-care plan, a
subject I explore in Chapter 6. By contrast, the campaign for the
FAP encouraged the expansion of Social Security. It not only lent
momentum generally to a spending strategy but also, because it
WaS popular among a broad middle-class base, provided a wel
come relief from more controversial spending measures.90 I exam
ine this topic in Chapter 7.
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mothers to reduce the welfare rolls also disproportionately bene
fited African Americans.
. In seeking to build a right-of-center coali on, Richard Nixon
,
seized upon child care as a program that ml t accomplis that
goal. In his first message to Congress, he promised to prOVIde all
young children a "healthful and stimulating developme�t." 1 T e
problem was that his welfare reform scheme-the FamIly AssIS
tance Plan--contained a day-care component. As day-care costs
became entangled in the controversy over the FAP, Nixon aban-
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doned his commitment to children.
.
It wasn't only the FAP that undermined support for a compre
hensive child-care plan. Equally significant was public ambiva-
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lence about the escalating numbers of working mothers. If the
government embarked on policies that encouraged welfare moth
ers to work, what implications might such policies have for all
families? Federal support for child care was defeated both because
of its connection to welfare reform, and thus to one of the most
controversial and racially charged issues of the decade, and be
cause of its implied validation of the right of all mothers to work.

needed child care. Althou
far from indifferent to the needs of
children, their interest in child care stemmed from their desire to
ease the heavy burden on women.
The federal government provided some child care during the
New Deal. In 1 9 3 7 the Works Progress Administration earmarked
funds for day care to provide jobs for unemployed teachers, custo
dians, cooks, and nurses. Then in 1941 when women were needed
in the defense plants, Congress passed the Lanham · Act, which
provided grants for building and operating day-care centers. But
when the troops returned home at war's end, the women were
sent back to the kitchen. Within months 2,800 day-care centers
were closed, and in 1 946 federal funds for day care were elimi
nated.7
By die late 1 9 5 0S, one-third of the nation's labor force was
made up of women, and the Department of Labor predicted that
by 1 970 two out of every five women would be working outside
the home. Philosophically, the Children's Bureau believed day care
was necessary only when a family was in crisis, when a child was
neglected or abused or when a child had special needs. s Day care
was primarily for "culturally or �ocially retarded" children who
en who had "a family
needed more than substitute care \Qcch
problem which [made] it impossible for their parents to fulfill their
parental responsibilities without supplemental help.'" 9 But the in
creasing labor-force participation of women convinced the Chil
dren's Bureau that working mothers needed help, too:

Children's Rights/Mother's Rights
In 1 9 1 2 Congress created a Children's Bureau to investigate the
welfare of children.2 Because its constituency was made up of po
litically powerless children who could neither vote nor lobby, the
Children's Bureau had only limited influence on the federal bu
reaucracy. The Social Security Act of 1 9 3 5 expanded the national
welfare state, but the Children's Bureau received only a few mea
gerly funded programs to manage-maternal and child health,
crippled children's services, and child-welfare services.3 The im
portant program, Aid to Dependent Children, went first to the
Social Security Board and later to the Department of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare. By the late 1 9 5 0S, in terms of both federal
funding and public interest, cash assistance to dependent children
had completely overshadowed child-welfare services. The Chil
dren's Bureau was relegated to the margins of the federal bureau
cracy.4
The Women's Bureau, created by Congress in 1 9 20, was located
within the Department of Labor. Its charge was to improve work
ing conditions for women. The Bureau's first director, Mary An
derson, . was a shoemaker who had risen through the ranks of the
Women's Trade Union League.s She had observed bone-weary
women toiling through the night and believed their most pressing
needs were limitations on hours and controls on conditions of
work. During the 1 9 20S and 1 9 3 0S, the Women's Bureau played
an important role in pressuring the states to enact protective la
bor legislation.6
Because its constituency was working women, the Women's
Bureau never accepted the prevailing view that a woman's place
was in the home. Bureau staff recognized that working women
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More and more women are entering the labor market and many of
them are the mothers of young children. Realistically, we cannot ex
pect to reverse this revolutionary tide nor is there any indication that
the mother who works, by the simple fact of her employment; ne
glects or damages her children.
In 1 9 5 8 the Children's Bureau asked the Bureau of the Census
to conduct a survey exploring the nation's day-care needs. The
survey showed that little community-based child care was avail:
able. Most, (80 percent) of young children of working mothers
were cared for in all ad hoc fashion in ulllicensed homes. While
some of these homes provided excellent care, others were mere ly
custodial with no storytelling, no reading, no vocabulary develop-
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ment. Fifteen percent of children went to work with their mothers.
Sometimes mothers kept their teenagers home from school to care

dren, believed that social workers should first "induce mothers,
whenever possible, to remain at home with their young children. "
In fact, "careful welfare intake processes [would] give u� the op
portunity to convince many mothers that it is better for them to
remain at home with their children than to go to work. " Day
care should "preserve and strengthen family life, " not destroy it.
Guggenheimer also believed that women should not compete .for
the jobs of men: "I personally have been working on a project to
induce women to enter the shortage fields of nursing, social work,
and education." 1 6

for their younger brothers and sisters. Only I to 2 percent of chil
dren were in group care. 1O Eight perc�nt spent the day unsuper
.
vised. II The survey demonstrated pr.essing needs among lower
and middle-income families.
To publicize these findings demonstrating the nation's desperate
need for child care, the Children's Bureau published bulletins and

held conferences on the plight of working mothers. Gertrude Hoff
man, the Bureau's specialist in Homemaker and Day Care ser
vices, developed a comprehensive statement of what day care
should be, which became bill S. 1 28 6, introduced by Senator Ja
cob Javits on January I, 1960.
The Javits bill sought $25,000,000 for day care for the children
.
of working mothers, with states to provide matching funds.12 Al
though Javits only sought support for w()rking moth�rs, Congress
was beginning to feel the pressure of the swelling welfare rolls and
favored instead a plan that might help put welfare mothers to
work. 13 As the bill moved through Congress, the rights of mothers
and children took a back seat to the alarm qver the rising costs of
welfare. Instead of helping mothers already in the labor force, the
. child-care bill became oriented toward putting stay-at-home wel
fare mothers to work.
The Women's Bureau also supported the Javits bill. But .its
chief, veteran Democratic labor lobbyist Esther Peterson, was un
comfortable with the bill's emphasis on welfare and concerned
that only public assistance recipients and other low-income fami
lies would be eligible for servicesY In her view, all working
women needed child care. Peterson also believed that day care
could be educational and wished to see the legislation reflect this
objective.
Support for the legislation came from a loose conglomeration
of women's organizations, which formed an informaL children's
lobby. The lobby included such organizations as Playschools, the
National Federal of Settleme�ts, United Community Funds, and
the Child Welfare League.IS Although the day-care lobby was
united in its support of some legislation, internal Conflicts reflected
the cultural ambivalen,ce toward working mothers. Elinor Guggen
heimer, head of the National Committee for the Day Care of Chil-
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To attract public �upport for the pending bill, the day-care
lobby joined with the Women's Bureau and Children's Bureau in
sponsoring a conference on child care. More than 400 representa
tives from labor, management, social service agencies, and health
and welfare groups attended. The conference recommended that
day care become part of the range of child welfare services offered
in every community for all children who needed themY A seem
ingly innocuous idea., the recommendations signified a tadt recog
nition that mothers worked and an iD;lplied promise to provide
adequate child care.
As the day-care supporters lob ied for the .legislation, they
aroused the opposition of conserva ' s who believed. day care
was a communist plot to destroy the traditional family. The files
of the Children's Bureau are filled with letters from outraged men
and women who saw any state support for day care as "creeping
socialism, " the degradation of fathers, and the beginning of the
end of the family. A distraught Margaret Wainwright wrote: "I
am very much against day care .centers for working mothers. In
fact, I feel that the woman's place is in the home. Children should
learn about life at their mother's knee-I'm sure this is the best
way to fight Communism." G.H. . Randles declared: "Put mom
and dad back in the home. . . . Where there is no dad left, put
mom back in the home anyway. " Raymond Stauble argued that
the day-care proposal "should be fought because it will help moth
ers to compete in the labor market against unemployed fathers
. . . it will encourage more mothers to go to work, even when
unnecessary, from selfish motives, further weakening the moral
fibre of ·our nation . . . [and it would] promote more socialistic
activity on the part of the Washington bureaucracy. " 18
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Thus, as early as the 1 9 60s, a conservative coalition that sup
ported the contradictory aims of getting poor women off the wel
fare rolls (rolling back the welfare state) and returning working
women to the household (restoring the traditional family) was
emerging. These objectives would later become the core agenda of
the New Right.

Regulations in the legislation also discouraged states from ex
panding day care. To qualify for federal grants, the states had to
have an approved plan for providing child-welfare services. If the
plan included the use of day-care centers, the centers had to be
licensed by the state. With funding so limited, welfare agencies
were forced to. use their grants to develop licensing standards in
stead of increasing day-care setvices.23 Because public welfare de
p artments could serve only the welfare poor, it was difficult to
mobilize public support to expand federal programs: "nationally
the attitude toward day care services (was) that they (were) for
the poor and not the self-sustaining." 24 Like all targeted pro
grams, day care divided rather than unified its key constituents.
Although citizen interest in expanding day care was minimal,
proposals to reduce the rising welfare rolls brought day care to
the forefront of the national policy agenda. Senator Abraham Rib
icoff, a New York Democrat whose state was especially hard hit,
proposed authorizing an additional $ 5,000,000 in federal day-care
support to put welfare mothers to work:

Day Care for Welfare Mothers
On July 1 7, 1 962, a much-revised Javits bill was enacted. Con
gress amended Title IV of the Social Security Act to allow states
to use ADC funds to purchase day care for the children of welfare
mothers. The amendments also authorized the Children's Bureau
to provide grants-in-aid to the states for child-welfare services in
cluding day care. These funds could purchase day care for low
income children of working mothers.19 Thus, the amendments
linked day care to welfare but allowed local agencies some flexi
bility in providing support for families near .but not below pov
erty level.
The 1962 legislation earmarked $1 0,000,000 of child-welfare
funds for day care.20 As the first appropriation for day care since
World War II, the legislation represented a breakthrough. How
ever, total appropriations never exceeded $7,000,060 for the en
tire country. The meager funding severely limited the program's
ability to meet the child care lobby's goal: to provide child care
for working mothers.
. Before Congress passed the 1962 amendments, only a dozen
states had plans for publicly supported child-care centers, and
most had developed no 'standards or licensing requirements. The
limited funds appropriated did little to stimulate child-care pro
grams. In 1 9 6 5 New York passed a bill enabling commissioners
of public welfare to either provide day care directly or purchase it
from an authorized provider. In 1968 Maryland established dght
day-care centers for AFDC children and increased this number to
seventeen in 1 969.21 Overall, state funding was scattered and un
able to meet the demand for child care. Those states that devel
oped day-care programs found they only had sufficient funds to
serve the welfare population, but not low-income working
women.22

if

our great cities are women who
Among the poorest of the poor
have been left alone with large �ilies. Their plight is an urgent
social problem. These mothers musr--worlkif they are to move toward
independence and useful lives. . . . Day care is an integral part of
the web of social services we must provide.2s

Yet no day-care measures passed in the conservative Senate. The
influential members of the Senate Subcommittee on Appropria
tions (98 percent male with an average age of fifty-eight) dismissed
day care as "federalized baby-sitting. » 26 When President Johnson
asked for $3 million in federal matching funds for state efforts,
the Senate slashed three-quarters of the request and in 1 9 66 cut
that amount in half., Eager to put welfare mothers to work, Con
gress was, nonetheless, unwilling to pay for services that would
promote work.
Yet a stimulus to federal child care arose from a different
source. The War on Poverty established competing child-care pro
grams that sought to provide enriching, educational experiences
for poor children and especially for black children. While day care
was the most popular of all the antipoverty programs, its orienta-
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tion toward minorities meant that all federal day-care programs
were linked to racial issues.

the purposes of the two programs needs to be made. Headstart is ,
designed primarily to provide educational enrichment for preschool
children from deprived homes at or below the poverty level. . . . Its
programs, however, do not usually operate during a full working
day. . . . Day care services within the Child Welfare Services pro
gram are designed to protect and care for children usually for a full
day because there are no other means to ensure adequate care for
them, Such services are a part of Community programs intended to
help keep children in their own homes who might in the absence of
such day care services have to be separated from their families and
placed in foster care.31

Day Care in the War on Poverty
Although many psychologists and educators adhered to the
nineteenth-century belief that intelligence was fixed and rates of
child development predetermined, an alternative line of thought,
beginning with John Watson and perpetuated by Dr., Benjamin
Spock, suggested that outside influences could shape infant devel, opment.27 Particularly influential was a book by University of Chi
cago psychologist Benjamin Bloom, indicating that early environ
mental influences affected intelligence, verbal aptitude, and
personality traits. Bloom's findings implied that children from dis
advantaged environments might benefit from day care.28
The Economic Opportunity Act of 1 964 provided day care as
a by-product of other programs. For example, the adult-training
programs specified that mothers in training receive child care.29
The most important child-care program, however� was Operation
Headstart, an offshoot of the community action programs. Influ
enced by child development research, Headstart operated on the
premise that positive preschool experiences could give poor chil
dren skills to compete on an equal footing in elementary school.
Throughout the nation, community action agencies ran hundreds
of Headstart programs. While children of all races benefited from
Headstart, the program disproportionately served black chil'
dren.30
The placement of a major preschool program under OEO was
a blow to the Children's Bureau. The Headstart model not only
conflicted with its remedial view of early childhood education, it
also threatened to undermine its gains in setting licensing stan
dards. In seeking to preserve their domain, Children's Bureau staff ,
articulated more definitively the distinction between custodial and
educational day care.

Because of the enthusiasm which the Headstart program has gener
ated in the public mind, the main focus of that program has been
confused with broader purposes of day care. A clear distinction of
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Headstart provided enriching experiences. Day care provided pro
tection. Neither supported working mothers.
Many children entering Headstart were physically underdevel
oped and socially unprepared for school. To enhance early devel
opment, johnson's Task Force on Early Childhood Education pro
posed establishing Parent and Child Centers to provide infant day
care for children under three, health and welfare services, and ex�
tensive counseling for mothers. The counseling would break the
poverty cycle by teaching poor mothers about the educational,
health, and nutritional nee
f t eir chil�ren. 32
These centers, too, threatenea the ChIldren's Bureau. As Ger
trude Hoffman complained: "There is too much emphasis on pro
viding parents jobs and training to break out of poverty. I am not
opposed to these purposes except that a parent and child center is
to help parents do a better job of parenting ' and increase their
skills in rearing children. " 33 Despite such misgivings, the Chil
dren's Bureau was given trial day-care programs to run. Although
johnson's Task Force meant for the programs to break the pov
erty cycle, instead 'the centers concentrated on putting welfare
mothers to work. In Milwaukee, Child Care Centers Inc. trained
women on AFDC to care for the children of other AFDC women
who were participating in job training. The advantages . ofthe pro
gram, according to its director Camille Wade, were threefold:
"The children are the obvious ones to gain. . . . But beyond that
, the women who work as day care mothers have been able to leave
welfare, and the children's mothers are learning jobs that will do
,,
the same for them. 34 Although pleased to be given jurisdiction

(
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over the programs, Children's Bureau staff doubted that AFDC
mothers "could realistic�lly provide the kind of environment chil
dren need to avoid growing up as non-achievers." 35
As the Children's Bureau tried to preserve its status as the cham
pion of child welfare, the competing programs of the War on
Poverty redefined day car� as educational, not custodial. Thus,
the federal agency most interested in promoting day care was
thrust to the periphery of the national policy agenda. Instead the
civil rights movement and the expanding welfare rolls took prece
dence.

progiams: "My concern is that we may end u p with different day
care programs with different requirements and standards." 39
The fears were realistic for by 1967 a conglomeration of federal
child-care programs was divided among six federal agencies: the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Office of Eco�
nomic Opportunity, the Department of Labor, the Department of
Commerce, the Department of Housing .and Urban Development,
and the Department of Agriculture. To coordinate the diverse day
care programs, Congress instructed OEO, the Women's Bureau,
and the Children's Bureau to develop a master plan. The task in
creased tensions between the three organizations, · each of which
had its own definition of what day care should do. Children'S Bu
reau staff were most concerned with keeping regulations precise
and consistent. Gertrude Hoffman, the staffer in charge of day
care standards, argued that "care of infants arid tiny babies is so
full . of hazards that I believe many of the suggested standards
should read 'must' instead of 'should.' For example, a telephone
must be available." 40 She also charged that.:
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Day Care and Welfare Expansion

; After nearly a decade of disinterest, in 1967 eight day-care bills
were introduced during the first session of the 90th Congress. Five
of the bills were to provide federal assistance to improve educa
tional services in day-care centers; three were to amend the Eco
nomic Opportunity Act to provide day care for poor children so
.their mothers could participate in the antipo�erty job training or
employment programs.36 Women's Bureau head Mary Keyserling
noted the newly found interest with surprise: "In contrast to previ
ous years in which the subject was either ignored or hostile, this
year all of the comments [by members of the Appropriations
Committee] were supporting of day care and some members in
sisted that there was not enough day care research." 37
The renewed interest in day care reflected both the popularity
of Headstart and the continued expansion of the welfare rolls,
which increased by 214 percent between 1 960 and 1968. With
welfare reform more politically pressing, in 1967 Congress
amended the Social Security Act to encourage welfare mothers to
get off the rolls and into the job market. A new Work Incentive
Program (WIN) required the states to establish community work
and training programs. Welfare mothers couldn't participate in
training and work, however, unless states also established day
care programs.38 The Children's Bureau was charged with devel. oping guidelines for the WIN day�care program-quickly. The
rush to provide day care threatened to erode any sort of national
guidelines. And Children's Buteau staff feared that whatever mini
mal standards were established would not apply to other federal
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the Women's Bureau [was epeatedlY asking for names of people
who would wink at stand ds in cities like Baltimore and Chicago
if standards for day care [had]
. . . where the project woul fail .
to be met. . . . The projects s ould fail if it meant lowering fire and
safety standards for children. . . . They only want the experience
and expertise of us specialists where we agree with whatever they
design. The lives of the children in this program are the least im
portant items.4 1
.

•

The final guiddines did nothing to ease these fears. They excluded
the specific regulations developed by the Children's Bureau, and
they allowed the administering agency to waive the guidelines if
the waiver would "advance innovation." 42
Despite the fuss about standards and the pressure to reduce the
welfare rolls, in 1968 Congress appropriated few funds for day
care and made no increase in 1969. Why not? One reason was
that most male Congressmen still didn't recognize that women
needed child care to work. Congress also was hampered by fiscal
restraints imposed by the Viemam War. Finally, as the furor of
the civil rights movement wound down, there was a widespread
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backlash against spending on social programs that benefited the
poor, especially the black poor.

gal.46 But the EEOC, which was primarily interested in racial dis
crimination, ignored complaints of sex discrimination.
In 1966 at the third National Conference of Commissions on
the Status of Women, women who were frustrated by the govern. ment's inertia when it came to equal rights for women formed the
National Organization for Women (NOW).47 Initially, NOW was
a top-down organization with no grass roots base. Its members
sought to break down legal and economic barriers blocking equal
er:nployment opportunities. However, NOW also recognized that
women's problems were linked to broader 'issues of social justice.
It established seven task forces to recommend action on such is
sues as discrimination against women, the family, and the prob
lems of poor women. In 1967 NOW proposed a six-point Bill of
Rights that included child-care centers.48 But child care was never
a priority for NOW, and as child-care legislation moved through
Congress, no NOW members testified on behalf of the bills.
NOW spoke for a small fraction of the women's movement.
The broader women's movement that swept across the nation in
the late 1 9 60s consisted of small groups lacking any formal struc
committees. No overseeing organiza
ture, centers, or coordinati
tion directed the activities f the: groups, which shared only a com
mon culture but were . olitically autonomous. Indeed, they
opposed any hie(archical power structure on principle, for hierar
chy was the weapon of male domination. Instead, the primary po
litical project of this minimally organized br�nch of the women's
movement was consciousness raising, an activity which took place
in small rap groups. Rather than seeking political change, the rap
groups sought to instill personal change by attacking the effects of
psychological oppression and by developing self-esteem and a
sense of solidarity among their members.49
A radical arm oithe women's liberation movement developed
out of some student and antiwar protest groups among women
who were alienated by their treatment by male radicals. so These
feminists argued that women's oppression centered in the family,
because families freed meh to work by harnessing women to child
rearing. This unnecessary, and ultimately destructive, arrangement
deprived children of the company of meri and women of the com
pany of adults. Families also made possible the exploitation of
women by training them to perceive work outside the home as

Day Care for the Liberation of Women
The federal government did not ignore working women entirely.
To repay the hundreds of women who had worked. in his cam
paign (and also to delay demands for an Eqmil Rights Amend
ment), in 1961 President John Kennedy established the Presiden
tial Commission on the Status of Women, the first presidential
body ever created for this purpose. The Commission was charged
with "developing recommendations for overcoming discrimination
in government and private employment on the basis of sex and
for developing recommendations for services which will enable
women to continue. their role as wives and mothers while making
a maximum contribution to the world around them. » 43 The Com
mission gave women a forum for organizing . and for making
policy recommendations. During the 1 9 60s, similar state organ
izations created an unobtrusive but extensive women's net
work.44
The Commission's first report, American Women, documented
widespread sex discrimination in employment and education. It
recommended the creation of an In�erdepartmental Committee on
the Status of Women and a Citizen's Advisory Council on the Sta
tus of Women. These commissions sponsored conferences on the
status of women and generated a climate more conducive to the
discussion of women's goals and needs.
Tw;o laws advanced the status of women. In 1963 Congress
passed the Equal Pay Act, the first comprehensive federal bill pro
hibiting employment discrimination. The Act banned sex discrimi
nation in employment and required employers to provide equal
pay for equal work.45 Operative in 1 964 as an amendment to the
Federal Fair Labor Standards Act, the Act established an unwieldy
and ineffectual mechanism for enforcing equal pay. It authorized
the Department of Labor to make regular inspections, investigate
complaints, and,. if the c�mplaint was valid, take the employer
to court.
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act further advanced
women's rights by making sex discrimination in employment ille-
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peripheral to their true role as mothers.51 As one feminist ar;
dently proclaimed:
One of the worst things that happens to a woman when she an
nounces that she is pregnant is that she is congratulated and praised
as if she has accomplished the most difficult task in the world. . . .
She is seen as being of great worth, possibly for the first time in her
life. Women who have been leading active, working lives are made
to feel as if only now are they finally settling down to the real busi
ness of Iife.52

Radical feminists claimed that women could only be liberated by
having no children and by refusing to enter into any family rela
tionships.
Most feminists recognized that such a vision was utopian and
unrealistic. Women would continue to marry and have children.
Day care was critical to women's liberation because it would free
"'women from ·the traditional tasks of child rearing." 53 Day care
. could also radically transform societal child-rearing practices if
day-care centers were staffed by both women and men and if chil
dren were taught nontraditional .sex roles. Communal day-care
centers founded by feminists became part of an alternative school
movemenr, :vvhich was hostile to all public education. However,
because parents active in alternative schools rejected public educa
tion, most were also uninterested in any form ·of government child
care. Thus, one group of feminists rejected child rearing entirely,
while another rejected the idea of public child care.
Despite aspects of the women's movement that made it hostile
to or uninterested in day care, some feminists did recognize the
importance of public child care for women's liberation. In Novem
ber 1 969, several loosely knit feminist groups gathered in New
York to create a national organization. They formed the Congress
to Unite Women and established a political agenda that included
employment equality for women, free twenty-four-hour child-care
centers, and, until such care was available, the right to deduct
child-care expenses from taxable income.54 The right to a tax de
duction would have benefitted middle-class women, but it was not
an issue that poor women were likely to rally around. .
The women's movement played only a minimal role in the de-
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bates over child-care policy. NOW filed complaints against corpo
rations receiving federal funds, while
the grass roots women's lib.
eration movement sought . personal change. 55 The movement' s
absence was p artly due to disinterest in organized political activity
and partly because federal day-care policy ignored the ne�ds of
the college-educated, white, middle-class women who dommated
both its branches.

Community Action and Family Values
Although middle-class women -remained on the sidelines, at the .
end of the decade Congress nearly passed a substantial day-care
program. And it seemed that the new Republican administration
was fully behind the measure. In his message to Congress on Janu
ary 1 9, 1 969, President Richard Nixon promised national action
on day care:
So crucial is the matter of early growth that we must make a national
commitment to providing all American children an opp�ttunity for
healthful and stimulating eve!opment during the first five years of
life. . . . We are pledged
that cotpmitment.56
.
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All American children. Propo'tlents of national day-care legislation

heard Nixon promise to expand day-care provision beyond its
welfare base.
The only problem was that seven months later Nixon made a
guaranteed annual income the heart of his domesti� agen�a. In �n
_ out hiS FamIly ASSIS
August I I speech to Congress, where ·he laid
tance Plan he linked day care to welfare reform. The success of
the FAP i": setting welfare recipients "on the road to self-reliance"
depended on expanded day-care facilities. Although Nixon pr�m
ised that day care would help in the development of the chIld,
provide health and safety, and "break the poverty cycle," it now
had a firm base in welfare reform.57
In the first eight months of the 92nd Congress, ten child-care
proposals were introduced. Two bills became the forerunners of
the Comprehensive Child Development Act (H.R. 6748 ) . The first,
introduced by Representative John Brademas, provided federal
grants to both public and private agencies for educational
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preschool and day-care programs to meet the needs of poor chil
dren, all children aged three to five, and children of working
mothers. The Brademas bill funded states based on a formula of
50 �ercent of the proportion of poor and 50 percent of the pro
.
portion of children
aged three to five. Applications for grants
could be made by any number of local organizations, including
community action agencies and local education agencies. A similar
bill proposed by Senator Walter Mondale tacked child care onto
a two-year extension of the Economic Opportunity A�. The Mon
dale bill. allowed any city, county, or other unit of governm�nt
or any public or private nonprofit agency to apply to become a
"prime sponsor . " S 8
A s the Comprehensive Child Development Act moved forward ·
in the House and Senate, it seemed that Nixon would indeed fulfill
his promise to all young children. Yet when administration offi
cials testified before Congress, they objected to the provisions
allowing local community groups to become prime sponsors. They
proposed instead that prime sponsors be limited to state govern
ments or to, cities of over 5 00,000, a condition that would prevent
the local community action agencies from sponsoring day-care
programs. Civil rights advocates defended the provisions allowing
cominunity action groups to be prime sponsors. 59 For Marian
Wright Edelman, author of the Mondale bill and prominent civil
rights �crivist, local control was the crucial issue. Community or
ga?l,�a�on� could operate like the Child Development Group of
,
MISSISSIPPI, a controversIal
community action program where
Headstart had been "perhaps the most important social catalyst
for change in the state. It helped poor parents understand new
ways of having an effect on their children's education. " 60 Only
through local control could child care circumvent the racially seg
regated southern public schools:
The heart of this bill . . . is the delivery mechanism. Those of us
ho have worked with the poor, the uneducated, th<; hungry, the
v.:
disenfranchised, have had long and bitter experience in how legisla
tive intent is thwarted in the process of implementation. . . . We
think this [local administration] essential and those concerned with
equal opportunity and · civil rights will oppose any control of this
.
child legislation to the states.61
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As Evelyn Moore, Director of the Black Child Development Insti
tute, explained: "It is to the advantage of the entire nation to view
the provision of day care/child development services within the
context of the need for a readjustment of societal power relation
ships. " Day-care centers could "catalyze development in black and
other communities" but only if consumers . of child care made up
at least two-thirds of the representatives among prime sponsors. 62
Thus, a proposal for day care now became embroiled in the strug
gle for racial equality.
By September 1 9 7 1 , the FAP had passed in the House and was
awaiting Senate action. But day care faced another hurdle-it had
become a threat to the FAP. The income limit in the day-care bill
was $6,960 for a family of four.63 The level of eligibility for FAP
was only $4,3 20. If the day-care bill was passed in its present
form, it could drive up the costs of welfare reform ' and kill the
FAP.
Advocates of working women responded that the higher limit
was necessary if the bill was to provide any support for the work
ing class. Mary Keyserling, now a private consultant, testified
against the administration's proposed income limit. Keyserling ex
plained that a lower
toff would exclude most mothers in two
�
p-arent households, w
had the most pressing day-care needs: 8 1
percent o f dual-earne families had incomes over $ 7,000, high
enough to make them . eligible for. any federal subsidy but too
low to pay the cost of quality child care. An income limit of even
$ 5,000, the final compromise, meant that the program would shut
out most of the working poor and all of the middle class.64 Thus,
even as Nixon sought to woo the forgotten Americans, he agreed
to i�come limits that would exclude them.
Two years after committing his administration to day care, '
Nixon vetoed the Comprehensive Child Development Act, the na
tion's first and only attempt to provide federal support for all
young children. Why did he compromise on and then tum against
. a program that could have provided a base for building political
support among the " forgotten Americans?"
In his veto message Nixon denounced the bill as a program that
would plunge the federal government "headlong financially into
supporting child development [and] would commit the vast moral
authority of the national government to . the side of communal
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approaches to , child�rearing against the family centered ap
proach." 65 This statement represented a concession to right wing
proponents of family values, who saw day care as a Communist
conspiracy to destroy the family.66 In the final hearings on the bill,
spokesmen for the fledgling voice of the Moral Majority launched
a tirade against the measure. Rep. Durward Hall exclaimed:

But Nixon had already converted OEO's function from social ac
tion to research and he had no intention of allowing the War on
Poverty to be r vived through the back door.71 As he explained in
'
his veto message:

Can anyone realize, believe, or even imagine he is here today hearing
and debating the question of taking the children away from families
and training them as wards of the state? , . . It is a question of
collectivized child raising, and it perverts all the traditional cultures
if you now suddenly assume or believe as inherently defective that
families of America would insist on raising their own children, I see
this as a long step toward socialization of our nation.67
Similarly, Rep. John S chmitz protested:

It is becoming possible for a government to root out the basic unit
of society-the family-and replace it with state control. . . . A free
people today must, therefore, be constantly on its guard against such
unwarranted incursions into the life of the family.68
And in the eyes of Rep. John Rarick, "This amendment insults
motherhood and, if passed, will destroy the home." 69
Equally damning was the idea ' that the bill would revive not
only community action but also the controversial Office of Eco�
nomic Opportunity. Indeed, Mondale explicitly promoted his
child-care bill as a mechanism to revive OEO:

At the local level, through community action and other related pro
grams, OEO has helped poor people to share in the planning and
decision-making processes of their communities. They, as well as oth
ers, serve on the boards of neighborhood councils, community action
agencies, and delegate social agencies, thereby constituting one of the
largest voluntary efforts in the country. In helping to determine the
use and allocation of significant sums of money, they and their com
munity action agencies have exercised an impressive degree of sound
judgment and responsibility. This unique and successful effort in citi7
zen participation is the heart of the OEO anti�poverty program. . . .
The lessons of the past should be used to give OEO a new vitality,7°

1 53

:

Upon taking office, this administration sought to redesign, to r�di
,
rect-indeed. to rehabilitate-the Office of EconomIc Opportumty,
,
,
which had lost much public acceptance in the five years Slnce Its
If this congressional action �ere all?wed to s:and,
inception
. Its role as mcu�
an operational agency, ddutmg
become
would
OEO
bator and tester of ideas and pioneer for social programs.72
•

.

.
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Finally, day care had became hostage to Nixon's pro�osal for
welfare reform. If the day-care bill had been enacted, It would
have increased the cost of the FAP by $20 billion, whereas the
administration had allocated only $ 1.2 billion. Still deeply com
mitted to welfare reform in 1 97 1 , Nixon could not let a day-care
measure undermine his chances of success.

The Lftgacy of Child Care

(�
�

Child care represented social �ight for children, ca�e that would
security and the opportumty t� develop
a modicum
grant them
,
,
,
in a healthy and enriching environment and thus shar� In the na
,
,
tion's full heritage. Child care also represented a ClVl!. right f�r
women, a right to work without constraints imposed on the baSIS
.
of gender.

Day care could have become a program that would have help�d
the most forgotten Americans, working-class women who were In
the labor force, Though. the income limit was set low enough to
exclude most working women in two-parent families, the measure
would have provided a foundation upon which to build a more

comprehensive program.
"
,.
,Throughout the policymaking process, however, day-care legiS
lation divided rather than united its potential supporters. Some
programs promised support for working families �s well as the
.
welfare poor. However, limited funding meant that In practice day
care became an income-targeted program, serving only welfare re
cipients. Other programs targeted poor children and excluded
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workin - and middle�clas taxpayers. Yet
attempts to expand be
�
�
, ,
yo d thiS mmlm
al base trIggered �he antagonism of socia
�
l conser
vatives, who feared government intrusion in
child rearing.
�ebates over day care also revealed the issues that were to mo
,
bIlize
the Moral Majority: an antipathy to state
,
intervention and
a nostalgta for the traditional family. In
vetoi
ng
the legislation,
N, o won the l yalty of this nascent
constituency and began
� �
�
bUlldmg a New Right center for Republica
n party politics of the
1970S and 1980s .

S EVEN

Universal Principles
in Social Security

he War on Poverty initiated ambitious programs to improve
train workers, and increase housing for the
poor. But because these pr rams also promoted racial equality,
they created a backlash atainst the welfare state. Proposals for
child care and welfare refor also failed because they became en
tangled in racial issues. These outcomes suggest that t;ugeting,
whether by income or by race, is an ineffectual strategy for ex
panding the welfare state.
Recognizing the political vulnerability of targeted programs,
many social scientists propose basing eligibility for social benefits
on universal criteria. 1 This is the standard argument of welfare
state theorists and of most social scientists interested in devising
strategies for new policy measures. Theda Skocpol, for example,
contends that proponents of targeting have not faced the hard po
litical questions : "Why should people struggling just above the
poverty line . . . pay for programs that go exclusively to people
below the poverty line? Why might not many Americans from the
workiIlg and middle classes simply write off troubled inner city
people and just call for the police and prisons to contain their
threatening behavior? " 2 Perhaps no one has pled the case for uni
versalism more eloquently than William Julius Wilsoh: .
. . communities,
T

�

�
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Universal Principles in Social Security

I am convinced that, in the last few
years of the twentieth century
the problems of t e t ly disadvantaged
in the United States will hav
�
to be attacked. prl aflly throu
gh universal programs that enjoy the
lI�
support and commitment of a broad
constituency. Under this ap
�roach, targeted progr? ms (whether based on the principle of eq1,lal
Ity of group oppor�mty or that of equa
lity of life chances) would
, be
not ?ecessanly
elIminated, but would rather be deem
phasized
conSidered only as of�shoots of, and indee
d secondary to, the univer
sal programs. The hidden agenda is fO
improve the life chances ' of
gro�ps such as the ghetto underclass
by emphasizing programs in
.
whIch the more
advantaged groups of all races can posit
ively relate.3

�
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Despite these �rguments, universalism
has raised heated opposi
,
tIon
f�om both lIberals and conservatives
. Liberals fear that uni
versa lsm t�reatens racial advancem
ent. In their view, advocates
of unIversalism are reneging on the com
.
mitment to equal'ty
I , Optl.
mls
. tlca
' IIy pursumg a strategy that is not
only too costly but also
, ely
unhk
to guarantee that the least privileged
will receive benefits.
As Kenneth Tollett argues: "If whit
e supremacy continues to be
as strong as I m ind cating, universa
l policies that also benefit
�
�
blacks su stantlally will be resisted
or · undermined by whites if
they perceive that the benefits going
to blacks may dilute the bene
ts to them ." 4 Yet conservatives, for
whom the logic .of universal
Ism should be most appealing, critic
ize the nation's only universal
prog�am, Social Security, for favoring
the elderly at the expense
of c ddren and or squandering the natio
n's limited resources.s
.
It I� not s rpflsmg
hat
both
prop
onen
�
ts
and opponents of uni
�
versalism pomt to SOCial Security to
set the agenda. Social Security
a� reduced poverty among the elder
ly and created sustained ma
JOflty sup ort, making it a politically
�
untouchable "sacred cow."
.
The q!lestlon, th n, IS
wheth�r Social Security provides an
�
optim al
model for resolvm other SOCial prob
lems. This chapter weighs the
?
advan�ages and dl advantages of basin
g other programs around
, �
the unIversal prmc
lples of Social Security.

�

�

�

�

�
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Granting the Right to Benefits

While political tpeorists debate the
merits of universalism few
bother to define the term. In the
broadest sense, univers lism
means benefits granted as a right of
citizenship . However, citizen-
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ship is often defined by participatiori in the paid labor force; in
deed such a definition is inherent in T. H. Marshall's definition of
democracy.6 Thus, most universal social programs are forms· of
social insurance in which eligibility depends on labor force partici
pation. As Walter Korpi explains: "Since the days of Bismarck
and Lloyd George, in the European countries the concept of social
rights tied to worklife participation or citizenship has played a
central role in policy debates . . . the break between the old poor
laws and the new welfare state was based precisely on the intro
duction of social rights via social insurance. " 7 Social insurance is
thus an extension of citizenship, because eligibility for benefits is
based on work history. According to this definition, only wage
workers are citizens and only wage workers are eligible for social
rights.s
Social Security is a universal program in the more limited sense
of social . insurance. Eligibility for benefits is linked to work his
tory. This arrangement has mixed results. On the one hand, link
ing the right to work with the right to income security has pro
tected millions of Americans in old age. On the other hand, it has
also perpetuated racial and gender inequality.
.
As Chapter I explained, the. Social Security Act of I 9 3 5 created
for wage workers. Not all workers
an old-age insurance prog
could earn the right to fnefits, however, for more than three
fifths of black workers, t�se employed in agricultural labor or
domestic service, were excluded from coverage.9 Social Security
also excluded teachers, nurses, hospital employees, librarians, and
social workers-all occupations heavily dominated by women. Of
the 2 2 percent of women gainfully· employed in I 930, 52 percent
were not covered by Social Security.l0 Thus, the nation's first "so
cial wage" provided little or nothing for most women and most
African Americans.
Initially, Social Security contained no provisions for wives or
widows, but in I939 Congress added a spouse and widow's bene
fits. The eligibility rules for spouse and widow's benefits rewarded
women who remained in stable marriages and were supported by
their husbands but penalized women who became separated or
divorced or who earned their own way.ll The spouse benefit
granted wives one-half of the full benefit if they were at least sixty
five and living with their husbands. Women separated from their
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husbands, even if they were still married, had no
right to Social
Security. Working wives were also ineligible if
their own earned
benefit was more than one-half the spouse
benefit. . Divorced
women, even if they had been married for fifty yeats,
had no right .
to a spouse benefit when their former husbands
retired. Widows
were only eligible for benefits if they were at least
sixty-five, if
they . were living with the husband at the time of his
death, and if
they had never remarried. Like wives, widows were
ineligible for
benefits in their own names. 1 2
What Social Security's early experience teaches us
is that when
rights to benefits are earned, the right to earn them
is not automat
ically granted to all workers but rather is politic
ally negotiable.
Historically, the manipulation of the category "wage
worker" led
to the exclusion of black men and women engage
d in paid em
ployment. A second lesson is that when benefits are
based on fam. ily status, the criteria for distributing them create
an inferior form
.
of citizenship.

Becoming More Universal
Over the next thirty years Social Security gradually
was expanded
to cover more occupations and to provide greater income
security.
In 1 9 5 6 Congress allowed widows of insured worke
rs to claim full
benefits at age sixty-two and women workers to
claim actuarially
reduced benefits at age sixty-two. Legislation in
1 9 5 4 and 1 9 5 6
extended coverage t o all farm and domestic worke
rs and to nearly
. all professional groups, including nurses and teache
rs.!3 By 1 9 60
S<;>cial Security covered most of the labor force. Still,
on�-third of
older men and 40 percent of older women had
incomes below
poverty leve1.14 And because Congress only increased
benefits spo
radically, usually right before an election, inflatio
n persistently
eroded the value of their benefits. Health-care
expenses also
placed an enormous financial burden. on millions of
the uninsured
of all ages.
The Great Society provided one great gift for
the elderly. In
1965 Congress enacted Medicare, a program of health
insurance
for covered workers over age sixty-five. It also impro
ved women's
benefits. Widows were allowed to take actuarially
reduced benefits
as early as age sixty, and divorced women who had
been married
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for at least twenty years were now allowed one-half their former
husbands' benefits. 15 Poverty rates among the elderly remained
high, however.
.
.
Johnson was eager to raise Social Security benefits, which he
viewed as part of his antipoverty strategy. In 1966 he asked Con
gress to increase benefits by 15. percent, to raise the wage base
from $6,600 to $ 1 0,000 by 1970, and to raise minimum benefits.
Congress granted part of his request. Benefits were increased 1 3
.
percent and the wage base raised to $7,800.16

The modest package seemed unlikely to · be improved further
after the Republican victory in 1968. But Nixon surprised nearly
everyone by supporting the most generous increases in the pro
gram's history and, more important, by adding automatic cost
of-living adjustments. He proposed 10 percent increases in Social
Security benefits and an automatic cost-of-living adjustment.
These automatic increases, he argued, would "do much to remove
the system from biennial politics" and "make fair treatment of
beneficiaries a matter of certainty rather than a matter of hope. " 17
Between 1 969 and 1 972 Congress raised benefits three times and
finally in 1972 indexed benefits to inflation and maximum taxable
wages to future wage movements.1S The COLA (automatic cost
of-living increase) permanently protected the incomes of the el
derly against inflation. The benefit for widows and (now) widow
ers was also increased to 100 percent of the insurec\ worker's
benefit.
Nixon's generosity reflected his political calculation that spend
ing on so popular a program would help cement the loyalty of the
forgotten Americans to the Republican party, In 1970 his speech
writer, Pat Buchanan, sent him a memo analyzing a book entitled
The Real Majority. The book, Buchanan explained, argued that
the Democrats had lost their populist base by caving in to the
demands of vocal minorities, like African Americans and femi
nists. To put the Democrats on the defense, Nixon decided to pre
empt the "social issue." Instead of the "special interests" catered
to by the Democrats, Nixon decided to "aim our strategy primar
ily at disaffected Democrats, at blue-collar working class white
ethnics. We should set out to capture the vote of the forty-seven
year-old Dayton housewife." 19
Although congressional Democrats had opposed automatic
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cost-of-living increases on the grounds that they fueled inflation,
the campaign for the FAP and its ultimate failure lent momentum
to Social Security reform. As Martha Derthick explains: "Because
Social Security was popular alld [reform] feasible, it won support
when more controversial forms were stymied. . . . Incremental
changes in weil-established programs do not attract attention. " 20
What also made Social Security expansion possible was that' the
trust fund was generating excess revenues estimated to produce
cumulative reserves approaching a trillion dollars by 2025. To re
duce the reserves, the 1971 Advisory Council on Social Security
recommended automatic benefit adjustments, liberalization of the
retirement test, al1d improved disability protection.
The 1 972 amendments reduced the threat of old-age poverty
significantly and provided income security against inflation. By the
mid-1970S more than 80 percent of those over sixty-five were re
ceiving some income from Social Security. Social Security also
helped widows and widowers with dependent children and pro
vided benefits to the disabled. Still, pockets of old-age poverty re
mained. And those most likely to remain poor in old age were
women and minorities. Whereas poverty rates among white males
over age sixty-five dropped to .10.4 percent by 1972, 16.5 percent
of elderly women and 39.9 percent of elderly African Americans
were still poor.2 1
Social Security also distributed costs and benefits unevenly.
Rather than transferring income from rich to poor, it transferred
income from African Americans to whites and from working
women to, homemakers.

Distributional Inequality in Social Security
Social Security penalizes African Americans in part because they
have a lower life expectancy than whites. In 1 970 the average life
expectancy of nonwhites at age sixty was significantly lower than
that of whites. Sixty-year-old white females could expect to live
another 20.8 years and white males 16.1 years. By contrast, sixty
year-old nonwhite females had a life expectancy of only 19 years
and nonwhite males only 1 5.4 years.22 Whites received more bene
fits because they lived longer.
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54.1 percent of black women; 20.4 percent of black women
were
separated, divorced, or had a husband absent compared to
only
7·3 percent of white women.27 Another reason is that
black
women are more , likely than white women to have paid employ

ment. In 1970 only 39.5 percent of all married white women
with
a spouse present were in the labor force compared to 50 percen
t
of married, nonwhite women with a spouse present.28 Thus,
their
Social Security taxes subsidize �he spouse benefits of
white
hous.ewives. .
Still, Social Security provides the most important and most
sta
ble income source in old age for most men and women, regard
less
of race. Between 1 9 67 and 1984 average earned income decline
d
for all families except the elderly whose income rose by 55
per
cent. Most of the improvement came from Social Security benefits
which increased from 28 percent of the total share of elderly
in�
.
come to 3 6 percent.29
By the early' 1980s Social Security (including Medicare) had
be
come the sole welfare program where the middle class as well
as
the poor received something tangible back for their taxes. Not
surprisingly, public support was high. Virtua lly every public opin
ion poll between 1977 and 1990 indicated the American people
supported Social Security.30 These opinions illustrate the great vir
tue of universalism. Social Security was so well liked that it
cre
ated its own political lobby.
.

'

.

The Growth of the Elderly Lobby
When Ronald Reagan was elected presidt;nt, he promised to roll
back the . welfare state. His 198 I Om,nibus Budget Reconciliation
Act eliminated the entire public service jobs program, remove
d
400,000 individuals from the food stamp program, and reduced
or eliminated welfare and Medicaid benefits for the working poor.
It also eliminated the minimum benefit for low-income Social Se
curity recipients, ended the modest death benefit, and phased
out
benefits for older children of deceased workers, who had no politi
cal voice. In addition, residents of public housing were required to
pay 30 . percent of their income toward rent instead of
25
percent.3 1
These cuts slid through Congress, but when Reagan proposed
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more sweeping cuts in Social Security he sparked a storm of con
troversy. Reagan suggested a 1 0 percent cut in future benefits, a
3 I percent cut in early-retirement benefits, and a further nar
rowing of the rules regulating disability eligibility. This second set
of cuts attacked middle-class entitlements, and reprisals were swift
and harsh� Days after Reagan's proposal appeared, his public ap
proval rating dropped sixteen points.32 And in two congressional
elections Ohio congressman Michael Oxley barely held on to a
seat Republicans had occupied since the I930S and a secure Mis
sissippi seat went to the Democrats.33 The 1 9 8 1 budget scenario
demonstrated both the vulnerability of programs targeted to the
poor and the invincibility of Social Security.
These events and subsequent coverage of old-age politics by the
media suggest that the elderly have formed a powerful lobby.
Does such a lobby exist, and if so, what are its weapons?
One myth, that nonetheless strikes fear in the hearts of politi
cians, is that older people have enormous influence at the ballot
box. Older people do vote in greater proportions than any other
age group. In 1 9 8 8, for example, 19 percent of voters were sixty
five or older. Yet the elderly are quite heterogeneous in terms of
health, income, social ;tatus, and education and rarely vote as a
bloc. Rather, on mos!. issues, including aging policy issues, older
people are neady in tinguishable from young adults. On some
measures, in fact, they are less supportive of government benefits
for the elderly than other age groupS.34 Class, rather than age
based interests, determines how older people vote, with prosper
ous older people being conspicuously unwilling to support in
creases in Social Security and Medicare. 35
Rather than through voting, the elderly lobby has manifested its
influence through senior-citizen organizations, which grew rapidly
in the I970s. These organizations have engaged in advocacy ef
forts, lobbying and monitoring the behavior of politicians, which
they report to their constituents. The largest senior organization,
indeed the largest voluntary membership organization in the
United States, is the American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) . Founded in 1 9 5 8 mainly to provide insurance to retirees,
by 1992 AARP had more than 28 million members. AARP lobbies
actively on behalf of senior issues and scored a big success in elim
inating mandatory retirement. It has a paid staff of 1,300 and an
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annual budget of approximately a quarter of a billion dollars. Its
magazine, Modern Maturity, has the highest circulation of any
magazine in the United States.36 Modern Maturity publishes
voter's guides on candidates' positions, runs a wire service that
provides newspapers with reports 'on elderly issues, and sponsors
� weekly television series. During the 1988 presidential election,
I? New Hampshire alone, AARP mailed out 250,000 pieces of
lIterature detailing the candidates' positions on Social Security,
long-term health care, and other issues of relevance to older peo
ple. Yet because it is so large and its membership so diverse,
AARP can rarely take a position without angering someone, a di
lemma that constrains its political power even as politicians over
estimate its impact.
Other organizations are not hamstrung by these constraints.
The National Council of Senior Citizens (NCSC) was founded by ,
the AFL-CIO in 1962 to lobby for Medicare. It has approximately
four and a half million members, primarily blue-collar workers
and trade unionists, and retains a liberal Democratic bias. , Orga
nized around 4,000 active local clubs, NCSC has access to the full
lobbying power of the AFL-CIO. Moreover, its smaller size and
the shared background of its members make it more capable of
taking a stance on particular issues than the unwieldy AARP.37
The National Committee to Preserve Social Security , and Medi
care was founded in 1982 and has more than five million mem
bers, a budget of $40 million, and a well-funded political action
committee. As I will show below, it played a key role in killing
the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988. Finally, the Na
tional Association of Retired Federal Employees has a membership
of approximately half , a million and is concerned primarily with
issues of interest to reti�ed federal employees. It has an annual'
budget of five million dollars and a large political action commit
tee. This is not an exhaustive list of organizations that comprise
the old-age lobby, but it gives some sense of those that are the
most active and influentiaL
Despite their number these senior organizations played a sec
ondary role at best in most of the major policy victories of the
19608 and 1970s. The enactment of Medicare, the Employee Re
tirement Income Security Act, the Older Americans Act, and Sup
plementary Security Income (SSI), the regulation of nursing homes
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dnd prescription drugs, and improvements i n social security bene
fits , were due to the efforts of other organizations-organized la
bor, social welfare groups, and consumer groups. Most old-age
organizations emerged or became politically active after much of
the pathbreaking legislation had been passed.38 The old-age lobby
didn't create the policies; rather, the policies created the lobby.
This suggests that what makes programs based on universal crite
' class
ria successful politically is their ability to unify the middle
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Generational Equity and the Distribution of Wealth
Despite popular suppo�.R.d the presence of an elderly lobby that
successfully prevented (c �ts at a time when nearly every other so
cial program was wo �nded, some fatally, by the Reagan budget
cutting axe, attacks on, Social Security appear periodically. In the
19 80s these attacks were framed around the concept of genera
tional equity. At first, generational equity meant that the generos
ity of entitlements to the old were harmful to children. "The old,"
Philip Longman wrote in the Washington Monthly, "have come
to insist that the young not only hold them harmless for their past
profligacy, but sacrifice their own prosperity to pay for it." 40 So
cial Security had significantly reduced poverty among the elderly,
but 23 percent of children were poor. Why, Longman asked, had ,
we cut programs for children while increasing our expenditures
on the aged? Rather than investing in future economic growth,
Longman argued, Social Security squandered the nation's limited
wealth on an unproductive segment of the population.
Few bought the depiction of the elderly as greedy, selfish, and
unproductive. Unlike the poor, hidden from sight in bleak inner
cities, the elderly Were highly visible, present in every American
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family. People had only to look at their own parents and grand
parents to know that most. older people were living comfortably
but not grandly and that if the federal government stopped provid
ing income security and health care, they-their children . and
grandchildren-would have to bear the b.urden.
As the generational equity debate failed to make a dent in public
support for Social Security, conservatives who wished to see bene
fits cut began linking the idea of generational equity to broader
economic and social issues. Eerily prescient, jUst a month before
the 1987 stock market crash Peter G. Peterson published an Atlan
tic Monthly article warning that feeble productivity growth had
created "a widening split between the �lderly, among whom pov
erty is still declining, and children i,lnd young families, among
whom poverty rates' have exploded. " 41 According to Peterso�,
Americans endorsed smaller and leaner government, but between
1979 and 1 9 8 6 federal spending increased significantly. Most of
the growth was concentrated in entitlement programs, which in
creased from 5 .4 percent of gross national product (GNP) to u : 5
percent.42 By contrast, spending on the public infrastructure for
research and development in industry, education, job skills, and
remedial social services had been Cu.t.43 Not only were children
, the victims. of elderly greed, the entire . economy was held hostage
to the programs that protected the , elderly but no onl! else from
the ravages of the marketplace.
.
The theme of generational equity capitalized on the economic
issues that had split the Democratic party and turned working
class Democrats to the Republicans. By focusing on middle-class
discontent over the growing tax burden, the theme had appeal for
young, educated Republicans. At the same time the emphasis on
the penalty poor children were paying aroused the resentment of
low-income groups in traditional Democratic strongholds over
cuts in welfare benefits. For example, congressman Jim Moody
(D-WI), who hailed from a working-class district, told the Allied
Council of Senior Citizens in Milwaukee that "Many people re�
ceiving Social Security b enefits are better off than those taxed to
pay them. The federal deficit is out of control, and the young are
too heavily taxed; everyone must sacrifice; Social Security must
be curbed." 44
What lent credence to the idea that the elderly had become a

privileged class
as the reorientation of federal policy that oc
curred in the 1 98 05, as a shifting of the income-tax burden down
ward and rising inc:;ome inequality seemingly placed Social Sec�'
rity in competition with other domestic programs. .
.
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crease.45 The redistribution of the tax burden from rich to poor
resulted from two changes in the tax structure. The first was the
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1 9 8 1 Economic Recovery Tax Act. While the Act cut taxes across
the board for individuals, it reduced the top bracket on unearned
income from 70 percent to 50 percent, an enormous boon to the
small proportion of · the population deriving most of its income
from rents and interest. Then, the 1 9 8 7 tax reforms reduced the
top rate on earned income from 50 percen: to 28 perc��t.
The inequity of the tax burden on lower-Income famlhes IS com
pounded by the fact that they are least likely to have ,health , ins�r
.
.
ance. In 1 9 8 7 two-thirds of the working poor, famlites WIth in
comes less than double the poverty level, had no health
insurance.46 Yet poor, working people with no health insurance
of their own pay 1 . 5 percent of their income for health insurance
for the elderly througp. the Medicare portion of the �ocial Security
.
tax. Thus as lower-il\come Americans absorbed a hIgher share of ,
the tax b rden and s�ffered further losses through cuts in social
programs, the guaranteed automatic cost-of-living increases pro
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tected the standard of living of the elderly.
It wasn't. only the poor who paid a higher tax burden but also
the middle class. As the tax burden on both earned and unearned
income d�opped, Social Security tax rates climbed upward, from
6.05 percent 'in 1978 to 7.65 percent in 1990. The leap in the tax
rate occurred in 1 9 8 3 when Congress enacted amendments to the
Social Security Act to increase the trust fund reserves, which had
been
drained in the 1 970S due to high levels of unemployment and
.
inflation. The amendments increased the ' Social Security tax rate

and accelerated the pace of future increases.
Congress increased Social Security tax rates to build the trust
fund reserve and guarantee future generations a secure old age.
Instead' because income taxes were cut and made less progressive,
the tax burden shifted from general revenues to regressive Social
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Security taxes. Between 1980 and I9 8 8 total tax receipts remained
relatively stable-I9.4 percent of GNP in 19 80; 19 percent of
GNP in 1990. But the portion of federal taxes from Social Security
rose from 3 I percent to 3 7 percent, while income-tax revenues
dropped from 60 percent to 5 5 percent.47 Middle- and upper
middle-income households with two earners were the big losers.
Most analysts ignore the fact that the middle- and the upper
middle income elderly were also losers. In 1992; the maximum tax
able income was 2; 8 percent for all wage earners. However,
middle-income elderly were subject to considerably higher tax
rates. Two effects were involv�d. The first derived from the 1 9 8 3 .
amendments, which not only increased the tax rate but also taxed
Social Security . benefits. Single persons with incomes above
$ 2; 5 ,000 and couples with incomes above $ 3 2;,000 now had 5 0
percent o f their benefits subject to taxation. The second was the
existing limitation on other earned income. Social Security recipi
ents under age seventy lost one dollar for every three dollars
earned above $ IO,OOO a year. These taxes made the effective tax
rate for older people potentially as high as 80 percent.48 The 1993
f�deral budget further increased taxes paid by the elderly by rai
smg the taxable share of Social Security income from 50 percent
to 8 5 percent.
Still, despite growing inequality and a reduction in the standard
of �iving of young families, public support for Social Security re
mamed strong. A I 987 survey conducted for the American Associ
ation of Retired Persons concluded that there are "no signs of
waning support for programs targeted for , the elderly." Rather,
even among young adults (2I to 2;9) 77 percent believe the govern
ment should spend more money on Medicare, 74 percent favor
'
higher Social Security benefits, and 76 percent say the government
is "not doing enough for olde, people. " 49 Nonetheless, entitle
ment programs are not invincible. A recent policy issue, framed in
generation�l equity terms, demonstrates how readily social pro
grams that don't spread the costs and benefits across the entire
population can erode public support.

Just three months later, it was repealed. The events that transpired
in the interim provide some lessons about the balance that must
be maintained between universal and targeted programs.
In 1 9 8 5 Otis Bowen, secretary of Health and Human Services,
drafted a proposal to provide insurance against catastrophic
health expenses. Catastrophic health needs were still not covered
by Medicare, and a serious illness, especially if it meant a long
stay in a nursing home, could devastate an elderly person, wiping
out all savings and leaving him or her saddled with debt. Initially
the proposal was shelved, but in 1987 President Reagan, stung
by criticism of his proposal to delay the scheduled cost-of-living
increases in Social Security benefits, asked Bowen to revive it.
However, Reagan agreed to support Bowen's proposal only if the
program was financed entirely by the elderly. so
The following year a much revised proposal emerged from the
Health Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee. The
·
Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1 9 8 8 represented the
largest expansion of the Medicare program since I965. All Medi
care recipients would pay a flat premium of $4.00 a month for
extensive benefits including long-term hospital stays ( 3 6 5 days of
coverage after payment of a one-time deductible of $560), a
prescription-drug bene -fi'lt' medication not covered by pre
existing Medicare polic' es, mammography screening, hospice care,
caregiver support for nyone caring for a sick relative, and the
extension of Medicaid benefits to poor pregnant women and in
fants.S l But the program failed to alleviate the burdensome cost of
nursing-home care, merely extending nursing-home coverage un
der Medicare from IOO to I 50 days.
In addition to the flat premium, about one-third of Medi
care recipients-those who pay .at least $ I 50 in annual income
taxes-would pay � surtax. The surtax would have worked in
this fashion: for every $ I 50 paid in federal income tax, a per
son receiving Medicare would pay an additional $ 3 7 . 5 0 surtax.
A tax liability of $ I , 500 would trigger a surtax of $ 3 7 H a tax
liability of $3 ,000 would mean a. surtax of $7 50 and so on up to
a ceiling of $800, which would increase to $ I ,05Q by 1 993. If a
husband and wife were both on Medicare, both would pay the
surtax.S2
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The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of I9 88
On July I , I 9 8 8 , with the hearty engorsement o f Congress, the
Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of I 9 8 8 was signed into law.

r:

B.ecause of the surtax, the costs for middle-income taxpayers
would have been substantial, while the potential benefits would
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have been paltry. There are several reasons why the middle class
would ' actually have gained little from a program that seemed to
offer so much. First, only a small fraction of Medicare recipients
(less than 1.5 percent) would exceed. the Iso-day limit on covered
, hospital care, and only I 6.8 percent would have benefited from
the prescription-drug coverage. Second, because Medicare leaves
many · medical costs uncovered, a large portion of older people
purchase Medigap policies from private insurance companies.
These policies provide benefits similar to those covered by the Cat
astrophic Coverage Act and fill many of the holes in health-care
coverage that the new legislation would not have filled.53 Finally�
the only present source of public funding for extended nursing
home care is Medicaid, a means- and asset-tested welfare pro
gram. The middle-class elderly still would have no help in financ
ing nursing-home care, except by spending down their income and
assets to become impoverished enough ' to qualify for Medicaid.
Thus, middle- and upper-income elderly would have had to pay
increased taxes for insurance coverage they did not need, while
receiving no help with the one terrifyingly large health-care ex
pense they still faced.
Not surprisingly, the Catastrophic Coverage Act triggered an
explosive reaction from the elderly lobby. Across the country peti
tion drives and other protests arose almost instantaneously. In just
sixty days the Nevada-based Senior Coalition Against the Cata
strophic Act claimed to have gathered 4IO,OOO signatures on a
repeal petition. 54 According to newspaper reports, six thousand
older people canceled their membership in AARP, which sup
ported the legislation and opposed its repeal. And Washington leg
islators had their offices flooded with letters and calls from constit
uents, many triggered by a mail campaign begun by the National
Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare, infuriated
that the middle-income elderly would be paying the highest tax
rates in the nation as a result of the legislation. 55 What they
wanted was either repeal of the legislation, a significant reduction
of the tax burden to the middle class, or the right to withdraw
from the new benefits (and costs) with no penalty on other health
care coverage.
Historically, Medicare has been funded through payroll taxes,
which socialized its costs. The legislation represented the first suc-
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cessful attempt to "de-socialize" an entitlemen.t program. Instead
of spreading the costs across the entire working population, it
placed them solely on the shoulders of the elderly with the middle
class paying the most.
On October 4, I989, the House voted to repeal the program it
had approved just I 6 months earlier. Two days later the Senate
voted to repeal the surtax and retain only the long-term hospital
benefits, eliminating the ceiling on doctors' biBs, the expanded
nursing-home benefits, and the drug benefits. Thus, a program
that would have provided needed health benefits to the least pros
perous aged, to the disabled of. all ages, and to poor women and
children was destroyed because it was financed solely by middle
and upper-income elderly.
The Catastrophic Care Act illustrates that middle-class support
for social programs hinges on shared costs and shared returns for
tax dollars. When programs are socialized across the entire popu
lation, the cost for any individual is relatively small compared to
the benefits received. But when upper- and middle-income individ
uals, in this case the aged, are asked to sustain a program that
primarily benefits the poor, . the relationship between costs and
benefits is reversed.
Theda Skocpol ar�That universal programs are .preferable to
racially targeted so¢ial programs because they "create new sym
bolic and political �pace for more targeted efforts on behalf of
disadvantaged people.» 56 The sad fate of the Catastrophic Care
Act illustrates how little "political space" exists when the middle
class has to pay for the poor. It makes one wonde( how much
targeting within universal programs is possible before the middle
class revolts.

The Legacy of Universalism
Proponents of universalism believe that only such programs can
mobilize sufficient political support. By this measure Social Secu
rity is the United. States' most successful social program. Yet this
political support did not immediately commence, and, aside from
protecting the program from cuts, it is not clear what import
this support actually has. It certainly does not produce the
groundswell of opinion necessary to make large improvements in
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the program. It is also not clear that the same amount of political
support could be generated for other social programs. Unlike in
come support in old age, not everyone needs job training or wel
fare, and housing policy already has a universal component in the
tax break it provides to the middle class. There is no guarantee
that people would willingly pay for programs unlikely to benefit
them.
The more salient issue is whether u�iversal programs can rescu.e
the ghetto underclass. Advocates of targeted programs maintain
that universal programs are too costly and that the problems faced
by the nation's most impoverished families "can only be amelio
rated by highly concentrated comprehensive benefits and sQcial
services devised especially for the poor. " 57 For example, Nicholas
Lemann argues that the only solution to the woes of the ghettos
is to direct social programs where they will do the most good and
have the most chance of reaching those who need them.58 Simi
larly, Isabel Sawhill contends that "if there is one lesson that we
have learned from all the evaluations and research that has been
conducted since the War on Poverty began, it is that service pro
grams that provide limited benefits to many people, although po�
litically popular, are not effective in responding to the problems
of the most seriously disadvantaged." 59 Proponents of targeting
also claim that some targeted programs have been remarkably suc
cessful in withstanding budget cuts and in providing basic services,
such as health care, to the poor.60
The problem with these debates is that they fail to distinguish
between targeting by .income and targeting by race, which raise
separate issues in the minds of: most people. Opinion polls show a
sizeable difference in public support for programs targeted to the
poor and programs targeted to African Americans. As Table 7 . 1
shows, white Americans are significantlt more likely to favor tax
breaks for businesses to locate in poor areas than in black ghettos,
to favor spending more money on schools in poor areas than in
black ghettos, and to favor special scholarships for poor children
than for black children.61 Although a majority of Americans are
willing to support some targeted measures, the differential re
sponses suggest that racial considerations do affect support for
social programs.
So what can universal programs accomplish ? Ceftainly they can
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Table 7.1. Comparison of Responses o(White Americans Indicating
Support for Programs for the Poor and for Blacks
Would you favor or oppose giving business and industry special tax breaks for 10eating
in poor and high
unemployment areas

in largely black

areas

7·7
3 5·5
2.5.0
2.4.6
7· 2.

strongly favor
favor
neither
oppose

Would you favor or oppose spending more money on the schools, especially for
pre-school and early education programs
in poor and highareas
strongly favor
favor
neither
oppose
strongly oppose

2.9·4
5 6.8
7·9
4·5
1 ·5

in

black areas

1 7·4
5 0•6
15·3
1 2.· 3
4·3

Would you favor or oppose providing special college scholarships for children
who maintain good grades who are
from economically
black children
disadvantaged backgrounds
strongly favor
favor
neither
oppose
. strongly oppose

SOUTce: 1992. General Social Survey

3 6.7
54·7
5·7
1.6
1 ·3

1 6.6
5 3 .1
1 4 .1
I I ·5
4·8

enhance income security for all people. However, the inequities in
Social Security benefits reflect race and gender inequities in the
labor market. Universal programs cannot eliminate inequality as
long as universality is equated with labor force participation.
When work opportunities are constrained by race or by gender,
benefit levels reflect these inequities.
But perhaps Americans don't want their welfare state to elimi
nate inequality. The question, then, is what does the nation expect
from its social programs? I address this issue in Chapter 8.

EI GHT

Rebuilding
the Welfare State

:s

n less than a decade Johnson's War on Poverty was over. Its

I nucleus,. the Office of Economic Opportunity, was abolished

and itS programs e'the -:-t!.ansferred to other agencies or directed
toward other
. goals. he ob Corps went to the Department of
.
Labor;
literacy tr ning and Headstart to the Department of
.
.
Health, Education nd Welfare; job training was steered away
from the poor; a program to help the poor buy their own homes
was halted; and community action was eliminated altogether.
Undeniably, the War on Poverty did not end poverty in
America. Indeed, it was not designed to do so. Only $800 million
was appropriated for its first year of operation, and- the programs
were not designed to redistribute wealth or fundamentally restruc
ture the economy. 1 Still, the antipoverty effort accomplished
much. The number of poor Americans fell from about 1 8 percent
in 1960 to only 9 percent by 1 9 7 2, the result of a substantial
expansion of all social welfare programs including Social Security,
unemployment compensation, Medicare, food stamps, 'a nd public
assistance.2 Among children, poverty rates declined from 27 per
cent in 1 9 60 to 1 5 percent in 1 974, a decisive (though short
lived) victory.3
The black middle class gained more. Federal grants helped bring

J
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the percentage of black 18- to 24-year-olds enrolled in college
from 1 3 in 1965 to 22.6 by 1975, a trend that if continued would
have produced parity by 1 9 8 3 . Further, affirmative action pro
grams provided black college graduates opportunities that had
previously eluded them. Whereas before World War II 73 p ercent
of college-educated African Americans chose either the ministry
or teaching, where even then they served almost exclusively black
communities, by 1989 the number holding white-collar jobs in
creased by 5 22 percent. Affirmative action also reduced wage dif
ferentials. By the mid-1970S black men earned more than two. thirds of what white men earned and black and white women
drew even.4
On the other hand, during this same period on nearly every
indicator the quality of life for poor African Americans declined.
Between the early 1 970S and the late 19 80s the percent of two
parent black families fell from 63.4 to 40.6; the labor force partic
ipation rates of black high school dropouts fell by 2 5 percentage
points, rates of joblessness among black men rose from 4.7 to
1 3 . 6 percent, and the percent of children born oUt , of wedlock
increased from 3 5 . 1 to 62.6 percent.5
Conservatives had a ready explanation for inner city decline.
They blamed the liberal welfare state of the 1960s. This argument
first appeared in George Gilder's book Wealth and Poverty. Gilder
contends .that poverty resulted not only from such individual traits
as indolence and cynicism but also from the demoralizing impact
of public policy. What demoralized the poor most, according to
Gilder, was a perverse welfare system that eroded work and family
values and eliminated incentives to move up the ladder of equal
opportunity. 6
Charles Murray pursues this argument in greater depth. In Los
ing Ground, he argues that the antipoverty programs of the 1960s
. reduced incentives to marriage, decreased the attractiveness of
low-wage work, and increased the benefits of bearing children out
of we410ck. The Horatio Alger ethic-starting at the bottom, ac
quiring job skills, and then moving "into a relatively secure job
with decent wages "-was undermined by "the reforms of the
1960s. They discouraged poor young people, and especially poor
young males, from pursuing this slow, incremental approach. " In
stead, Murray claims, the reforms "increased the size of the wel-
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fare package and transformed the eligibility. rules so as to make
welfare a more available and attractive temporary alternative to a
job." They also "diminished the stigma associated with welfare
and simultaneously devalued the status associated with working
at a menial, low-paying job-indeed, holding onto a menial job
became in some communities a source of stigma." 7
Critics readily demolished the argument that rising unemploy
ment among young, black men and declining marriage rates was
caused by liberal social programs. Murray's analysis was based on
the increase in the value of the welfare package, especially AFDC
and other programs targeted to the very poor, which by 1972
nearly equaled a minimum-wage job. The problem with attribut
ing inner-city decline to the welfare package is that ' after 1972
eligibility ' rules tightened. By 1;984 the real value of AFDC plus
food stamps had declined more than 20 percent. 8 Further, in 1976
Congress enacted the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC), which
provided low-income families with tax credits for each dollar they
earned.9 How, then, could a decline in welfare benefits and the
addition of a program with built-in work incentives explain the
inc�ease in female-headed households and unemployment among
young black men? Why did the trend toward black joblessness
and family dissol ronIT()t reverse itself when the relative advan
tage of work over welfare increased sharply? 10
.
More i�portan , Gilder and Murray
ignore
. the fact that racial
,
segregation remains an enduring feature of urban life in America.
From 1970 to 1 990, rates of racial concentration in thirty metro
politan areas remained virtually unchanged. In northern cities in
1 970 the average level of racial concentration was 84.5. By 1990
it had declined only slightly to 77. 8 . In southern cities racial con
centration declined from 7 5 . 3 to 66. 5, better than in the North
but still high. 1 1 The costs are high. Segregation systematically
builds deprivation into the residential structure of black communi
ties and increases the susceptibility of the neighborhood to spirals
of decline. A harsh and extremely disadvantaged environment also
creates an oppositional culture that further separates ghetto resi
dents from the majority of society. In isolating African Americans
geographically, segregation undermines political support for jobs
and services to the ghetto. As Douglas Massey and Nancy Denton .
explain: "That blacks are the only ones to benefit from resources

t
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allocated to the ghetto-and are the only ones harmed when re
sources are removed-makes it difficult for them to find partners
for political coalitions. . . . Segregation prevents blacks from par
ticipating in pluralist politics based on mutual self-interest." 1 2
Despite anomalies i n Murray's evidence and the persistence of
racial segregation, the argument that the welfare state was respon
sible for urban decay resonated with the public. It provided the
rationale for draconian budget cuts in social programs when Ron
ald Reagan became president. In 1 9 8 1 he began rolling back the
welfare state. Funds for job training declined from more than 6
million in 19Bo to less than 2. 5 million by 1 9 84.13 Funds to state
and local governments were also reduced from a flood to a trickle.
In 1 9 8 1 deep cuts in federal aid to states and localities reduced
funding to 1968 levels. These cuts forced cities to rely more on
their own dimini�hing tax bases.14
Federal suPpo.rt for housing was also devastated. New low
income housing starts financed by HUD dropped from 1 8 3 ,000 in
. 1980 to only 2 8,000 in 198 5 , 15 Housing aid dwindled from more
than 50 million in 1977 to less than 9 million in 1988. As a result,
the proportion of households receiving federal assistance to own
their own homes declined from 3 4 percent to less than 20 percent
by 1988. Hardest hit were young families struggling to buy their
first homes. Among people aged 25 to 3 4, the rate of home owner
ship plummeted from 5 3 . 3 percent in 1980 to 4 5 . 1 percent in
1 987.16

Nor is poverty confined to members of minority groups. Rather,
minorities face economic risks that most Americans confront: the
risk of slipping into poverty through the loss of a job, a decline in
earnings, or the breakup of a marriage.1S In the past two decades
these risks have spread beyond the near-poor and working class.
Middle-class families can no longer presume that their standard of
living will improve, for they, too, are vulnerable to the economic
insecurity that their parents' generation had seemingly overcome.
The parents of today's middle class were blessed by being born
into an era of unprecedented economic prosperity, which not only
enhanced family income but also produced the excess economic
capacity for expanding the welfare state. The decades following
World War II · brought a rising standard of living, even to those
with little education. From 1947 to 1973 real income grew at a
rate of 2.5 to 3.0 percent per year. Median family income (in con
stant dollars) increased by 4 2 percent between 1 949 and 1 9 5 9 and
by 3 8 percent between 1 9 5 9 and 1 969.19 Improved living stan
dards were accompanied by an expanding welfare state that
helped stabilize wages over . the life course and that provid�d a
refuge for those who fell between the cracks. By 1973, the average
income of young (25 to 34 years old) men with a high school
education exceedr,($2.4, 5 00 (in 1988 dollars), a postwar high.2o
Then after nearly thirty years of improving living standards, the
wages of America.l1 workers entered a period of real decline. The
year 1973 marked the end of rapid growth, as mean earnings for
all white males fell from $ 1 9,619 to $ 19,307 (in 1984 dollars) .21
. By 1 9 8 3 the proportion of full-time, male workers earning enough
to provide their families a middle-class lifestyle decreased from
5 6 to 47 percent with two-thirds of the shrinkage shifting to the
lower class.22
These losses did not occur across the board but fell most heavily
on entering workers. Between 1973 and 1987 the median real
earnings of full-time younger workers fell, while . the incomes of
older workers rose. Unskilled young workers were especially hard
hit, as median real earnings of 25 to 3 4-year-old male high school
graduates working full-time fell by 1 2 percent.23 Although enter
ing workers always begin at the bottom of the jobs-and-income
ladder, the acceleration in income inequality has meant that the
youths of the 1970S are aging in place.24
.

The Postwar Welfare State and the Declining
lWiddle Class
The attack on the welfare state has had an insidious and negative
effect on the inner ' cities, but it has also hurt the poor outside of
ghettos and the middle class. In the continuing furor over the qual
ity of life in the cities, it is easy to forget that the percent of poor
people who live in ghettos is relatively small. In 1980 only 8.9
percent of all poor, 2 1 . 1 percent of black poor, and 1 5 .9 percent
of Hispanic poor lived in ghetto areas.17 Other poor Americans
live in mixed-income and nonpoor neighborhoods. Poverty is not
confined to urban ghettos, though its worst features are more visi
ble there.
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Despite real declines in wages, initially family income remained
stable, as the entry of women into the labor force compensated
for the loss of male earning pqwer. Between 1970 and 1 990 the
percent of women under age 6 5 in the labor force rose from 5 0 to
, nearly 70 percent.25 Women's incomes became crucial to family
security. By 1 990 more than 60 percent of all families had two
earners. This is not surprising for only families in which both hus
band and wife were working could maintain a middlecclass life
style. The traditional American family, the nostalgic "Leave It To
Beaver" family of the 1 9 50S, had all but disappeared. But even in
families where both husband and wife worked, declining real
wages reduced family income. As a result the proportion of Ameri
can families who were middle class fell from 60 percent in 1 969
to only 5 3 percent DY 1 9 8 6.26
Declining wages are not solely responsible for the shrinking
middle class. The increased divorce rate and increased number of
children born out of wedlock ' has also reduced the standard of
living of many women and put their children at risk of living in
poverty. According to the 1990 Census, 2.6.4 percent of white
fem�le-headed households and 5 1 . 2. perqent of black female
headed households were below poverty level.27 Divorced women
usually experience downward mobility simply because wives can
not match the earning capacities of their former husbands. Al
though women. have gained relatively to men, in 1 9 8 7 , women's
median earnings were still only 67 percent of male earnings.28 The
earnings disadvantage divorced women face in the labor market is
compounded by erratic or inadequate child-support payments
from ex-husbands.
The risks young families and divorced women experience rever
berate across the generations, as middle-aged parents reduce their
own standards of living to help their children and grandchildren.
Parents loan children money, give them down payments for a
house, and continue to share their homes long after their children
'are grown. More young families are now living with their middle
aged parents because they can't make it on their own. Between
1 9 64 and 1988, the percent of persons aged twenty to thirty-nine
living in their own households with their own children decreased
from 66 to 47 while the proportion living in the household of
another primary family member increased from 1 5 to 2.3 per
cent.29 Although young families are most affected by declining

family income, the economic pressures they feel are shared across
generations.
The postwar welfare state was constructed around a model of a
two-parent family with a blue-collar, male wage earner. Social
insurance programs like Social Security, worker's compensation,
unemployment insurance, and disability insurance were designed
to provide income security over the life course and to take' care of
the widows and orphans of these working mer.. This two-parent,
male wage earner household is no longer the model family type.
According to the 1990 census, only 2.1 percent of households con
sisted of married couples with children.30 Further, even in families
with two parents in the household the majority of mothers are in
the labor force. Single mothers have even higher rates of labor
force participation: in 1990 64 percent of never-married mothers
with school-aged children and 8 3 .4 percent of divorced mothers
with school-aged children were working. Even mothers of pre
school children and infants were working at increasing rates: 5 8 .4
percent �f women with children under six were in the labor force,
,
3 6.9 percent full-time.3 1 The market cannot adequately prOVIde
for these vulnerable families; neither can existing social programs.
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al, the composition of the working �lass as
Since the New
changed. It is no,"" comprised more of women employed 10 servIce
jobs than of meh in manufacturing jobs.32 Programs that ade
quately protected the families of fully employed male workers in
manufacturing industries from risks associated with cyclical fluc
tuations in business and from loss of employment in old age are
insufficient to protect part-time employees in low-wage service in
dustries characterized by high labor turnover and the absence of
fringe benefitsY What these workers need is a reconstructed wel
fare state to protect them, and their children, from falling into

poverty.
Despite the need for safe and affordable child care, especially
among those welfare mothers the American public would most
like to see working, the federal government is only minimally in
volved in providing services to children and in regulating child
care in, the private sector. In 1 9 8 1 less than 5 percent of the chil
dren from low-income families who were potentially eligible for
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child-care support actually received it. The 1 9 8 1 budget cuts
forced thirty-two states to reduce funding for child care and thirty

three states to reduce enforcement standards and staff.34 Support
that does exist consists of two streams: direct support for low
income families and a tax subsidy for middle- and upper-income
families. A bleak picture, indeed.
This situation exists even though the greatest increase in work
ing women in the past decade has taken place among mothers

with young children. Research shows that the ability of mothers
of young children to work is constrained by the availability of
reasonably priced child care.35 Women who pay high costs for
child care have higher rates of job turnover. When child-care costs
are too high, women, especially poor women, withdraw . from the
labor force. The l'aucity of child care penalizes women who need
employment support most-the young mother, the · unmarried
mother, the black mother; and the poor mother.36
• What programs will help protect these families? Mandatory are
health insurance, child care, the right to paid leave from work
after the birth of a child, and to care for ill children and parents.
What is also needed, given the absence of any viable policy to
increase wages, is further expansion of the EITC to subsidize those
low-wage jobs that almost guarantee a life of impoverishment. In
199 3 a first step was taken in this direction. More is needed. Work
should pay.
In 1 9 8 8 Congress also sought to reform the welfare system with
the passage of the Family Support Act. The Act requires aU states
to broaden their eligibility criteria for AFDC to provide at least
six months' coverage each year to two-parent families where
one member is unemployed. The working poor who receive a re
fund from the EITC will henceforth not have that amount sub
tracted from their AFDC benefits. And child care and other
work expenses of AFDC recipients are to be covered more gener.
ously.
Yet job training is still minimal and largely aimed at two-parent
families, i.e., at men; only . 20 percent of single-parent families
(women) will receive training and placement assistance by 1995,
and, by all accounts, most states have done little to implement the
new measures.37 Even if fully implemented, the measure is unlikely
to bring poor women off the welfare rolls, because it is based
on the assumption that "the principal determinant of poverty is

unemployment. ,, 38 Reform oriented toward such a view ignores
the fact that women can work full-time and still fall below poverty
leveP9 Encouraging women to work without making work pay
will do little to lead women. out of poverty. Though welfare re
form· coupled with job training, child care subsidies, and health
care will improve AFDC, these measures overlook the more fun

damental issue of inequality in the labor market.
Is all this too much to ask? The experience of other, less affluent
nations suggests that it is not. Compared to other countries, the
United States has a sorry record. In the mid- 1980s the poverty
rate of young families with children in the· United States was 3 9 · 5
percent compared to 29. 5 percent i n Canada, 2. 3 . 2 percent in the
United Kingdom, 1 8 . 8 percent in Germany, 3 1 . 1 percent in the
0
Netherlands, 9 . 1 percent in France, and 5 . 3 percent in Sweden.4
As Figure 8.1 shows, these countries have successfully used gov-
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Figure 8.1. Percent of poor households (before taxes and transfer in
come) that were lifted out of poverty as a result of government tax and
transfer systems. Poverty is defined as 50 percent of the median income
for households with heads 20-55 years old in each country. (Source:
Katherine McFate, Poverty, Inequality and the Crisis of Social Policy,

Washington, D.G.: Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies,
I99I.)
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help a significant percentage of poor, couple-headed families with
children attain minimum-income levels. Sweden helps almost half
of this group rise above poverty, and France helps almost six of
every ten couple-headed families rise above poverty. The United .
States is unique in its failure to use social policy to improve the
economic circumst:\nc<;s of families with children.
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Figure 8.2. Percentage of all poor families with children lifted out
of
poverty by government interventions. Poverty is defined as 50 percent of
the median income for households with heads 20-55 years old in each
country. (Source: . Katherine McFate, Poverty, Inequality and the Crisis
of Social Policy, Washington, D.C.: Joint Center for Political and Eco

nomic Studies, 199I .)

ernment tax and transfer systems to lift families out of poverty.
The United States is a dismal :exception. More households had
income reduced by taxes than increased by transfer payments.
The lack of support has been especially punishing to children in
single-parent families. As Figure 8 . 2 shows, the Netherlands, Swe
den, and the United Kingdom have used tax and transfer programs
to lift more than three-quarters of all poor, single-parent families
. out of poverty. In the United States, by contrast, such programs
.
helped less than 5 percent.
A further irony is that American policy does least for those
whom anti-spending conservatives hold up as the model for all
families, the two-parent household. In every industrialized country
except the United States, government tax and transfer systems

The New Deal tied benefits to work effort, spread the costs of
social provision across the entire working population, and created
a base of support upon which to build real income security for the
working class. It also left an enduring legacy of racial division that
had to be undone. The War on Poverty sought to create instead
an "equal opportunity" welfare state to integrate African Ameri
cans into the national political economy. Although most Ameri
cans believed these objectives were just, the "equal opportunity"
welfare state created a zero-sum game. It asked the working class
to make compromises but offered no incentives to do so. '
Any effort to revive support for social provision must recognize
that programs m\lst reward those who pay their costs. Still, that
fundamental fact , provides only minimal guidelines for ' con
structing a second New Deal. What else is needed? Some policy
analysts argue that new social programs must be constructed
around the pri9opfeS'1;hat have made Social Security popular. In
Gaining Groutfd, for example, Charles Lockhart contends that So
cial Security h'as succeeded because it fits nicely with American
political culture. The political culture consists of six prominent
values: liberty, economic efficiency, equality, democracy, commu
nityJwd social solidarity, and human dignity. Although no social
pro ram can be entirely compatible with all core values, Social
Security comes closest because it rewards constructive activity,
that is, exertion or effort in the paid labor market.41
Certainly, Americans respect programs that reward work effort.
The popularity of Social Security, however, results not only from
its implicit value system but, more important, because it protects
.the family a�ross generations. Social Security pays benefits to men
and women of working age who become disabled, to children of
deceased workers, and to widows and widowers. It also protects
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the family ind rect y by taking the burden of suppor
ting elderly
parents off their chIldren and grandchildren.
As postin ustdal society faces the dilemma of creatin
g eco
,
nomiC
�ecurtty for the new working class, the key lesson is
that
the famdy is the core societal unit, regardless of the
form it takes
at protecti�g the family is an objective nearly everyone
�nd
be�
l �eves IS worthwhi e. Yet the United States cannot protect
its fami
bes as long as racial segregation remains a blemish on
the Ameri
can conscie ce and a contradiction of the American
�
ethos. A
comprehenSive welfare state that enhances the rights of
citizenship
cannot be erected on the foundation· of racial segregation.
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Explaining American
Exceptionalism

alf a century ago the Carnegie Foundation invited the Swed
economist, Gunnar Myrdal, to take a hard look at
American race relations. Myrdal was not only an eminent scholar
but also a foreigner, capable of scrutinizing American society with
an obje<;tivity: no native could muster. Captivated by a nation he
saw as'simult eously energetic, moral, rational, pragmatic, and
above all, optimistic, Myrdal . nonetheless discerned a disturbing
contradiction between what he termed "the American creed" and
the treatment of blacks. 1 Rooted in an abiding liberal ethos, the
American creed embodied ideals of liberty, j ustice, and equality
of opportunity. Americans espoused this creed with a remarkable
unanimity, regardless of national origin, race, or social class. Their
country, they proudly told Myrdal, was the land of the free, the
cradle of liberty, the home of democracy. How then, Myrdal puz
zled, could these champions of liberty and equality of opportunity
engage in rigid racial discrimination that negated every aspect of
the creed ? How could a nation that espoused a democratic ideol
ogy and adhered to a constitution that provided the most demo
cratic state structure in the ' world establish political, social, and
economic institutions around a deep racial divide? For Myrdal,
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"The subord�na�e position of the Negro [was] perhaps the' most
.
confhct m the American conscience and the greatest un
glarmg
solved task for American democracy." 2 .
Although Myrdal, a foreigner, readily identified this fundamen
tal characteristic of American society, it has been disregarded by
most other observers. Political theorists who attempt to trace the
gran.d p�no,rama �f American, politics generally fail to recognize
how racial mequahty has contmually reshaped the nation's social'
economic, and political institutions. James Morone, for example
argues that the central dynamic of American society is the expan
.
SlO�
o the state bureau�racy and the resultant democratic impulse
.
.
�o hmit this threat to CIVIC liberty.3 For Walter Dean Burnham, it
IS the arrested development of political parties.4 For Kevin Phil
lips, it is an intensification in the concentration of wealth.s
I be�ieve that only Gunnar Myrdal has correctly identified the
mo e mporta�t motor of change, the governing force from the
� �
�anon s f01,lndmg to the present: the politics of racial inequal
Ity. The upheavals that periodically alter the nation's institutional
arrangements stem from the contradictions between an egalitarian
ethos and anti-democratic practices that reproduce racial in
equality.
'
e pattern can be observed during the decades from the RevolutlOnary War to the Civil War. In those years, an industrialized
, an expanding base of free labor contained within its
North With
borders a separate natiOn, a cotton-producing South dependent
for profit �n slave labor. After the Civil War officially ended slav
ery, Amencan state formation remained fettered by the unique
configuration of North and ' South. The North had an organized
�orking class, full political democracy (after 1920), and a compet
Itive two-party system. A nation within a nation the South re
mained primarily �gricultu�al, distinguished politi�ally by a one- .
party syste� and disfranchisement of blacks and economically by
sharecroppmg, an arrangement that guaranteed planters control
over a subservient, primarily black labor force. Few workers in
the South organized into unions, and the unions that did exist
were greatly weakened by their refusal to admit black workers.
The New Deal represented a breakthrough toward a more so
. democratic, Keynesian welfare state. It also set in motion a
Cial
great migration of blacks out of the South. The migration under-
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Race and Theories of American Exceptionalism
The Polity-Centered Approach
democratization and
. Polity-centered theorists view the sequence of
the timing and
bureaucratization as crucial to understanding
in nations where
structure of the welfare state. They argue that
e citizens won the
government bureaucracies were installed befor
tions that pro
right to vote, state bureaucrats instituted regula
result, when the
tected their positions from partisan use. As a
activists could
working class began to mobilize politically, party
d parties had
not use the "spoils of office" to attract voters. Instea
rate.6 Be
electo
to rely on programmatic appeals to the emerging
appeal,
tic
amma
cause ymrlonal\welfare provisions had wide progr
y.
they became a tesource for securing party loyalt
cratization pre
By contrast, in the United States electoral demo
on was not
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nal
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pro
gh
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rate
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distributed in .
were
waged battles over the spoils of office, which
a particularistic manner to loyal constituents?
national welfare
This argument helps explain the late onset of a
decades of the
three
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state in the United States. During the
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War
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l
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�buses continued to haunt New D al reformers. who only
par
tially succeeded in instituting civil
service reforms and extending
the bureaucracy. Some program
s of the Social Security Act of
193 5 di set national regulations
and national eligibility criteria
,
but slgm
ficant departures from these stan
dards were allowed in
other programs. Ann Orloff argu
es that this failure to create uni
formity

�

�

reflected the inability of Roosevelt
administration officials to over
come the deep resistance of Congress
.a nd some congressi.onal constit
uencies � reform a d. ultimately
the large .obstacles represented by
�
?
the legaCies .of AmerIcan state-budding
and state structure. . . . The
patr.onage practices initially encourag
ed by early mass democracy
and the lack of bureaucratic state
-building deprived reformers .of
readily available instituti.onal capa
cities for carrying .out new social.
spending activities. 8

The federal bureaucracy's incomplete authority over the New Deal
welfare state was not primarily a legacy of patronage politics,
however, but rather a legacy of incomplete democracy. The con
frontations between the New Deal bureaucracy and the states
were not struggles over regulating patronage per se but struggles
?ver the way patronage inhibited basic democratic rights. A lim
Ited bureaucracy allowed the southern states to operate autono
mously from central government authority and to deprive African
A?Ierica?s of the soci�l rights extended to other citizens. Programs
with natIonal regulatIons and national eligibility criteria excluded
Mrican Americans; programs for which blacks were eligible re
,
mamed
under the jurisdiction of local welfare authorities. Other
New Deal programs actively u,sed .the federal bureaucracy to sup
press democracy. Federal hous1Og programs tacitly endorsed racial
segregation, while federal labor laws ignored racial discrimination
by employers and trade .unions.
The second phase of bureaucratic state-expansion occurred dur
ing the 1960s. Instead of building upon the New Deal, the War
on Poverty challenged its bureaucratic legacies. It established new
patronage networks that by-passed anti-democratic political struc
tures. In dis�ibuting federal funds for job training, housing, and
, Improvement, the War on Poverty helped extend socommumty
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cial rights to African Americans. Ho��ver, the� reso�rces also
,
unintentionally fueled struggles over clVlI and polItical
nghts--the
right to work and the right to participate in politics. Ironically,
then, whereas bureaucracy repressed democracy, patronage pro
vided the means for democratic institutions to emerge. .
Polity-centered theorists rightly argue that the development of ·
the welfare state must be analyzed in the context of broader pro
cesses of state formation. But in concentrating on . the war against
patronage abuse, they neglect the w�r waged for d�mocracy.
Among the distinctive features of Amencan sta�e for�atlon, �one
,
is more salient than the failure to extend full CItizenship
to Afncan
Americans. It is this characteristic, more than any other, that has
influenced the development of the welfare state. The battle over
. racial equality delayed national welfare programs, limited the
reach of the federal bureaucracy, and shaped the structure of the
programs that were developed in the two key periods-the New
Deal and the War on Poverty

. Working Class Weakness

A second explanation of American exceptionalism . is the legacy
of a weak working class. Andrew Martin captures the essence of
.
.
this argument:
·
·

·

·rrj� f�ure of .organized labor to de�eI.op suJficiently :.0, pr.ovide t�e

basis f.or a union-party formati.on . . . has been a deCISive fact.or In
the failure .of c.ohesive parties t.o devel.op. In the absence .of such par�
ties it is difficult t.o see what can substantially .overcome the frag
me ted .or archaic, character .of public auth.ority in the United States.
Under e circumstances it can hardly be surprising that the role .of
the public sector in the merican economy has l �gg d behind that in
the industrially advanced West European c.ountrles. · .

�

dt

A

;

But when we consider the unique role race has played in Ameri
can working-class politics, it becomes clear that this view ignores
the importance of racial conflict in weakening the labor movement
and undermining support for the welfare state.
.
,
From the Civil War to the New Deal, workers fought a 10s1Og
battle to organize into trade unions. Factors that weakened labor
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included the consolidation of corporate pbwer, the emergence of
new industries-rubber, automobiles, chemicals-that depended
largely on unskilled labor, and the migration of older industries to
the South.1 0 During the New Deal, resistance by skilled workers
to integrating trade unions thwarted working-class solidarity and
divided the labor movement. Trade union discrimination festered
for decades until complaints from civil rights advocates forced the
AFL to confront its discriminatory policies. Even then the skilled
trades refused to yield.
These practices made it impossible for trade unions to institute
a pro-labor political agenda during its one historic opportunity.
That opportunity arose during the 1960s when, according to J. '
David Greenstone, organized labor's political influence , most
closely approximated the European model:
[T]he American labor movement's role in the national Democratic
party represented a partial equivalence to the Social Democratic [for
merly socialist] party-trade union alliances in much of Western Eu
rope. This equivalence obtained with respect to its activities as a
party campaign [and lobbying] organization, its influence as a party
faction, and its welfare state objectives. 1 1

Yet instead o f realizing a full employment policy and n ew social
programs to fill in the gaps in the welfare state, organized labor
made no gains in the 1960S. Instead, the government first insti
tuted tax cuts and then embarked on an anti-poverty effort tar
geted to African Americans.
The failure of the working class to unite behind th,e welfare state
resulted from racial tensions that surfaced over job training pro
grams and housing policy. The skilled trade unions opposed fed
eral job training programs for several reasons. The programs not
only provided an alternative to union apprenticeships, they also
became the means by which the government could pressure the
skilled trades to integrate. The consequences were harmful ' to the
long-term vitality of the union movement. In taking the indefen!>i
ble position of defending racist policies, the skilled trade unions
undermined union solidarity and provided a Republican adminis
tration with a weapon to further intervene in union prerogatives.
Racial tension also sapped working class strength in another
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The weakness of the American labor movement has thus been
both a product and a producer of racial divisions. And a divided
labor movement has been less capable of promoting social programs that enhance working-class solidarity.
.

derly, and the disabled, the New Deal liberalism of the Democratic
party came to mean active, positive intervention for the public
good. Public support was high for programs that protected the
many against the abuses of the few and taxed the few for the
benefit of the many.16
During the 1 960s, liberalism was redefined. Instead of govern
ment intervention for the common good, what defined the new
liberalism, racial liberalism, was the premise of government inter
vention for civil rights. Government intervention for civil rights
meant that the struggle for equal opportunity came to permeate
issues of social policy. Nearly every social program-welfare, job
training, community action, housing-became more than compo
nents of the welfare state that one supported or reviled depending
upon whether one favored government intervention (a liberal) or
opposed it (a conservative) . Rather, because the reconstructi�n of
race relations became inextricably woven into the very fabrIC of
the Great Society, support for social programs came to mean !lUp

Liberal Values
There is a long tradition in political theory that states
that Ameri
cans oppose government intervention of all forms . becaus
e of a
legacy of strong, liberal values. According to the "values
" argu
ment, America's "classic liberal tradition was born in
rebellion
against British rule, as the lack of strong class divisions
or a feudal
heritage · nurtured an encompassing liberal culture. ·
In liberal
thought individual rights are sacred, private property is
honored,
and state authority is distrusted. It is this distrust of state author
ity
that has been the chief obstacle to the development of
American
social program s.14
But as I noted previously, Americans have often supported
mas
sive government intervention in the form of social progra
ms such
as veteran's pensions, Social Security, and Medicare.
Conflicts
over the welfare state derive not from a deeply ingrain
ed distrust
of the state but from competing definitions of liberty
: liberty as
the positive freedom to act on one's conscious purposes verSUS
the
negative freedom from external constraints on speech
, behavior,
.
and association. 1 5
The experience of the War on Poverty shows that public
antago
nism to most of the anti-poverty programs only minima
lly con
cerned opposition to government intervention per · se.
Reducing
government intervention became a rallying point only when
social
programs threatened the negative liberties of white Americ
ans. But
the evidence also indicates a more complex historical transfo
rma
tion, a redefinition of the very meaning of liberalism.
The Democrats took office in 1 9 3 2 with a popular manda
te to
develop a new approach to eC0nomic and social problems
that the
Depression had brought painfully into locus. As govern
ment be
gan monitoring malpractice among corporations, suppor
ting the
rights of workers to organize into unions, and using the
state to
alleviate the suffering of poor children, the unemployed,
the el-
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port for integration. It also meant that if one opposed government
intervention on behalf of civil rights, then one also opposed the
social programs that helped enforce them.
This reconstruction of liberalism had concrete political conse
quences, for the War on Poverty activated the inherent conflict
between positive and negative liberty. The positive liberties it ex
tended to African. Americans were viewed by the working class as
· lnfritl�ements on their negative liberties, the liberty for trade
unions to discriminate in the selection of apprentices atld to con
trol job raining programs; the liberty to exclude minorities from
representatiotl in local politics; the liberty to maintain segregated
neighborhoods. The resentment these infringements triggered de
stroyed the New Deal coalition of northern wage workers and
southern racial conservatives, the stable Democratic party base for
three decades.
As this coalition splintered over the racial issue, Republicans
learned to capitalize .on the racial hostilities civil rights enforce
ment had generated. In the 1 964 electiotl Barry Goldwater op
posed federal intervention to end segregation and won only five
states. Just four years later, Richard Nixon staked out a middle
ground, remaining publicly committed to racial equality while op
posing forceful implementation of civil rights legislation. By 1980

�
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Republicans had artfully forged racial hostility with conservative
economic policy into a New Right coalition, and their candidate
Ronald Reagan ".articulated a public philosophy directed at draw
ing into the Republican party citizens with the kinds of economic,
social and racial concerns that could be addressed in terms of a
free-market conservative doctrine. " 17 Republicans became the
party of racial conservativism, while Democrats retained the lib
eral label inherited from their New Deal grandparents, expanded
to include racial connotations.1 8
Over the past three decades, opponents of government spending
for social welfare have found an anti-government ideology effec
tive in undermining support for the welfare state. But opposition
to government invention is not the central element in public an
tagonism to social programs. Initially, public approval of the War
on Poverty was high. It was not until the anti-poverty programs
became linked to the pursuit of civil rights that support waned.
The idea that liberal values have inhibited the development of the
American welfare state remains, at best, an overly simple explan
ation of how values are connected to the formation of social
programs. An anti-government ideology has generated most an
tagonism to the welfare state when it has been associated with
racial issues.

America's Welfare Regimes
Over the past century the United States has institute� three "wel
fare state regimes. " Each has had different consequences for racial
equality. The first national welfare programs of the New Deal pro
tected the working class against the exigencies of old age and un
employment. The price of this protection was a compromise with
the American" creed. As this compromise proved unworkable, the
programs of the War on Poverty provided the means to undo the
New Deal legacy and extend equal opportunity. Instead of finally
instituting full democratic rights, however, the policies enacted in
that turbuleRt decade left a disturbing legacy of "what might
have been."
The community action programs that might have provided a
precedent for extensive intervention in the inner cities and pre
vented the spiral of decline so painfully visible to observers on all
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sides of the political spectrum · became instead embroiled in the
task of extending political rights to African Americans. That
proved their undoing. Rather than responding to the need for
jobs, housing, and social services that the black migration brought
to the urban centers, the nation turned its back on the cities.
The job training programs might have bolstered a full employ
ment policy. They could have established a partnership between
the federal government and given the trade unions a solid footing
in national policymaking. Instead, job training became the source
of internecine warfare within the trade union movement and be
tween skilled workers and African Americans, hasteni'ng the de
cline of trade unionism. The irony of this historical outcome is
that a nation that most abhors government handouts does least to
prepare its citizens for work.
.
.
.
The funds for housing that briefly poured mto the mner Cities
might have improved the quality and expanded the quantity of the
nation's housing supply. However, the racial backlash that ensued
when integration became linked to housing undermined public
support for a national housing agenda.
No social programs could better have served the families of the
emerging postindustrial order than a guaranteed annual incor,ne
and national child care. Yet demands for welfare reform were trig
gered by the expanding welfare rolls and the threat of urban disor
der. And child care was inextricably linked to welfare reform.
When the policy agenda turned from the expansion of the welfare
state to the repression of disorder, this grand opportunity to pro
tect the fa m�, especially, families headed by women, was lost.
Instead of initifting a new era of race relations, the War on Pov
erty became a: transitional phase on the road to benign neglect.
The equal opportunity welfare state was replaced by a welfare
state that encouraged racial isolation and the concentration of the
black poor in inner cities.
The failure of America's domestic policy agenda reflects a fail
ure to live up to the values of the American creed, to create a
nation that not only guarantees liberty but also democratic
rights-the right to work, the right to participate in the political
process, and the right to economic security. In the 1960s Ameri
cans sought to resolve the American dilemma and grant these ba
sic rights. Three decades later that task remains unfinished.
I
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B I B LI O GRAP H I C N O T E S

Readers interested in pursuing research on the War on Poverty will find
ample materials in the National Archives. Record Group (RG) :;81 con
tains the records of the Office of Economic Opportunity. RG :;81 is a rich
source of information on the implementation of the community action
programs. It contains correspondence between bureaucrats in OEO and
other federal agencies and between federal authorities and local officials,
newspaper clippings, task force and field reports, planning documents,
and statistics evaluating various programs. The one difficulty in working
with this RG is that the documents are organized by state so that the
national perspective must be pieced together indirecdy.
RG 174 contains the records of the Department of Labor. What I
found most useful were the detailed evaluations of federal job-training
programs, analyses of strategies for dealing with the trade unions, and
correspondence between federal officials and labor leaders.The George
Meany Archives also contained some useful materials on the role of the
trade unions in the War on Poverty and particularly detailed evidence
regarding the union's perspective on its struggles against quotas.
RG 207 is a gold mine on the early trials of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. It contains correspondence, newspaper reports,
evidence on JlQusing discrimination compiled by federal task forces and
by the Ninonal\ Committee Against Discrimination in Housing, and
monthly Urban Tension Reports documenting HUD's role in fomenting
unrest. Iloeated materials on the battle for national day care in RG 102,
the records of the Children's Bureau. These records were rather sparse;
but I was able to obtain a more complete picture when I located addi
tional materials in the records of the Women's Bureau and in several oral
histories from the Lyndon Baines Jobnson Library in Austin, Texas. The
LBJ Library's extensive oral history collection was especially valuable. A
list of all oral histories held in the collection can be obtained by calling

(
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